




35 James Fraser Newtown As an individual 187 
36 Mark Cubey Mount Victoria As an individual 191 
37 Ian Ngaio As an individual 195 
38 Nicholas Booth Newtown The Board of Trustees of 

Newtown School / Te Kura o 
Nga Puna Waiora  

199 

39 Neville Henderson Newlands As an individual 203 
40 William Island Bay As an individual 207 
41 AA Mount Victoria As an individual 211 
42 John Fouhy Wilton As an individual 215 
43 Michael Norris Hataitai As an individual 219 
44 Natashs Khandallah As an individual 224 
45 Nicole Ngaio As an individual 228 
46 Simone Borgstede Mount Victoria As an individual 232 
47 Paul Young Te Aro As an individual 236 
48 Richard Parker Aro Valley As an individual 240 
49 Ian Paterson Brooklyn As an individual 245 
50 Dave K Island Bay As an individual 249 
51 Kim Howard Khandallah The Johnsonville Physio 

Centre 
253 

52 Bernadette Pallister Other - Kapiti As an individual 257 
53 James Burgess Brooklyn As an individual 261 
54 Lucy Watson Berhampore As an individual 265 
55 Amanda Wells Karori As an individual 269 
56 Peri Zee Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 273 
57 Trudy Shannon Roseneath As an individual 277 
58 Regan Dooley Island Bay As an individual 281 
59 Robyn Parkinson 

 
Tawa Community Board 285 

60 geoff sullivan Melrose As an individual 289 
61 Tony Vial Wadestown As an individual 293 
62 ian wilson Newlands As an individual 297 
63 Joan Pettit Aro Valley As an individual 301 
64 Benjamin Swale Karori As an individual 305 
65 Don Pettit Aro Valley As an individual 309 
66 Ellen Blake Mount Victoria As an individual 313 
67 Raewyn Hailes Johnsonville As an individual 317 
68 Ingrid Downey Aro Valley As an individual 321 
69 Tim Jones Mount Victoria As an individual 325 
70 Richard Hebrert Tawa As an individual 330 
71 Anna Nord Island Bay As an individual 334 
72 Caroline Shaw Hataitai As an individual 338 
73 Ray Deacon 

 
As an individual 342 



74 Philip Cleaver Melrose As an individual 346 
75 Anthony Edmonds Kelburn Trails Wellington 350 

76 Mark Kirk-Burnnand 
 

Johnsonville Business Group 354 

77 kevin O'Donnell Brooklyn As an individual 358 
78 Mark Kirk-Burnnand 

 
As an individual 362 

79 Larraine Talbot Johnsonville As an individual 366 
80 Nick Mouat Brooklyn As an individual 370 
81 John Robinson 

 
As an individual 374 

82 Tim Jenkins Karori As an individual 378 
83 Mark McCabe Khandallah As an individual 382 
84 Antony Kitchener Ngaio As an individual 386 
85 Walter Somerville Mount Victoria As an individual 390 
86 Josephine Burgi Wilton As an individual 394 
87 Sam Donald Brooklyn As an individual 398 
88 Dr Marion Leighton Newtown Doctors for Active, Safe 

Transport 
402 

89 Darrin cornes Khandallah As an individual 406 
90 Jane Campbel Karori As an individual 410 
91 Peter Cockrem Mount Cook As an individual 414 
92 Kate Day Berhampore As an individual 422 
93 Matthew Newtown As an individual 426 
94 Celeste Bartlett Miramar As an individual 430 
95 Martin Powell Newtown As an individual 434 
96 Peter Cohen Other - Kapiti As an individual 438 
97 Tony Henderson-

Newport 
Tawa As an individual 442 

98 Christoph Martens Island Bay As an individual 446 
99 dori chin Churton Park As an individual 450 
100 Xuzong Chen Hataitai As an individual 454 
101 Susan Belt Berhampore As an individual 461 
102 Paul Timothy Kennett Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 465 
103 Geoff Leech 

 
As an individual 469 

104 Lee Prebble Melrose As an individual 473 
105 Josh Forde Karori As an individual 477 
106 Colin Price Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 481 
107 Vi Kelburn As an individual 485 
108 Tom Pettit Aro Valley As an individual 489 
109 Philip Worthington Johnsonville As an individual 493 
110 Nadine Dodge Aro Valley As an individual 497 
111 Marilyn Odinot Khandallah As an individual 501 
112 Renee Pearce Johnsonville As an individual 505 



113 Peter Lye Island Bay As an individual 509 
114 Benjamin Burkhart Newlands As an individual 513 
115 Rachel su Churton Park the roast canteen 518 

116 Eloise Joiner Wadestown As an individual 522 
117 Toby Northland As an individual 526 
118 Jimmy Tait-Jamieson Wadestown As an individual 530 
119 Brock Island Bay As an individual 536 
120 Julia Zhu Johnsonville As an individual 543 
121 Will Miller Kelburn As an individual 547 
122 Keila Bowling Other - Porirua As an individual 552 
123 Alain Marcuse Mount Cook As an individual 556 
124 Matt Davies Ngaio As an individual 560 
125 Pete masters Other - Outside the 

Wellington region 
As an individual 564 

126 Richard Sutton Tawa As an individual 568 
127 David Stevens Khandallah As an individual 572 
128 Matt Kehoe Rowden Hataitai As an individual 576 
129 Teresa Maguire Hataitai As an individual 580 
130 Julie Anne Genter Berhampore As an individual 584 
131 Andrew Brown Khandallah As an individual 588 
132 Juline Bunel Wadestown As an individual 592 
133 Peter Spencer Wadestown As an individual 596 
134 Michelle Davis Broadmeadows As an individual 600 
135 Chris Bicknell Wadestown As an individual 604 
136 nicholas booth Melrose As an individual 608 
137 Penny Ngaio As an individual 612 
138 K clemas Ngaio As an individual 616 
139 Olivier Reuland Berhampore As an individual 620 
140 Lucy Baker Ngaio As an individual 624 
141 Scott Paparangi As an individual 628 
142 Tim Bradley Newtown As an individual 632 
143 Becca Boles Wellington Central As an individual 636 
144 Dave Northland As an individual 640 
145 Lachlan Ridley Aro Valley As an individual 645 
146 Broughton Hataitai As an individual 649 
147 Cara Aro Valley As an individual 653 
148 Annemarie Jutel Karori As an individual 657 
149 Josh Newtown As an individual 661 
150 Andrew Carman Brooklyn As an individual 665 
151 Gabriela Roque-Worcel Kingston As an individual 669 



152 Robert Cox Miramar As an individual 673 
153 Marshall Clark Wadestown As an individual 677 
154 Ong, Su-Wuen Thorndon As an individual 681 
155 Dylan Cox Johnsonville As an individual 685 
156 Helen Seddon Brooklyn As an individual 689 
157 Christopher Holland Miramar As an individual 693 
158 Amy Island Bay As an individual 697 
159 Simon Christiansen Mount Cook As an individual 701 
160 David Laing Hataitai As an individual 705 
161 David Weaver Strathmore Park As an individual 709 
162 Sam Hudson Kilbirnie As an individual 713 
163 Jeremy Morris Mount Victoria As an individual 718 
164 Craig Starnes Brooklyn As an individual 723 
165 Jamie Steer Karori As an individual 727 
166 Kate Searle Berhampore As an individual 731 
167 Verity Schommer Kingston As an individual 735 
168 Peter Nunns Berhampore As an individual 739 
169 Mike Douglas Khandallah As an individual 743 
170 Jamie Sims Lyall Bay As an individual 747 
171 Ben Wellington Central As an individual 751 
172 Alice Liddell Miramar As an individual 755 
173 Valerie Morse Strathmore Park As an individual 759 
174 Jack Hazlehurst Kilbirnie As an individual 763 
175 R Cullen Karori As an individual 767 
176 Patrick Wilkes Ngaio As an individual 771 
177 Sarah Quinlan Newtown As an individual 775 
178 Steve Dixon Hataitai As an individual 779 
179 Julia Ball Northland As an individual 783 
180 Richard Busby Northland As an individual 787 
181 Graham Long Karori As an individual 791 
182 Julie Ward Khandallah As an individual 795 
183 Mark Coburn Mount Victoria Port Nicholson Poneke cycle 

club 
799 

184 Mark Coburn Mount Victoria As an individual 803 
185 Paul O'Connell Karori As an individual 807 
186 Shaun Brennan Te Aro As an individual 811 
187 Alison Wadestown As an individual 815 
188 Kora Newtown As an individual 819 
189 Alicia Hall Other - Kapiti Parents for Climate Aotearoa 823 

190 Alicia Hall Other - Kapiti As an individual 827 
191 John 

 
As an individual 831 

192 Nic Cox Other - Porirua As an individual 835 



193 Maria Morunga Newlands As an individual 839 
194 Richard Hovey Brooklyn As an individual 846 
195 Nevena Novakovic 

Imsirovic 
Hataitai As an individual 850 

196 Yvonne Weeber Lyall Bay As an individual 854 
197 Stacey Moir Mount Victoria As an individual 858 
198 Steve Paparangi As an individual 862 
199 Bruce Richards Ngaio As an individual 866 
200 Jack MacCormick Karori As an individual 870 
201 Gary Finlay 

 
As an individual 874 

202 Elizabeth Hodgson Mount Cook Massey At Wellington 
Students' Association 
(MAWSA) 

878 

203 Ralf Schwoerer Wadestown As an individual 882 
204 Darren Young Vogeltown As an individual 886 
205 Paul Van Houtte Mount Victoria As an individual 890 
206 Patrick Mills-Munday Thorndon As an individual 894 
207 Martijn van der Tol Island Bay As an individual 898 
208 Jessica Matthews Vogeltown As an individual 902 
209 Samantha Berhampore As an individual 906 
210 Judith Loveridge Northland As an individual 910 
211 Jarrod Crossland Maupuia As an individual 914 
212 Elizabeth Parkin Tawa As an individual 918 
213 Amanda Island Bay As an individual 922 
214 Richard Reddaway 

 
As an individual 926 

215 Christopher Bull Wilton As an individual 930 
216 Pete Gent Mount Victoria As an individual 934 
217 Sarah Hataitai As an individual 939 
218 Adam Hayman Melrose As an individual 943 
219 Eleonora Newtown As an individual 947 
220 Athol McCredie Aro Valley As an individual 951 
221 Chris Juchnowicz Other - Porirua As an individual 955 
222 Carl Howarth Newtown As an individual 959 
223 Susan Van Daatselaar Brooklyn As an individual 964 
224 Grant Buchan Mount Cook As an individual 968 
225 Trevor Job Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 972 
226 Amelia Newlands As an individual 976 
227 Matt O'Neil Strathmore Park As an individual 980 
228 Andrew R Newtown As an individual 984 
229 Steven Newlands As an individual 988 
230 Alex Baker Roseneath As an individual 992 
231 Jessica Tappin Roseneath As an individual 996 



232 Tim Broadmeadows As an individual 1000 
233 Christian Williams Newlands As an individual 1004 
234 J Robertson Khandallah As an individual 1008 
235 Anja Mizdrak Berhampore As an individual 1012 
236 Jamie Newtown As an individual 1017 
237 Sam Muirhead Kilbirnie As an individual 1021 
238 Chris Bradshaw Wadestown As an individual 1026 
239 Jacqueline Pipitea As an individual 1030 
240 Barbara McLaughlin Berhampore As an individual 1034 
241 Cade Newtown As an individual 1038 
242 Joe Ballard Karori As an individual 1042 
243 Steph Broadmeadows As an individual 1046 
244 Rachel Wilcox Kingston As an individual 1050 
245 Ed Ngaio As an individual 1054 
246 Bri Peters Tawa As an individual 1058 
247 Adriaan Houghton Bay As an individual 1062 
248 Jacqueline d'Ath Ngaio As an individual 1066 
249 Melissa Te Aro As an individual 1070 
250 James Millington Kelburn As an individual 1074 
251 Pierre Tellier Strathmore Park As an individual 1078 
252 Jeremy Rose 

 
As an individual 1082 

253 Audrey Banach Mount Victoria As an individual 1086 
254 David Puddephatt Johnsonville As an individual 1090 
255 Colin Fraser Lyall Bay As an individual 1094 
256 Natalie Sanson 

 
As an individual 1098 

257 Emily Mabin Sutton Ngaio As an individual 1102 
258 Mary Tohill Newtown As an individual 1106 
259 H Pohl Aro Valley As an individual 1110 
260 Richard Clemo Island Bay As an individual 1114 
261 Arran Whiteford Melrose As an individual 1120 
262 willow Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 1124 
263 John-Luke Day Berhampore As an individual 1128 
264 Miranda Devlin Other - Porirua As an individual 1132 
265 Gerd Karori As an individual 1136 
266 Angela Seaton Khandallah As an individual 1140 
267 Miriam Adeane Moore Brooklyn As an individual 1144 
268 Nicole Benkert Aro Valley As an individual 1148 
269 Emma Roache Wilton As an individual 1152 
270 Jaci sinko Lyall Bay As an individual 1157 
271 Ben Wilde Strathmore Park As an individual 1161 
272 Tez Wilde Miramar As an individual 1165 
273 Elliott Kennedy Te Aro As an individual 1169 



274 Ian Lancaster Miramar As an individual 1173 
275 Ella makan Te Aro As an individual 1177 
276 Jess Hassed Te Aro As an individual 1181 
277 Tess Breitenmoser Hataitai As an individual 1185 
278 Anna Woods Hataitai As an individual 1189 
279 Clara Breitenmoser Mount Cook As an individual 1193 
280 Rachel Fry Wadestown As an individual 1197 
281 Paula Ngata Te Aro As an individual 1201 
282 Helen Kettles Kilbirnie As an individual 1205 
283 Paula Warren Kelburn As an individual 1209 
284 Catherine Keating Wellington Central As an individual 1214 
285 Thomas styles Paparangi As an individual 1218 
286 L Havens Other - Outside the 

Wellington region 
As an individual 1222 

287 Stephen Maslin Newtown As an individual 1226 
288 Dave Chowdhury Ngaio As an individual 1231 
289 Renay Duncalfe Northland As an individual 1235 
290 Paul McGimpsey Northland As an individual 1239 
291 Anne and Chris Rowe Kelburn As an individual 1243 
292 Emily McGeorge Ngaio As an individual 1247 
293 Nina Hall Mount Victoria As an individual 1251 
294 Sarah Silver Brooklyn As an individual 1255 
295 hamish Berhampore As an individual 1259 
296 Holly Birkett Island Bay As an individual 1263 
297 Kate Island Bay As an individual 1267 
298 Philip Tremewan Mount Victoria As an individual 1272 
299 George Sederis Hataitai As an individual 1276 
300 Matthew Gibbons 

 
As an individual 1280 

301 darryn Newtown As an individual 1284 
302 Amanda Kelburn As an individual 1288 
303 shane king Paparangi As an individual 1292 
304 Phil Clatworthy Mornington As an individual 1296 
305 Josalin Newtown As an individual 1300 
306 Evan Henshaw-Plath Mount Victoria As an individual 1304 
307 Finn Robertson Berhampore As an individual 1308 
308 Michelle Hosking Other - Porirua As an individual 1312 
309 Emma Osborne Vogeltown As an individual 1316 
310 Antony Foster Southgate As an individual 1320 
311 hamish Island Bay As an individual 1324 
312 Leah Mount Cook As an individual 1328 
313 rob fall Mount Cook As an individual 1332 
314 lochlan cust Te Aro As an individual 1336 



315 Alec Rodger Lyall Bay As an individual 1340 
316 Adam Crisp Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 1345 
317 Lyn Garrett Johnsonville As an individual 1349 
318 isla clapham Berhampore As an individual 1353 
319 Marine Strathmore Park As an individual 1357 
320 Rowena Crofton Downs As an individual 1363 
321 Jamie Newtown As an individual 1368 
322 Clare Bardsley Roseneath As an individual 1372 
323 Andy Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 1376 
324 Prefer not To Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 1380 
325 Ben Davies 

 
As an individual 1384 

326 Kate Riddell Strathmore Park As an individual 1388 
327 anne Seatoun As an individual 1392 
328 Oliver O'Connell Lyall Bay As an individual 1396 
329 Ralph McCubbin Howell Te Aro As an individual 1400 

330 Mark Wallace Churton Park As an individual 1405 
331 Dhilum Nightingale Island Bay As an individual 1409 
332 Laura le Page Churton Park As an individual 1413 
333 Sonya Brooklyn As an individual 1417 
334 Bryan Crump Berhampore As an individual 1421 
335 John  Morrison Churton Park As an individual 1425 
336 K Walsh Berhampore As an individual 1430 
337 Joe Kelburn As an individual 1434 
338 Svend Hansen Khandallah As an individual 1438 
339 Sid Jones Ngaio As an individual 1442 
340 Katie Benson Khandallah As an individual 1446 
341 Souradeep Gupta Khandallah As an individual 1450 
342 Hunter Berhampore As an individual 1454 
343 Nicola McCarthy Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 1458 
344 Barbara wheeler Aro Valley As an individual 1462 
345 Dan Roberts Other - Outside the 

Wellington region 
As an individual 1466 

346 Felix Marwick Karori As an individual 1470 
347 Peter Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 1474 
348 Asher Regan Te Aro As an individual 1478 
349 Jane Patterson Newtown As an individual 1482 
350 Huria madani Mount Victoria As an individual 1486 
351 Craig Karori As an individual 1490 
352 Alexander Barendregt Rongotai As an individual 1494 
353 Denis McCarthy Karori As an individual 1498 
354 Liz Aro Valley As an individual 1502 



355 Geoff Simmons Mount Cook As an individual 1506 
356 Ruth 

 
As an individual 1510 

357 Patitia Pololangi Aro Valley People of Wellington - sick 
and tired of the VS BS 

1514 

358 Steve B Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 1518 
359 Rhedyn Law Newtown As an individual 1522 
360 Cassandra Bahr Newtown As an individual 1527 
361 Hannah Quigan Owhiro Bay As an individual 1531 
362 Ollie Butcher Hataitai As an individual 1535 
363 Maree Churton Park As an individual 1539 
364 Hayden Karori As an individual 1543 
365 Patrick Island Bay As an individual 1547 
366 Mike 

 
As an individual 1551 

367 Trish Hataitai As an individual 1555 
368 Malcolm Wood 

 
As an individual 1559 

369 Jonathan Brewer Mount Victoria As an individual 1563 
370 Sarah Thorndon As an individual 1567 
371 Judy Melinek Mount Cook As an individual 1571 
372 Francesca Pouwer 

 
As an individual 1575 

373 Dolf van Asbeck Island Bay As an individual 1579 
374 siobhan isles Melrose As an individual 1583 
375 Jacquie Karori As an individual 1587 
376 Simon Lyall Bay As an individual 1591 
377 Lance Lones Seatoun As an individual 1595 
378 Zach Brooklyn As an individual 1599 
379 Lachlan Patterson Karori As an individual 1603 
380 John Fitzgerald Other - Porirua As an individual 1607 
381 Bronwyn Newtown As an individual 1611 
382 Simon Holst Karori As an individual 1615 
383 Ali Forrest Owhiro Bay As an individual 1619 
384 Maria Kalachova Vogeltown As an individual 1623 
385 John Hutton 

 
As an individual 1627 

386 Al Karori As an individual 1631 
387 Bob Coyle Hataitai As an individual 1635 
388 Rob Deakin Island Bay As an individual 1639 
389 Daniel mcneill Newtown As an individual 1643 
390 Robert Poole Khandallah As an individual 1647 
391 Dan Addington Hataitai As an individual 1652 
392 Rich C Northland As an individual 1656 
393 Thomas Mitchell Mount Cook As an individual 1660 
394 Chris Brooklyn As an individual 1664 
395 Duncan Lucas Thorndon As an individual 1668 



396 Miles Lacey Other - Kapiti As an individual 1672 
397 Felix Over Berhampore As an individual 1676 
398 Martin McCrae Makara Beach As an individual 1680 
399 Andy Hansen Newtown As an individual 1684 
400 Lia Horsey Karori As an individual 1688 
401 Meg Ingle Te Aro As an individual 1692 
402 Claire Miranda Kelburn As an individual 1696 
403 PS Southgate As an individual 1700 
404 Aaron Tily Berhampore As an individual 1704 
405 Elizabeth Jackson Karaka Bays As an individual 1708 
406 Stuart Berhampore As an individual 1712 
407 Marc de Boer Brooklyn As an individual 1716 
408 Pat Vinaccia Island Bay As an individual 1720 
409 Agata Karori As an individual 1724 
410 a Karaka Bays As an individual 1728 
411 Louis Te Aro As an individual 1732 
412 D Upchurch Hataitai As an individual 1736 
413 Ellen Forrow Johnsonville As an individual 1740 
414 David Reid Karori As an individual 1744 
415 Teresa Cowie Kelburn As an individual 1748 
416 Andrew Bowman Mount Victoria As an individual 1752 
417 Thomas Kay Aro Valley As an individual 1756 
418 Steph Leatham Miramar As an individual 1760 
419 Stephanie Love Island Bay As an individual 1764 
420 Elke Veeh Southgate As an individual 1768 
421 Casey James Brooklyn As an individual 1772 
422 Lauren Vargo Karori As an individual 1776 
423 Shail Zing Other - Outside the 

Wellington region 
As an individual 1780 

424 Peter Ngaio As an individual 1784 
425 Tessa Island Bay As an individual 1788 
426 Suze Keith Highbury As an individual 1792 
427 Margaret McLachlan Khandallah As an individual 1796 
428 Josh Nachowitz Aro Valley As an individual 1800 
429 Grant Weston Wadestown As an individual 1804 
430 Gina Dao-McLay Other - Porirua As an individual 1808 
431 Wayne Pincott Tawa As an individual 1812 
432 Jemma Mount Cook As an individual 1816 
433 Emily Bull Johnsonville As an individual 1820 
434 Brian Johnston Crofton Downs As an individual 1824 
435 Michael Archer Aro Valley As an individual 1828 
436 S Higham-Lee Karori As an individual 1832 



437 Max Petersen Mount Victoria As an individual 1836 
438 Freddy Tennant on 

behalf of Professor 
William Levack 

 
University of Otago 
Wellington  

1840 

439 Isaac Bennett-Smith Te Aro As an individual 1844 
440 Mark Johnston Berhampore As an individual 1848 
441 Kris Herman Miramar As an individual 1853 
442 John Beaglehole Karori As an individual 1857 
443 Mr D Lyall Bay As an individual 1862 
444 Rachel Laurenson Island Bay As an individual 1866 
445 Robert Delany Karori As an individual 1870 
446 Murray Ogilvie Newlands As an individual 1874 
447 Jake Pollock Vogeltown As an individual 1879 
448 Xanthe Smith Kelburn As an individual 1883 
449 Nina Quinn Te Aro As an individual 1887 
450 Tabea Trounson Berhampore As an individual 1891 
451 Josh Kelburn As an individual 1895 
452 Paul Tawa As an individual 1899 
453 Nicola Jones Paparangi As an individual 1904 
454 Dirk Bol 

 
As an individual 1908 

455 Jacob Pescini Johnsonville As an individual 1912 
456 Cathy Blakely Vogeltown As an individual 1916 
457 juan correa Newtown As an individual 1920 
458 Thomas Goodman Mount Cook As an individual 1924 
459 Rebecca Soper Miramar As an individual 1928 
460 Rohan Smith Island Bay As an individual 1932 
461 Meg Graeme Other - Outside the 

Wellington region 
As an individual 1936 

462 Callum Taylor Karori As an individual 1940 
463 Ian Armitage Tawa As an individual 1944 
464 Joanne Davidson Karori As an individual 1948 
465 Verity de Joux Johnsonville As an individual 1952 
466 Simon Brown Thorndon As an individual 1956 
467 Lottie Northland As an individual 1960 
468 Andy Jackson Miramar As an individual 1964 
469 Kristin Bohm Tawa As an individual 1968 
470 David Brooklyn As an individual 1972 
471 Andrea Teng Miramar As an individual 1976 
472 Margaret Jeune Brooklyn As an individual 1980 
473 Jason Bragg Island Bay As an individual 1984 
474 Phillip White Kilbirnie As an individual 1988 
475 John Western Strathmore Park As an individual 1992 



476 Te Kāhui Tapsell Newtown As an individual 1996 
477 Graeme 

 
As an individual 2000 

478 Kylie W Hataitai As an individual 2004 
479 Greg Murison Mornington As an individual 2008 
480 Jessica Mount Cook As an individual 2012 
481 Sheila Hart Southgate As an individual 2016 
482 Kate Zwartz 

 
As an individual 2020 

483 Michael Rans Khandallah As an individual 2024 
484 Janine Gera Newtown As an individual 2028 
485 Raul Ortega Ayala Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 2032 
486 Corrina Nielsen Paparangi As an individual 2036 
487 Trace Pool Paparangi As an individual 2040 
488 Kevin Allan Brooklyn As an individual 2044 
489 Mitchell Smith Hataitai As an individual 2048 
490 Aneel Bhana Strathmore Park As an individual 2052 
491 Amanda Reid Te Aro As an individual 2058 
492 Erica Mangin Berhampore As an individual 2062 
493 Hamish Gordon 

 
As an individual 2066 

494 Tracey Egerton Newtown As an individual 2070 
495 Hamish McIntosh Kilbirnie As an individual 2074 
496 Caitlin Goggin Berhampore As an individual 2078 
497 Corwin Newall Tawa As an individual 2082 
498 Pene Brooklyn As an individual 2087 
499 Andrew WIlliams Southgate As an individual 2091 
500 Mark Randall Wellington Central As an individual 2095 
501 Simon Karori As an individual 2099 
502 Antony Dixon Northland As an individual 2103 
503 David Dobson Johnsonville As an individual 2107 
504 Daniella Mount Cook As an individual 2111 
505 Shanti Mathias Kelburn As an individual 2115 
506 GM Burns Newtown As an individual 2120 
507 Kirsty Island Bay As an individual 2124 
508 Brian Sage Miramar As an individual 2128 
509 Rob Tse Seatoun As an individual 2132 
510 Urmila Hataitai As an individual 2136 
511 Scott Jackson Mount Cook As an individual 2141 
512 Andy Wright Hataitai As an individual 2145 
513 Mariza Ngaio As an individual 2149 
514 Kate Johnsonville As an individual 2153 
515 RH Johnsonville As an individual 2157 
516 James kinsella Lyall Bay As an individual 2161 
517 Bronwyn Crofton Downs As an individual 2167 



518 Nataly Noguer Blue Newtown As an individual 2171 
519 SALENA DAVIE Owhiro Bay As an individual 2175 
520 David Koedyk Johnsonville As an individual 2179 
521 Andrea Te Aro As an individual 2183 
522 Hannah Harmon Mount Cook As an individual 2187 
523 Joanna Laurenson Miramar As an individual 2191 
524 Joanne Scott Karori As an individual 2201 
525 A Thorndon As an individual 2205 
526 Greer Forde-

MacNaughton 
Newtown As an individual 2209 

527 Frances Ross Highbury As an individual 2213 
528 Amanda Berhampore As an individual 2217 
529 bridget moon Brooklyn As an individual 2221 
530 Paul Smith Karori As an individual 2225 
531 Josh McLeod Island Bay As an individual 2230 
532 Emma Dangerfield Newtown As an individual 2234 
533 Cameron Hart Karori As an individual 2238 
534 Grant Petherick Miramar As an individual 2242 
535 Michael Harvey Karori As an individual 2246 
536 chan Kelburn As an individual 2250 
537 Elaine Richardson Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 2254 
538 Daniel Barratt Highbury As an individual 2258 
539 justin broom 

 
As an individual 2262 

540 Christopher Dean Hataitai As an individual 2267 
541 Panayiotis Matsis Kilbirnie As an individual 2271 
542 David Mote Tawa As an individual 2275 
543 Matthew MacDiarmid Newtown As an individual 2279 
544 Jill Ford 

 
As an individual 2283 

545 Megan Walker Island Bay As an individual 2287 
546 Peter de Boer Karori As an individual 2291 
547 Stacey Tennant Karori As an individual 2295 
548 Richele McKenzie Karori As an individual 2299 
549 Jack Power Island Bay As an individual 2303 
550 Brendon Bullen Te Aro As an individual 2307 
551 Tristan Thomas Karori As an individual 2311 
552 Peter Stevens Roseneath As an individual 2315 
553 Brent Alderton Karori As an individual 2319 
554 Stewart Hemphill Miramar As an individual 2323 
555 Philip Bartley Brooklyn As an individual 2327 
556 Luke Southorn Karori As an individual 2331 
557 Libby C Karori As an individual 2335 
558 Joe Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 2339 



559 Igor Albornett Karori As an individual 2343 
560 D Pedlow Khandallah As an individual 2347 
561 Kate Linzey Kilbirnie As an individual 2352 
562 Dan H Hataitai As an individual 2356 
563 Nicky Aro Valley As an individual 2360 
564 Dr Paul Roseneath As an individual 2364 
565 AF Berhampore As an individual 2368 
566 John Other - Kapiti As an individual 2373 
567 Martin hefford Newtown As an individual 2377 
568 Simon Island Bay As an individual 2381 
569 stuart gardyne Roseneath As an individual 2385 
570 Kim Kelly Breaker Bay As an individual 2389 
571 Mark Holden Strathmore Park As an individual 2393 
572 Caroline Vincent Brooklyn As an individual 2397 
573 Geoff Mount Cook As an individual 2401 
574 Nat Leamy Newlands As an individual 2405 
575 Chris R 

 
As an individual 2410 

576 Alistair Crossling Wilton As an individual 2414 
577 Max Pouwer Other - Outside the 

Wellington region 
As an individual 2418 

578 paul bruce Brooklyn As an individual 2422 
579 Niki Mornington As an individual 2426 
580 Marcus Ganley Te Aro As an individual 2431 
581 Laurence Harger Seatoun As an individual 2435 
582 Stacey Strathmore Park As an individual 2440 
583 Thomas Recker Mount Victoria As an individual 2444 
584 Neil Sturmfels Tawa As an individual 2448 
585 Justin Thirkell Island Bay As an individual 2456 
586 Harvey Livschitz Aro Valley As an individual 2460 
587 Andy Cameron Ngaio As an individual 2464 
588 Daniel Clarke Hataitai As an individual 2468 
589 John Galvin Ngaio As an individual 2472 
590 Tom Werry Hataitai As an individual 2476 
591 Natalie Nesbitt Miramar As an individual 2480 
592 Fiona Pohlen Brooklyn As an individual 2484 
593 Dinah Okeby Highbury As an individual 2488 
594 Jessica Mills Te Aro As an individual 2492 
595 Kaye Foran Te Aro As an individual 2496 
596 Eamonn Marra Berhampore As an individual 2500 
597 Wayne Ngaio As an individual 2505 
598 Peter Miramar As an individual 2509 
599 Mark Dommett Brooklyn As an individual 2513 



600 Chris Perry Miramar As an individual 2517 
601 Colby Raley Oriental Bay As an individual 2521 
602 Harry Karori As an individual 2525 
603 TilS Berhampore As an individual 2529 
604 Will Brooklyn As an individual 2533 
605 Kerry Parker Island Bay As an individual 2537 
606 Josh Te Aro As an individual 2541 
607 Greg Williams Island Bay As an individual 2545 
608 Lou Newman Miramar As an individual 2549 
609 Richard Field-Dodgson Maupuia As an individual 2553 
610 ailsa Brooklyn As an individual 2557 
611 Alan Comer Maupuia As an individual 2561 
612 Robb Morison Karori As an individual 2565 
613 Carole Edwards Hataitai As an individual 2569 
614 Annemieke Kwaytaal Seatoun As an individual 2573 
615 Grace Thomas-Edmond Miramar As an individual 2577 

616 Todd Hayvice Owhiro Bay As an individual 2581 
617 simon randall Lyall Bay As an individual 2585 
618 Curtis Nixon Berhampore As an individual 2589 
619 Carla Keys Brooklyn As an individual 2593 
620 Rick Johnsonville As an individual 2597 
621 Mike Hataitai As an individual 2601 
622 Jonny Osborne Miramar As an individual 2605 
623 Julie Island Bay As an individual 2609 
624 Dean Lyall Bay As an individual 2613 
625 Ben Roseneath As an individual 2617 
626 J Robertson Khandallah As an individual 2621 
627 Thomas Guldborg Miramar As an individual 2625 
628 David Ponting 

 
As an individual 2629 

629 Paul Newtown As an individual 2633 
630 Mark Derby Lyall Bay As an individual 2637 
631 Caroline Hodge Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 2641 
632 Brent Tawa As an individual 2645 
633 Kirsty Jordan Kelburn As an individual 2649 
634 Andrew Bartlett Miramar As an individual 2653 
635 Matt Aro Valley As an individual 2659 
636 Hilary Brooklyn As an individual 2663 
637 Daniel Island Bay As an individual 2667 
638 Samuel Ngaio As an individual 2671 
639 Michael Petherick 

 
As an individual 2675 

640 Anna Win-Mason Thorndon As an individual 2679 



641 Mike Harkness Tawa As an individual 2683 
642 Jacqueline Owen Newtown As an individual 2687 
643 Brendan Wadestown As an individual 2691 
644 Amy Bendall Newlands As an individual 2695 
645 Shane Sinclair Wellington Central As an individual 2699 
646 Emily Penberthy Aro Valley As an individual 2703 
647 Richard Parry Redwood As an individual 2707 
648 Edward Houghton Bay As an individual 2711 
649 Sharyn Richardson Tawa As an individual 2715 
650 Anna Grant Karori As an individual 2719 
651 Paul Hataitai WPM 2723 
652 Karen Mills Khandallah As an individual 2727 
653 Michelle McCormick Churton Park As an individual 2731 
654 Jan Szydlowski Crofton Downs As an individual 2736 
655 Nik Tawa As an individual 2740 
656 Keri Mills Khandallah As an individual 2744 
657 Denis Mander Wadestown As an individual 2748 
658 Neil Deans Khandallah As an individual 2752 
659 Naomi Gillgren Thorndon As an individual 2758 
660 Rodney Wallace Tawa As an individual 2762 
661 Stephen Wichman Redwood As an individual 2766 
662 Jaana Tawa As an individual 2770 
663 Nick Warren Tawa As an individual 2774 
664 Anthony Syed Miramar As an individual 2778 
665 Peter Redwood As an individual 2782 
666 Joshua Benfell Churton Park As an individual 2786 
667 Katherine Hill Tawa As an individual 2790 
668 Cam Hayes Strathmore Park As an individual 2794 
669 Monique Lubberink Tawa As an individual 2798 
670 chris mckenzie Newlands As an individual 2802 
671 russell silverwood Brooklyn As an individual 2806 
672 Mario Kotsapas 

 
As an individual 2810 

673 Elizabeth Barnao Newlands As an individual 2814 
674 Pascarn Dickinson Karori As an individual 2818 
675 Callum Neil Kelburn As an individual 2822 
676 Joey Sauer Mount Victoria As an individual 2826 
677 James Campbell Crofton Downs As an individual 2830 
678 Briar Barry Seatoun As an individual 2834 
679 Mark Ramsden Khandallah As an individual 2838 
680 Sammie Kilbirnie As an individual 2842 
681 Alex Karori As an individual 2846 
682 Sam Te Aro As an individual 2850 



683 Mike Doragh Tawa As an individual 2854 
684 Andrew Wilks Ngaio As an individual 2858 
685 Amy Thomson Khandallah As an individual 2862 
686 Samuel Kempthorne Brooklyn As an individual 2866 
687 Lane McLeod Aro Valley As an individual 2870 
688 Anthony Griffin 

 
As an individual 2874 

689 Raphael Rufino Johnsonville As an individual 2878 
690 Jeff Flavell Ngaio As an individual 2882 
691 Harry Kelburn As an individual 2886 
692 Jason Roseneath As an individual 2890 
693 Sophia Newsome Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 2894 
694 Daniel Spector Highbury As an individual 2898 
695 Celia Painter Johnsonville As an individual 2902 
696 Daniel Barber Johnsonville As an individual 2906 
697 S Copopard Island Bay As an individual 2911 
698 Stu 

 
As an individual 2915 

699 Oscar Damerham Mount Victoria As an individual 2919 
700 K Swain Karaka Bays As an individual 2923 
701 Martyn Hataitai As an individual 2927 
702 George Hickmott Karori As an individual 2931 
703 Joey Shannon Roseneath As an individual 2935 
704 navin Crofton Downs As an individual 2939 
705 James Macey Thorndon As an individual 2943 
706 Michelle Rush Ngaio As an individual 2947 
707 Pipi Karori As an individual 2953 
708 Will Oriental Bay As an individual 2957 
709 j moore 

 
As an individual 2961 

710 Marcus Te Aro As an individual 2965 
711 James Hart Tawa As an individual 2969 
712 Morgan Hanks Berhampore As an individual 2974 
713 Rebecca Karaka Bays As an individual 2978 
714 Neil Houghton Bay As an individual 2982 
715 Asher Emanuel Mount Victoria As an individual 2986 
716 Zara Molijn Ngaio As an individual 2990 
717 Andrew Chisholm Brooklyn As an individual 2994 
718 Ingo Schommer Kingston As an individual 2998 
719 becky ramsay Mornington As an individual 3002 
720 Hannah Morgan-Stone Newtown As an individual 3006 
721 James Robertson Brooklyn As an individual 3010 
722 Mark Leeming Island Bay As an individual 3016 
723 Rob Munro Newlands As an individual 3020 
724 Nigel Guy Brooklyn As an individual 3024 



725 Kamala Hamilton-Brown Brooklyn As an individual 3028 

726 Jacob Buck Miramar As an individual 3032 
727 Nicola Khandallah As an individual 3036 
728 Matt Kelburn As an individual 3040 
729 J. Barnett Wilton As an individual 3044 
730 Matthew Khandallah As an individual 3048 
731 Mike McGrath Tawa As an individual 3052 
732 William Townsend Newtown As an individual 3056 
733 Lucy Stewart Wadestown As an individual 3060 
734 Stephen Day 

 
As an individual 3064 

735 Ryan Brooklyn As an individual 3068 
736 Ralf Schwate Te Aro As an individual 3072 
737 Colin Keating Wellington Central As an individual 3076 
738 Scott Smith Wilton As an individual 3080 
739 sue Churton Park As an individual 3084 
740 M Batson Mount Victoria As an individual 3088 
741 Jez Weston Brooklyn As an individual 3092 
742 Angus Newtown As an individual 3096 
743 Robyn Peterson Tawa As an individual 3100 
744 Carolyn Ngaio As an individual 3104 
745 Sinead McAllery 

 
As an individual 3108 

746 Tehmina Gladman Strathmore Park As an individual 3112 
747 Mateusz Uzdowski Karori As an individual 3116 
748 James Snock Northland As an individual 3121 
749 Malachy 

 
As an individual 3125 

750 Craig Lucinsky Mornington As an individual 3129 
751 Jonty Crane Karori As an individual 3134 
752 Michiel Newlands As an individual 3138 
753 Chris Marshall Thorndon As an individual 3142 
754 Hugh Good Khandallah As an individual 3146 
755 Zane Churton Park As an individual 3150 
756 Jack Brooklyn As an individual 3154 
757 David Tannock Hataitai As an individual 3158 
758 Steve Zandi Miramar As an individual 3162 
759 Serah Allison Newlands As an individual 3166 
760 Cam Vannisselroy Te Aro As an individual 3170 
761 Jonathan Mount Victoria As an individual 3174 
762 Jamie Kerr 

 
As an individual 3178 

763 Libby C Melrose As an individual 3182 
764 McLeish Martin Miramar As an individual 3186 
765 Michael Dowse Newtown As an individual 3190 



766 kamal Johnsonville As an individual 3194 
767 Morris Rees Oriental Bay As an individual 3198 
768 Kiri Heel Miramar As an individual 3202 
769 AnneMarie Curtis Karori As an individual 3206 
770 mikaila Lyall Bay As an individual 3210 
771 Richard Tweedie Oriental Bay As an individual 3214 
772 Brent Tawa As an individual 3218 
773 Michael Thomas Karori As an individual 3222 
774 Maddy Mount Victoria As an individual 3226 
775 Sally Ogle Island Bay As an individual 3230 
776 Josh Dry Island Bay As an individual 3234 
777 Geoff Brooklyn As an individual 3238 
778 tony cairns Brooklyn As an individual 3242 
779 Caro Robertson Miramar Spacecraft Architects 3246 

780 Tim Gittos Miramar As an individual 3250 
781 John Smith 

 
As an individual 3254 

782 Douglas Maclachlan Other - Wairarapa As an individual 3258 
783 Matahana Newtown As an individual 3262 
784 Nick Rinehart Oriental Bay As an individual 3266 
785 Chris Island Bay As an individual 3270 
786 Patrick McKenna Ohariu As an individual 3274 
787 Tim Priest Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 3278 
788 Genevieve Taylor Berhampore As an individual 3282 
789 Gerard Bellam Island Bay As an individual 3286 
790 Matthias Zeller Seatoun As an individual 3290 
791 Geraint Scott Other - Hutt Valley As an individual 3294 
792 James Wadestown As an individual 3299 
793 Kasey Te Aro As an individual 3303 
794 James Newlands As an individual 3307 
795 Nick Northland As an individual 3311 
796 Lance Lones Seatoun As an individual 3315 
797 Eliza Prestidge Oldfield Newtown As an individual 3319 
798 Ruby Houghton Bay As an individual 3323 
799 Sam Duff Other - Porirua As an individual 3327 
800 Tracy Farr Strathmore Park As an individual 3331 
801 Michele Lyall Bay As an individual 3335 
802 Kirill Churton Park As an individual 3339 
803 AG Brooklyn As an individual 3343 
804 Peter Steven Highbury As an individual 3347 
805 Adam Dubas Hataitai As an individual 3351 
806 Sam Griffen Wilton As an individual 3355 
807 James Flanagan Rongotai As an individual 3359 



808 Liam Byrne Churton Park As an individual 3363 
809 Pete Churton Park As an individual 3367 
810 Newtown Berhampore As an individual 3371 
811 Tertuis Mostert Khandallah As an individual 3375 
812 Shayne Misselbrook Karori As an individual 3379 
813 Peter Bellam Island Bay As an individual 3383 
814 Erin Duncan Tawa As an individual 3387 
815 Dan Grantham Newlands As an individual 3391 
816 Kupe Mount Victoria As an individual 3396 
817 Ian Wards Island Bay As an individual 3400 
818 David Essery Northland As an individual 3404 
819 Sam Wilton As an individual 3408 
820 John Hataitai As an individual 3412 
821 Darko Petrovic Berhampore As an individual 3416 
822 Ewan Brooklyn As an individual 3420 
823 Chris Welch Ngaio As an individual 3424 
824 Richard Langston Island Bay As an individual 3428 
825 Hinrich Schaefer Strathmore Park As an individual 3432 
826 Mike Fee Island Bay As an individual 3436 
827 Philippa Yasbek Mt Victoria As an individual 3440 
828 Jane Little Aro Valley As an individual 3444 
829 Colin Peacock Wadestown As an individual 3448 
830 Kate Walmsley Karori As an individual 3452 
831 Eric Buscarino Other As an individual 3456 
832 Anonymous 

Anonymous 
Mt Cook As an individual 3460 

833 Oliver Bruce Other As an individual 3464 
834 Courtney Brown Te Aro As an individual 3468 
835 Dominic Godfrey Hataitai As an individual 3473 
836 Susan Tyler Miramar As an individual 3477 
837 Bethany Miller Kingston As an individual 3481 
838 Matt Hunter Te Aro As an individual 3486 
839 Thomas  Ponnet Paparangi As an individual 3490 
840 Alexis Crockett Northland As an individual 3494 
841 Sally Page Island Bay As an individual 3498 
842 Hayley Jones Brooklyn As an individual 3502 
843 Rolf Gjelsten Aro Valley As an individual 3506 
844 Sylvie McLean Island Bay As an individual 3510 
845 Marko Garlick Berhampore As an individual 3514 
846 ralph JOHNS Ngaio As an individual 3518 
847 Shrividya Ravi Northland As an individual 3522 
848 Madison McVie Ngaio As an individual 3526 



849 Jackson Prattley-Jones Karori As an individual 3530 
850 Kusal Perera Other As an individual 3534 
851 Ashley Taylor Galmiche Te Aro As an individual 3538 
852 Toby Cooper Other As an individual 3542 
853 Christine  Luiten Newtown As an individual 3546 
854 Susan Williams Karori As an individual 3550 
855 Antonio Lim Tawa As an individual 3561 
856 Ayliffe Maddever Oriental Bay As an individual 3565 
857 Ilya Skaler Te Aro As an individual 3569 
858 Dolores Hoy Newtown As an individual 3573 
859 Ben Ashby Aro Valley As an individual 3577 
860 Iohn Bardwell Wellington Central As an individual 3581 
861 Steph Miller Newtown As an individual 3585 
862 Michael Gray Other As an individual 3589 
863 Pippa Drakeford Newlands As an individual 3593 
864 Devon Judd Aro Valley As an individual 3597 
865 Mayumi Burkhart Newlands As an individual 3601 
866 Holly Neale Island Bay As an individual 3605 
867 Roger Tweedy Hataitai As an individual 3609 
868 James Barber Berhampore As an individual 3613 
869 Jak Brightwell Brooklyn As an individual 3617 
870 Koen Greven Island Bay As an individual 3622 
871 Stuart Cunningham Mt Victoria As an individual 3627 
872 Alan Platt Wilton As an individual 3631 
873 Alison Robins Mt Cook As an individual 3635 
874 Gian-Carlo Vidamo Other As an individual 3639 
875 Marion Lienert Berhampore As an individual 3643 
876 Nathan Chappell Karaka Bays As an individual 3647 
877 Kate  Martin Aro Valley As an individual 3651 
878 Niall Convery Newtown As an individual 3655 
879 Olivier Reuland Berhampore As an individual 3659 
880 Kathryn  Fitzpatrick Other As an individual 3663 
881 Bailey  Harding Northland As an individual 3667 
882 Isaac Bryce Karori As an individual 3671 
883 Leah  Murphy Island Bay As an individual 3675 
884 Joan Waldvogel Wilton As an individual 3679 
885 Stella M Mt Victoria As an individual 3683 
886 Matt Taylor Ngaio As an individual 3687 
887 Harry Rozga Karori As an individual 3691 
888 Dane  divine Melrose As an individual 3695 
889 Georgia Kahan Kelburn As an individual 3699 
890 Daniel Tasker Island Bay As an individual 3703 



891 Renee Cheesman Johnsonville As an individual 3707 
892 Tom Noble Brooklyn As an individual 3711 
893 Claire Pettigrew Newtown As an individual 3716 
894 Maz Mussell Aro Valley As an individual 3720 
895 Emilie Hope Brooklyn As an individual 3724 
896 Leonardo  Gunter Kilbirnie As an individual 3728 
897 Avery Underwood Mt Victoria As an individual 3732 
898 Alex Dyer Island Bay As an individual 3736 
899 Victoria Wise Tawa As an individual 3741 
900 Saara Blom Seatoun As an individual 3745 
901 Rose Dohig Lyall Bay As an individual 3749 
902 Emily White Other As an individual 3753 
903 Julia Budd Karori As an individual 3757 
904 Joel Miller Other As an individual 3762 
905 Barry Green Hataitai As an individual 3766 
906 Tony Black Strathmore Park As an individual 3770 
907 Tarentaise McLeod Mt Cook As an individual 3774 
908 Philippa Hart-Smith Mt Victoria As an individual 3778 
909 Ella Borrie Newtown As an individual 3782 
910 Eleanor Wenman Karori As an individual 3786 
911 Alexa Patterson Kilbirnie As an individual 3790 
912 Logan Hunt Tawa As an individual 3794 
913 Amy Richards Newtown As an individual 3798 
914 Ruth Pirie Ngaio As an individual 3802 
915 Luke Forsdyke Other As an individual 3806 
916 Emily Irwin Other As an individual 3810 
917 Marcel Lister Miramar As an individual 3814 
918 Russell Tregonning Seatoun As an individual 3818 
919 David Eccles Karori As an individual 3822 
920 Rose Jang Hataitai As an individual 3826 
921 Alastair Kendrew Woodridge As an individual 3830 
922 Anna McIntosh Mt Victoria As an individual 3834 
923 Ed Turnbull Island Bay As an individual 3838 
924 Victoria  McGaugh Miramar As an individual 3842 
925 Alice Coppard Berhampore As an individual 3846 
926 Oliver Neas Newtown As an individual 3850 
927 Caitlin van der Peet Te Aro As an individual 3854 
928 Donald James Northland As an individual 3858 
929 Angharad Gladding Other As an individual 3862 
930 Alex Litherland Brooklyn As an individual 3867 
931 Chris Hobbs Aro Valley As an individual 3872 
932 Emma Maguire Northland As an individual 3876 



933 Harriet  Dyer Island Bay As an individual 3880 
934 Millie Riddell Mt Victoria As an individual 3884 
935 Jo Clendon Other As an individual 3888 
936 Rene Davies Lyall Bay As an individual 3892 
937 Q Walker Thorndon As an individual 3896 
938 Wiremu Tuhiwai Other As an individual 3900 
939 Leoni Hawkins Northland As an individual 3904 
940 Amy Atkins Aro Valley As an individual 3908 
941 Joel Cosgrove Newtown As an individual 3912 
942 Isabelle McNeur Karori As an individual 3916 
943 Rebecca Downes Houghton Bay As an individual 3920 
944 Mike Nyland Oriental Bay As an individual 3924 
945 Jenny Neligan Mt Cook As an individual 3928 
946 Katie Martin Newtown As an individual 3932 
947 Roald Bomans Northland As an individual 3936 
948 Vex Chat-Blanc Mt Cook As an individual 3940 
949 Helena Li Aro Valley As an individual 3945 
950 Evangelina Telfar Lyall Bay As an individual 3949 
951 Jason Tolley Mt Victoria As an individual 3954 
952 Kris Sian Kelburn As an individual 3958 
953 Brodie Packer Mt Victoria As an individual 3963 
954 Frankie Boo Miramar As an individual 3973 
955 Alina Huff Mt Cook As an individual 3977 
956 Alice Robinson Other As an individual 3981 
957 Ben Zolno Mt Cook As an individual 3985 
958 Abi Hart Karori As an individual 3989 
959 Tania  Beckett Newtown As an individual 3993 
960 Keith Hutton Newtown As an individual 3997 
961 Haydn Carter Wellington Central As an individual 4001 
962 Matt Ruglys Karori As an individual 4005 
963 Jean Sergent-Shadbolt Aro Valley As an individual 4009 
964 Eli Joseph Newtown As an individual 4013 
965 Sakshi Chaudhary Kelburn As an individual 4017 
966 Vishal Gurudutt Lyall Bay As an individual 4021 
967 Eleanor West Aro Valley As an individual 4025 
968 Theresa Reid Hataitai As an individual 4029 
969 Lou Mutsaers-hoyte Island Bay As an individual 4033 
970 Jacquie Bown Wadestown As an individual 4037 
971 H Carmody Newtown As an individual 4041 
972 Caz Sheldon Berhampore As an individual 4045 
973 Mr Jim Miramar As an individual 4049 
974 Brittney Deguara Te Aro As an individual 4053 



975 Katie Mattera Aro Valley As an individual 4057 
976 Matthew Searle Berhampore As an individual 4061 
977 Mike Fairhurst Mt Victoria As an individual 4065 
978 Gareth Jardine Karori As an individual 4069 
979 Andrew Robertson Berhampore As an individual 4073 
980 Steven Ensslen Broadmeadows As an individual 4077 
981 Joane  Elleouet Melrose As an individual 4081 
982 Phil Brownlee Other As an individual 4085 
983 Nicole Stanton Karori As an individual 4089 
984 Jason  Holland Aro Valley As an individual 4093 
985 Alison Stephenson Other As an individual 4097 
986 Max Bloomfield Aro Valley As an individual 4101 
987 Simon  M Karori As an individual 4105 
988 Catherine  Reisima Maupuia As an individual 4109 
989 Daniel Davis Northland As an individual 4113 
990 Rachel Knight Other As an individual 4117 
991 Eleanor Bakker Mt Victoria As an individual 4121 
992 Polly Griffiths Wadestown As an individual 4125 
993 Krystle  Field Paparangi As an individual 4129 
994 Malcolm Yeates Mt Cook As an individual 4133 
995 Henry Lockhart Te Aro As an individual 4137 
996 Mary Carr Island Bay As an individual 4141 
997 Owain John Lyall Bay As an individual 4145 
998 Matt Sharpe Mt Cook As an individual 4149 
999 Sophie Montague-

Cripps 
Wadestown As an individual 4153 

1000 Linda Pears Karori As an individual 4157 
1001 Joe McClure Te Aro As an individual 4161 
1002 Janet Caroline Williams Miramar As an individual 4165 

1003 Megan Salole Other As an individual 4169 
1004 Alexander Savchuk Hataitai As an individual 4173 
1005 Rod Sandle Roseneath As an individual 4177 
1006 Frank Pool Miramar As an individual 4181 
1007 Maureen Mooney Hataitai As an individual 4185 
1008 Will Dreyer Te Aro As an individual 4189 
1009 Jacqui McVie Ngaio As an individual 4193 
1010 ryan hammond Berhampore As an individual 4197 
1011 Alexander Jeune Other As an individual 4201 
1012 Sophie Simons Wilton As an individual 4205 
1013 Alex Atack Johnsonville As an individual 4209 
1014 Victoria Porter Mt Cook As an individual 4213 
1015 Chad Wappes Brooklyn As an individual 4217 



1016 Paul Callister Other As an individual 4221 
1017 David Sowry Thorndon As an individual 4225 
1018 lily andrews Kelburn As an individual 4229 
1019 Akanksha  Munshi-

Kurian 
Aro Valley As an individual 4233 

1020 Tamar Louisson Seatoun As an individual 4237 
1021 Kit Withers Karori As an individual 4241 
1022 Ruth Korver Other As an individual 4245 
1023 Chris Francis Kelburn As an individual 4249 
1024 Sasha Francis Te Aro As an individual 4253 
1025 Sarah Lee Te Aro As an individual 4257 
1026 Shannon Couper Newtown As an individual 4261 
1027 Tiana Carter Thorndon As an individual 4265 
1028 Ed Turnbull Island Bay As an individual 4269 
1029 andrea brownlie Thorndon As an individual 4273 
1030 Will Thomson Newtown As an individual 4277 
1031 Karen Baker Roseneath As an individual 4281 
1032 Celia McAlpine Brooklyn As an individual 4285 
1033 Martin Bonne Karori As an individual 4289 
1034 Abigail Freeland Northland As an individual 4293 
1035 JEANNETTE 

ALDRIDGE 
Other As an individual 4297 

1036 Susie Robertson Brooklyn As an individual 4301 
1037 Paul Kerr-Hislop Newtown As an individual 4305 
1038 Eugene Kavale Te Aro As an individual 4309 
1039 Stephen Bannister Lyall Bay As an individual 4313 
1040 Jack Howell Brooklyn As an individual 4317 
1041 Stephen  Treacher Brooklyn As an individual 4321 
1042 Alex Korban Tawa As an individual 4325 
1043 Jack McKenzie Other As an individual 4329 
1044 Allan Wright Kelburn As an individual 4333 
1045 George McDougall Brooklyn As an individual 4337 
1046 Katia Guioff Newtown As an individual 4341 
1047 Elinor Chisholm Berhampore As an individual 4345 
1048 Todd Foster Oriental Bay As an individual 4349 
1049 Claudia Grave Te Aro As an individual 4353 
1050 Sam Crawley Ngaio As an individual 4357 
1051 Nick Ruane Brooklyn As an individual 4361 
1052 Max Soar Mt Victoria As an individual 4365 
1053 Matt Boucher Brooklyn As an individual 4369 
1054 Alexander Beattie Owhiro Bay As an individual 4373 
1055 Karl Rapley Miramar As an individual 4377 



1056 Elizabeth Allen Tawa As an individual 4381 
1057 Heather Sharpes Northland As an individual 4385 
1058 Peter Barlow Karori As an individual 4389 
1059 Molly Norton Wellington Central As an individual 4393 
1060 Kimberly  Allen Te Aro As an individual 4397 
1061 Rebecca  Lynch Kilbirnie As an individual 4401 
1062 Janice Frater Berhampore As an individual 4405 
1063 Sara Cotterall Hataitai As an individual 4409 
1064 Chandra  Littlewood Brooklyn As an individual 4413 
1065 Bharat Sukha Churton Park As an individual 4417 
1066 Francine  Corhumel Brooklyn As an individual 4421 
1067 Philippa Wheaton Mt Cook As an individual 4425 
1068 Jill Wilson Te Aro As an individual 4429 
1069 Josh Wilson Mt Cook As an individual 4433 
1070 Claire Makepeace Karori As an individual 4437 
1071 Kate Montgomery Roseneath As an individual 4441 
1072 Kate Jensen Karaka Bays As an individual 4445 
1073 Arthur Price Mt Victoria As an individual 4449 
1074 Sean Brownlow Te Aro As an individual 4453 
1075 Jenny Cossey Strathmore Park As an individual 4457 
1076 Melanie McGrath Brooklyn As an individual 4461 
1077 Ellen Miller Houghton Bay As an individual 4465 
1078 cathy webber Newtown As an individual 4469 
1079 Caleb Gordon Island Bay As an individual 4473 
1080 Matthew Tankersley Hataitai As an individual 4477 
1081 Ben Wylie-van Eerd Other As an individual 4481 
1082 Mark Higham Brooklyn As an individual 4485 
1083 Karl Hickey Wilton As an individual 4489 
1084 Georgia Roden Newtown As an individual 4493 
1085 Megan  Jones Karori As an individual 4497 
1086 Nikolas Rusten Johnsonville As an individual 4501 
1087 Nicola Hooker Aro Valley As an individual 4505 
1088 David Pierce Hataitai As an individual 4509 
1089 Elaine Lian Miramar As an individual 4513 
1090 jb bosch Wellington Central As an individual 4517 
1091 Conor Burke-Govey Mt Cook As an individual 4521 
1092 Katy Jordan Mt Cook As an individual 4525 
1093 Zoe Ogilvie-Burns Karori As an individual 4529 
1094 A B Other As an individual 4533 
1095 Sarah Derby Aro Valley As an individual 4537 
1096 Alexander Hart-Smith Karori As an individual 4541 
1097 Stacey Taylor Tawa As an individual 4545 



1098 Trish Given Hataitai As an individual 4549 
1099 Andrew BLACK Vogeltown As an individual 4553 
1100 Steffen  Rusten Mt Victoria As an individual 4557 
1101 Emily Rosenthal Karori As an individual 4561 
1102 Thomas Turton Karori As an individual 4565 
1103 Erland Howden Houghton Bay As an individual 4569 
1104 Jarred Bishop Mt Victoria As an individual 4573 
1105 Grayson Newman Other As an individual 4577 
1106 Thomas Andrew 

Jackson 
Miramar As an individual 4581 

1107 hugh hawley Breaker Bay As an individual 4585 
1108 Philip Oliver Newtown As an individual 4589 
1109 Phoebe Murphy Hataitai As an individual 4593 
1110 Mike Green Kilbirnie As an individual 4597 
1111 SamKate Douglas Newtown As an individual 4601 
1112 John Devereux Johnsonville As an individual 4605 
1113 Leander Fitzgerald Johnsonville As an individual 4609 
1114 Melanie Crawford 

 
Victoria University of 
Wellington 

4613 

1115 Tony Randle, President 
of the JCA 

 
Johnsonville Community 
Association Inc 

4617 

1116 Paul and Joe Vegar 
 

New World Miramar 4621 

1117 Natalie Piesse (Co-
Chair of TRAC) 

 
The Takatāpui and Rainbow 
Advisory Council 

4625 

1118 David Boersen 
 

Food Stuffs North Island 4629 

1119 Geordie Cassin 
 

NZAA Wellington District 
Council 

4633 

1120 Gary Holmes 
 

Karori Business Association 4637 

1121 Leandra Broughton 
 

Wellington City Youth 
Council 

4641 

1122 Patrick Morgan 
 

As an individual 4645 
1123 Ellen Blake 

 
Living Street Aotearoa 4649 

1124 Bernadette Pallister 
 

Tawa Business Group 4653 

1125 Luke Troy 
 

Greater Wellington Te Pane 
Matua Taiao 

4657 

1126 Alex Litherland 
 

Different Spokes - Rainbow 
Group et al 

4661 

1127 Raewyn Hailes 
 

CCS Disability Action 
Wellington 

4665 

1128 Ashley Renaud 
 

Onslow College Year 9&10 
kids 

4669 

1129 Catherine Underwood 
 

As an individual 4673 



1130 Alex and Janine Gray 
 

As an individual 4677 
1131 Michael Papesch 

 
As an individual 4681 

1132 Amy Rice, Vice 
President, NCWNZ 
Wellington Branch 

 
National Council of Women 
of New Zealand 

4685 

1133 Chris Ford 
 

Disabled Persons Assembly 
(DPA) NZ Inc 

4689 

1134 Rhona Carson, 
President, Newtown 
Residents' Association 

 
Newtown Residents 
Association 

4693 

1135 Ross Petherick 
 

As an individual 4697 
1136 Not supplied 

 
As an individual 4702 

1137 Michelle Rush 
 

Wellington City Council 
Environmental Reference 
Group 

4706 

1138 Gary Holmes 
 

Kilbirnie Business Network 4710 

1139 Judith Gray 
 

Nada Bakery 4714 
1140 Xanthe Torrens 

 
Capital and Coast District 
Health Board  

4718 
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considerations that fall by the wayside for trial developments.  These should be built into the 
development plan. 
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Pak'n'Save is particularly perilous 
(Mahora St/Rongotai Rd) and urgently 
needs a raised pedestrian cross and 
traffic calming measures. Many other 
intersections (e.g. Coutts Street 
roundabout) also need raised pedestrian 
priority crossings, particularly with the 
steep gutters that exist on streets in this 
area.  - Consider blocking off the end of 
Ross, Tahora, Te Whiti or Salek Street to 
create a low traffic neighbourhood and 
spare these residents the weekly 
disturbance of boy racer rallies travelling 
through.  -Please prioritise the 
completion of the Rongotai Rd route 
through the Kilbirnie Shops, and sort out 
the connection to Kilbirnie Cres. The 
termination of the Rongotai Rd cycleway 
leaves riders in a difficult and dangerous 
position at either end. Particularly 
disappointing to me is the end of the 
cycleway when heading east - I live on 
Lonsdale Crescent; the legal way to get 
home involves a bold merge in to traffic 
once the cycle way ends, following by an 
even bolder crossing of Troy Street in the 
face of traffic which has just emerged 
from the 70km/h Cobham Drive 
roundabout. There needs to be traffic 
calming installed on Troy Street 
immediately after the exit to the 
roundabout, and a safe crossing for 
cyclists and walkers that does not lead 
on to the wrong side of the road.   - 
Kilbirnie Crescent is a route that I 
frequently take yet it's not on this map. 
It seems that Evans Bay Pde is the 
proposed route. If this is the case the 
connections need to be dramatically 
improved and the wait times at the 
intersection with Cobham Dr reduced, or 
else commuter cyclists will continue to 
take Kilbirnie Cres. Even if this is the 
case, Kilbirnie Cres should be improved. 





























































































































































Paneke Pōneke - The Bike Network Plan – Cycle Wellington submission

Channelling bikes and walking through quiet low-volume roads that heavy traffic has to go
around, can reinforce the appeal of active modes. These features are particularly relevant where
vacant or council-owned sections or new subdivisions make planning the accessway easier.

The Council should consider accessibility, safety, and consistency with Te Atakura, the Urban
Growth Plan, and the parking strategy when installing interim solutions.

It is vital to get the bike network installed as quickly as possible. Given the indicative time
scales for other mode shift facilities such as mass transit from Let’s Get Wellington Moving, the
importance of building a comprehensive, comfortable network of bike lanes is a critical means of
reducing our climate harming emissions in the required timeframe.

Effects of the Bike Network on different groups
We believe the proposed bike network would have a very positive impact on people walking,
using public transport, riding bikes, using scooters / skateboards, driving vehicles/riding
motorbikes, living on a proposed route, working / owning a business on a proposed route,
travelling to school, and visiting Wellington.

Cycle Wellington believes the proposed network will have a very positive impact on groups
who can currently be classified as ‘interested but concerned’ when it comes to riding bikes. We
would like to see careful attention and priority given to the needs and preferences of women and
children, parents, older people, and those with disabilities, to meet their criteria to enable them
to cycle and feel safe and comfortable while doing so.

We believe the proposed network will have a positive impact on people living with mobility or
accessibility issues. Ensuring there is adequate mobility parking throughout the city is essential
when street parking is removed. Design details of cycling facilities are important to make them
suitable for all and to minimise conflict. For example, avoiding shared path designs, and ensuring
the width, surface smoothness, and gradient/crossfall of paths work for tricycles and other
multi-wheeled cycles and mobility devices.

We endorse the call from Different Spokes Pōneke for better inclusiveness for members of the
Rainbow Community and hope the plan will also give attention to the needs and preferences of
these groups.

Network connectivity
CW agrees that the proposed network connects many key locations in the city. We hope the
Council will pay attention to submitters who offer their local knowledge and insights about
where they would like to get to.

We believe the proposed bike network would have a very positive impact on community
facilities on proposed routes, such as schools (see ‘School connections’ below), sports grounds
or clubs, swimming pools, beaches, community centres, and playgrounds, as well as shopping
locations.
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Paneke Pōneke - The Bike Network Plan – Cycle Wellington submission

Interim and permanent changes
We are really excited by the new interim approach to building bike lanes as a way to achieve
change quickly, and get more bike lanes for the same budget. We've seen the success of this
approach with the Brooklyn Rd uphill cycle lane.

Interim solution considerations:
● Make sure cycleways are usable by people of all ages and abilities.
● Where current constraints, such as kerb alignments, do not afford the optimal space we

would recommend that these shortfalls are clearly communicated with plans and
timeframes for them to be addressed indicated

● Include physical separation from motor vehicles, and physically prevent vehicles from
parking in them.

● Make them wide enough so people can pass each other.
● Don’t build shared paths.
● Avoid shared bus lanes.
● Include traffic calming to slow speeds.
● Make sure people on bikes are visible at intersections and driveways.
● Include art and planting to make interim solutions look good, and relate to the

neighbourhood.
● Build in safe loading zones.
● Protect bike lanes against illegal parking. Enforcement is important but not enough on its

own.

School connections
Where the routes pass near schools, the
connections need to be good right to the school
gate. For example, Wellington College needs
safe access closer than Adelaide Road. Scots
College and Kahurangi School need safe access
closer than Broadway.

Some schools do not get any safe routes
nearby, such as Ridgway School.

Hilly suburbs
Many riders will join the network from hilly suburbs, especially with the growing use of e-bikes.
But even e-bikes are much slower uphill than motor vehicles, so riders face conflict and
pinch-points. The planned network is missing key connections into and across these suburbs.
Example connections we would like to see include:

● into western Brooklyn, on Todman Street or Helen Street
● between Newtown and Vogeltown or Kingston
● into Southgate or Houghton Bay
● into Churton Park
● into western Tawa.
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Area-specific feedback

City centre

Waterfront direct route

The proposed network doesn’t provide a new
connection near the waterfront. The waterfront
shared path is pleasant in places, but it is
indirect and has pinch points.

It already suffers capacity constraints and
conflict between people on foot and on bikes.
These problems will get worse as volumes
increase.

Please provide a separated route along the
quays. A flat, fast route here would likely be
one of the most used routes in the city centre
and relieve pressure in other places.

East-West midtown link

The proposed network doesn’t provide good
East-West connections in the CBD for the
blocks between the Golden Mile and Karo Drive
routes.

To help riders connect to the main routes,
please provide some improvements here,
whether through-routes or connections on
quieter streets.
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Efficient routes near arterial roads

Where the routes cross major roads, please
plan the network to minimise crossing delays.
For example, the route shown for Karo
Drive/Arthur St/Buckle St currently crosses SH1
at Cuba St.

You could provide safe crossings into Pukeahu
on the south side of SH1, and a route along the
north side of Karo Drive between Willis St and
Cuba St. These would make the route more
efficient with fewer crossing delays.

We congratulate Wellington City Council on the Bike Network Plan, and thank your staff for all
their hard work.

We look forward to the quick delivery of the plan.

About Cycle Wellington

Cycle Wellington is a voluntary, not-for-profit organisation aimed at improving conditions for
existing cyclists and encouraging more people to bike more often. We advocate for cyclists
who use their bikes for recreation and transport. Since 1994, we’ve worked constructively with
local and central government, NZTA, businesses, and the community on a wide variety of cycle
projects. We represent around 2,000 members and supporters.

Nā mātou noa, nā Cycle Wellington
14 December 2021
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Newtown School / Te Kura o Ngā Puna Waiora
Mein St Newtown

14 December 2021

Wellington City Council

Paneke Pōneke- Bike Network plan work

Kia ora koutou,

Newtown School / Te Kura o Nga Puna Waiora is situated on the busy roads of Newtown.
We note that the proposed cycleway passes our front door.

The Board of Trustees of Newtown School / Te Kura o Nga Puna Waiora strongly support all
measures to improve safety and encourage mode shift in travel to and from school away
from private motor vehicles towards climate friendly options such as walking, cycling and
scooting.

Our students are deeply concerned about climate change and it is our responsibility to be a
vocal advocate on their behalf to demand sustainable and active transport in our community

We would like to see improved safety infrastructure in our community such as the proposed
bike network. We encourage all design decisions to support the ability of students to safely
use the network. In addition we ask that the WCC considers improving cycling/scooting
options for those who don’t live on the proposed route to still be able to safely get to and
from school actively. An example of this is the paucity of crossings to the East of our school
(and St Anne’s).

We encourage the WCC to consider the recent Research Paper submitted by Zara Molijn -
"Barriers to Uptake of Active Travel for Primary School-Aged Children in the Wellington City
Area" (Victoria University of Wellington, June 2021). The paper recommends that to reduce
barriers to active modes of transport to and from school that there are safety considerations
within a 20 minute walking radius of a school in addition to speed limits in the immediate
vicinity. We support this recommendation.

Finally we note that a lot of change is planned around Newtown and acknowledge that there
are a wide variety of views about this in our community. With the level of disruption that will
occur within Newtown (eg the MRT construction) we encourage WCC to be brave and to
make Paneke Pōneke- Bike Network plan work for our community. We want barriers to



active transport removed across Newtown and with them the cars that cram Emmett Street
and Mein Streets 8.50 and 3pm.

Newtown School / Te Kura o Nga Puna Waiora is a Contributing Primary School (years 1-6)
with a Maori Immersion program (years 1-8). It is also a Civil Defence centre.
The school role is around 375 and includes a diverse range of ethnicities.
.

Ngā mihi nui,

Nick Booth
Pp. Newtown School / Te Kura o Ngā Puna Waiora
Board of Trustees















































connections to the CBD and connections to the East, such as for weekend sports events in 
Miramar, trips to the supermarket, Roxy cinema, without needing to detour.  

Waitoa/Waipapa Road  
A cycle route from Hataitai Village to Hataitai school could also be created to remove the gap 
in the network here for children. This could head up Waitoa Rd and then up Waipapa Rd. 
These are both wide roads so could easily accommodate cycle lanes with minimal impact on 
parking. 

Kilbirnie Cres  
This road contains a number of facilities that are the most likely local destinations for families 
in the Eastern Suburbs: a regional swimming pool, a sportsground, a playground, a recreation 
centre, a community sports centre now doubling as a vaccination centre, and a public library. 
Leaving this section of road out of the network will strongly negatively impact the potential 
uptake for those car trips that are most easily replaced by bike. Note the Evans Bay Parade 
cycleway/shared path is not a replacement for this route—to access the above facilities would 
require a significant detour and there are no safe connections to get from the cycleway to the 
facilities on the other side of the block. Kilbirnie Cres is wide with a median area in the middle
—with some basic changes, it could easily accommodate cycleways.  

Kilbirnie Cres is currently very unsafe for cyclists due to constant ‘pinch points’ and poor 
driver behaviours around the pedestrian refuges. If cycling in Wellington increases without 
any changes to these pinch points, the WCC is likely to see more cycling accidents. 

Conclusion plus issues around safety and gender 
Surveys in Christchurch have shown that from 2016–2021, the proportion of women cyclists 
increased from 32% to 45% on protected cycleways in the City. This proves that women can 
and do take up cycling, but only if they are provided with a way to do it safely. 

In addition, children need direct routes to school for parents to be comfortable allowing 
them to cycle. The routes I have proposed above would allow more children from Hataitai to 
safely cycle to all of the local primary, intermediate and high schools, as well as to CBD, and 
the key facilities they most access on Kilbirnie Cres. 

Finally, Hataitai Village and the area immediately surrounding it are scheduled for more 
intensive development under the new District Plan. These houses are unlikely to have car 
parks with them. Placing cycleways directly in this area would anticipate the demand the 
change in district plan will create for car-free living in this area.  

Sincerely yours, 
 

Michael Norris







































































































































Tawa Community Board submission on the Bike
Network Plan

14 December 2021

The Tawa Community Board is a Community Board under the Local Government Act and
Wellington City Council with elected members representing the northernmost suburbs of
Wellington City comprising Tawa, Takapū Valley and Grenada North.

We wish to make an oral submission to Councillors.

Tawa to Johnsonville Network connection

1. The Board strongly supports the construction of a cycleway connection between Tawa and
Johnsonville.

2. Currently the only route south for cyclists from Tawa is along Middleton Road. This route is
winding and too narrow to share safely with buses and commuter traffic.

3. Some brave cyclists do use Middleton Road to commute.  This poses a resilience risk as in the
event of the road being closed to traffic due to an accident, cyclists have no other route and
may be stranded at one end or the other for hours.  This has occurred in recent years.  Regular
cyclists report the ongoing hazard of potholes and loose metal on the road as a result of
pressure on the road from larger vehicle traffic.  A dedicated separate cycle lane would greatly
reduce this hazard.

4. This connection would also bridge the gap in the cycling network through northern Wellington.
There are already dedicated cycle-ways extending much further north through Tawa and much
of Porirua all the way to Pukerua Bay, opening up a whole new catchment of potential cyclists
that could be attracted to cycling mode for both recreational and commuter cycling if a safer
Middleton Road section option was available.

5. We acknowledge the route will create technical difficulties and be expensive compared to other
sections of the proposed Network.  However for the reasons given we submit that this section
of the Network should be a very high priority.



Johnsonville to CBD Network connections

6. The Board supports the cycleway connections proposed that would then link Tawa more
effectively with the CBD.

7. We note that even a relatively longer and hilly cycle commute to town from Tawa is now within
the reach of more commuters given the advent of e-bikes.

8. We note this would support the kind of mode shift that is needed to reduce traffic in our area
and the pressure on Park and Ride car parks.  The Main Road in Tawa has seen a 19%
increase in traffic over the last 3 years to around 20,000 vehicles per day (figures from Council
officer briefings to the Board).  The need to support a shift to other transport modes is urgent.

Cycleways within  Tawa

9. The Board requests that we be involved from an early stage with work on cycleways proposed
within Tawa.

Robyn Parkinson Jackson Lacy
Chair Deputy Chair

Anna Scott Graeme Hansen Richard Herbert Janryll Fernandez
Elected Member Elected Member Elected Member Elected Member
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Submission on Paneke Pōneke - Bike network plan 

Caroline Shaw 

13 December 2021 

 

Kia ora, 

I am submitting on Paneke Pōneke - Bike network plan as an individual who lives in Hataitai and 
cycles, but also as a researcher in low carbon healthy transport at the University of Otago with a 
specific interest how to increase cycling amongst groups who are currently excluded from it in NZ. 

Points on the network generally 

• This is an exciting and ambitious plan with the potential to transform this city in really positive 
ways and to set in motion our journey towards a low carbon transport system. 

• Having said that, evidence suggests this infrastructure should really be seen as a starting point of 
a network rather than a completed one. Paneke Pōneke - Bike network plan proposes around 
65km of urban cycleways per 100000 people. International experience suggests we should be 
aiming for around 150km per 100000 people (which would be around 300km in total of high-
quality cycleways in the WCC area). Evidence from 167 cities internationally shows that up until 
that point (150km/100000 people) there are steep increases in cycling mode share, after that 
point the rate of increase in cycling mode levels off (although still increases).1 

• The use of principles to underpin decisions around the cycleway is excellent, creating a 
transparent framework and justification for decisions.  

• On a personal note this network will mean we will be able to continue cycling for many trips 
around Wellington. At present my younger children sit on the back on an ebike. However, they 
will soon be too big for this. Riding on the road with three pre-teen children is not for the faint 
hearted; trying to keep them and yourself safe in busy and fast traffic is incredibly stressful and 
scary. We were anticipating that we would have to go back to the car for many journeys we 
currently make on the bike because of these issues. However, a bike network will allow us to 
continue to make these trips on a bike with children.  

Specific points related to the Hataitai/Kilbirnie area  

The remainder of my comments are related to the location of proposed cycleways around the 
Hataitai/Kilbirnie area where I live and cycle frequently.  

Placement of cycleway along Wellington Rd and Ruahine St 

The proposed placement of the cycleway up Wellington Rd and along Ruahine Street is not 
consistent with the principles underpinning the bike network. A cycleway that goes up Hamilton 
Road/Kupe Street/Moxham Ave to Hataitai shops (connecting to the Mt Victoria tunnel via Taurima 
St) would increase cycling uptake in the Hataitai area particularly in key groups such as children.  

The table below outlines how a Moxham Ave route is more consistent with the principles of the 
network than a Wellington Rd/Ruahine St option. If only one route can be built, then it should be 
along Moxham Ave as it works for commuters as well as all the other groups outlined. 
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Waitoa/Waipapa Road  

A cycle route from Hataitai Village to Hataitai school should also be created to remove the gap in the 

network here. This would probably be left up Waitoa Rd and then up Waipapa Rd. These are both 

wide roads so could easily accommodate cycle lanes. 

Kilbirnie Cres  

This is one of the most useful areas in the eastern suburbs in terms of public facilities. It has a pool, 

sports ground, playground, recreation centre and library along it. We know that women do more of 

the unpaid work trips (such as escorting children etc) in NZ2- so leaving this important destination 

area out of the network will likely limit uptake by women (not consistent with network principles of 

a network that maximises uptake and a cohesive network that gets people where they want to go). 

Moreover, a route along this road would allow children to cycle independently to and from these 

facilities safely (consistent with network principles of an all ages network and one that maximises 

uptake). The shared path on Evans Bay Parade is not a replacement for a route along Kilbirnie 

Crescent- for many people this would require a significant detour (not consistent with network 

principle of a direct and convenient route) and there are not safe connections to get from the 

cycleway to the facilities on the other side of the block.  

Kilbirnie Cres is wide with a median area in the middle- it could easily accommodate cycleways. 

Moreover, Kilbirnie Cres is currently unsafe for cyclists due to driver behaviour around the 

pedestrian refuges (overtaking cyclists and suddenly realising there is a pedestrian refuge in the 

middle of the road causing them to swerve in or close pass cyclists). Any increase in cycling in 

Wellington is likely to mean streets that are currently unsafe for cyclists will become more unsafe. 

The potential for increased cyclist injury along that road in the absence of safe cycleways should be 

anticipated and prevented. 

Conclusion 

The routes I am proposing are much more likely to result in increased uptake of cycling, particularly 

by women and children, than what is proposed in the plan currently.  

Local research shows that women need protected cycleways going to relevant destinations to them 

to take up cycling.3,4 The routes proposed would allow women to cycle to and from where they live 

and connect to places that many of them. Surveys in Christchurch also show that between 2016 and 

2021 the proportion of cyclists who are women has increased from 32% to 45% on protected cycle 

ways in the City. This proves that women can and do take up cycling in NZ if provided with a way to 

do it safely.  

Children need direct routes to school for parents to be comfortable allowing them to cycle – the 

routes suggested would allow children from Hataitai to safely cycle to all local primary, intermediate 

and high schools thus increasing participation and making it truly an all ages route.  

Finally, Hataitai Village and an area immediately surrounding it are scheduled for more intensive 

development under the new District Plan. Many new residences will not have car parks and parking 

is already an issue around this area. Placing cycleways in this area would create a cohesive and 

appealing network for people who are moving into these more intensive housing areas, thus 

removing the need for them to own cars.   
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This is a photo I took at Oriental Bay, on 
the 7th of Nov, 2021.

Look at the huge amount of bicycles here, 
*despite* the lack of good cycling 
infrastructure in the city. Imagine just how 
many more people will ride a bike if you roll 
out more bike lanes.

Do the interim solutions asap: do it in 2022!











































































































13 December 2021 

 

Subject: Cycleway Network feedback 

 

Hi 

Thank-you for the opportunity to provide feedback. 

I am a strong proponent of public transport. I think the bus and train networks are huge assets for 
Wellington and priority should be given to enhancing them. 

I am very concerned the emphasis on cycleways will result (continue to result) in vast over-
investment relative to the benefits it provides to all Wellingtonians. Features of Wellington are 
narrow, hilly streets with many areas exposed to high winds. It is difficulty to imagine a city less 
suited to a vision of cycleways as an integral part of the transport network. 

I would support the development of cycleways where the cost is not disproportionate to the 
benefit. I would support the integration of those cycleways with custom-built vehicles designed 
specifically to shuttle cyclists across stretches of road that are impractical (cost prohibitive) for 
cycle way development.  

You will notice I am an Island Bay resident J. The controversial Island Bay cycleway is a case in 
point. The wide, flat Parade does provide an opportunity for a well designed cycleway (putting 
aside the negative impact on several businesses). Beyond Island (Berhampore to the 
intersection of John St and Adelaide Rd) it will never be possible to install a cycleway at a cost 
that is fair to burden all Wellingtonians with. Cyclist shuttles could provide transit across this 
route – free and indefinitely – for less than the cost of shoehorning a ‘cycleway’. 

Kind Regards 

 

Peter Lye 

Island Bay 
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other.  Don’t build shared paths and avoid shared bus lanes.  Include traffic calming to slow 
speeds.  Make sure people on bikes are visible at intersections and driveways. 
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Make sure cycleways are usable by people of all ages and abilities - think those from 8 year to 
80 years being able to use it.     Include physical separation from motor vehicles, and physically 
prevent vehicles from parking in them.    Make them wide enough so people can pass each 
other.    Don’t build shared paths and avoid shared bus lanes - think 8 - 80 year olds using it.     
Include traffic calming to slow speeds - makes life better for all.     Make sure people on bikes 
are visible at intersections and driveways - these are high risk areas.    Include art and planting 
to make interim solutions look good, and relate to the neighbourhood - love some colour 
please. 
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achieve that (provided you were prepared to rigidly enforce it). My mother who is now frail and 
has poor eyesight agreed that she could cope with that. It's the ones passing from behind that 
startle her, and that mean she can't be sure that veering across the path to do things like smell a 
flower (or even just not walking in a straight line) is safe. With a rule like that, cyclists can use 
shortcuts, bypass traffic queues, etc, if there are no pedestrians or they are prepared to go 
slowly.  Or ride alongside a pedestrian to talk to them. Or walk with a small child on a bike.  And 
a similar rule for wheelchairs, mobility scooters, etc.  None of the arrangements NZTA offered 
up are safe for pedestrians. But ideally, you would design the city so no cyclist is every tempted 
to use the footpath. I personally hated cycling on the footpath (in the days when I did cycle) 
because cars coming out of driveways never check for footpath users.    Both the pedestrian and 
cycling networks need other things to make them attractive. Seating. Things to lean a bike 
against. Shade. Water. Toilets. And they need extra width for conversations. Putting the 
networks in parallel can allow those to be shared. So an ideal arrangement is a cycleway next to 
the footpath, separated by a narrow stormwater garden that collects and treats runoff from 
both, and proivides a clear green barrier between the two. and with some wider areas that have 
seats, shade, shelter, water fountain, things to lean a bike against. So I'm biking to work and 
someone rings and I need to have a difficult conversation and concentrate on it. I can ride to the 
next rest station and sit in comfort and take the call. I am riding home and see a friend on the 
footpath. I can stop and join them and we can sit at the next rest area and chat. It's hot, I'm not 
feeling very well, and need a rest. I can stop, have a drink, get some shade, and recover. The 
southerly is sweeping across the harbour and my coat is in my pack. I can race to the next 
shelter and stay there while the worst passes through, and get the coat on. Wider areas are 
essential to stop people who are chatting blocking the route for those passing through, to help 
people enjoy their outing, and to encourage safer behaviour (e.g. stopping to take a phone call, 
taking necessary breaks, adjusting clothing, fixing minor problems with the bike (e.g. loose 
gear), etc. Toilets are essential for people with bladder and bowel problems, or who are doing 
longer trips. Lack of toilets, like lack of safe cycling facilities, makes many people disabled (i.e. 
unable to undertake normal activities because of a physical condition).    A successful network 
also provides for both the speedy trip to work and the leisurely trip where pleasure is more 
important than transit time. Again, providing for cyclists separately to walkers is vital. Half the 
point of walking through a green space is being able to wander at will and stop suddenly to look 
at things. You can't do that if there are cyclists around. I have been promoting the creating of 
greenways - connecting up existing shortcuts and streets into long distance walking commuter 
routes that are largely off road. We need some cycling greenways as well, and because cyclists 
are moving faster they can be more circuitous and still be attractive. I'm not talking about 
mountain biking tracks for idiots who like speed and mud, but routes for people who want a 
pleasant ride to the shops, work, a cafe, a beach. It could be created by connecting a lot of leafy 
roads with slow traffic speeds and good amenity, avoiding conflict with walkers on shortcuts.    
Finally, the council needs to get a spine and be consistent. I was involved in the Thorndon 
transport collaborative process. The process was partially de-railed by councillors interfering, 
and then the scope was arbitrarily changed, and then the whole thing suddenly dropped 
without any discussion with the group. So instead of building a good outcome for cyclists, 
walkers and shops, we ended up with a poor outcome. This happens over and over again, with 
the council being particularly unable to say not to people who want to store their cars on public 
land. Set clear and sensible goals for how public open space will be used, and then use tactical 
urbanism to test the details, and then do it. Don't give in to the bleaters who want a carpark 
right here because it's always been right here and they have a car and presumably can't walk 
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Making the lanes interim then permanent is a great way to get the bike lanes started and 
connected. Make sure good bollards are used to prevent the lanes from being used by cars as 
parks. Ensure good bike parking is installed even during interim stage.  
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localised variations would be best. You'll never please everyone - we just need to get on and do 
it! 
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To make sure cycleways are usable by people of all ages and abilities, include physical 
separation from motor vehicles. Make them wide enough so people can pass. Don’t build 
shared paths. Avoid shared bus lanes. Include traffic calming. Make sure people on bikes are 
visible at intersections and driveways. Include art and plants. Make interim solutions look good, 
and relate to the neighbourhood.  

  

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Office of the Dean and Head of Campus – University of Otago, Wellington 
 

 
www.uow.otago.ac.nz 

 

                                                        
                                                         
Professor William Levack 

Dean and Head of Campus 

University of Otago Wellington 

Mein St 

Newtown 

 

26 November 2021 

 

Submission on Paneke Pōneke - Bike network plan from the University of Otago, Wellington  

 

About the University of Otago Wellington  

The University of Otago, Wellington is campus of the University of Otago. We are predominately a 

health sciences campus and, as well as postgraduate and undergraduate teaching, we have 

significant research interests including in sustainable cities, transport, housing and health. We 

employ around 350 staff and have 1000 tertiary students. Many of our staff are joint clinical 

appointments who also work for CCDHB and many students are required to undertake multiple 

clinical placements across the region’s healthcare facilities during their time of study.   

We are located in Newtown on the CCDHB hospital campus, however seismic issues with our 

building means for the next 3- 4 years our staff and students will be spread across multiple locations 

between Newtown and Central Wellington. They will need to travel regularly between these 

locations for teaching and research purposes. Moreover, staff and students also travel to Massey 

and Victoria universities, so the benefits we raise in this submission are likely to be multiplied across 

these three campuses.   

 

Overall perspective 

We would like to express our strong support to WCC to implement the proposed cycle network. 

Specifically, we strongly endorse the scope and ambition of the proposed cycle network and the 

rapid delivery timeline.  
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We have also made specific suggestions on expanding and altering the proposed approach to better 

consider the cycling needs of people with disabilities, women, children and people living in deprived 

circumstances.  

 

Rationale for our support for the proposed cycle network: 

• Our staff and students live and work in Poneke Wellington- we are proud Wellingtonians. We 

support the intent of providing better provision for cycling, which is to create a people-focused, 

liveable city which is attractive and desirable to both live in and visit.  

• The network is an effective way to increase cycling. Local and international research consistently 

shows that high quality cycling infrastructure increases cycling.1 For example, our ACTIVE study 

of cycleways built in two model communities (Hastings and New Plymouth) showed that having 

convenient cycleways nearby encouraged people to cycle, reduced carbon emissions,  increases 

active travel for Māori and has a high benefit cost ratio.2-6 

• The network is aligned with the values of people who live in the city. Collectively, the people of 

Wellington have consistently indicated strong support for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, 

improving cycling and creating a dynamic and liveable city. This network represents leadership 

and concrete action towards achieving these goals. For example, research from this campus 

shows that people who cycle for transport in NZ emit up to 15% less transport greenhouse gas 

emissions.7   

• This network will improve the physical and mental health of Wellingtonians through improved 

air pollution, increased physical activity, reduced injury and reduced noise pollution.8-10 As a 

health science campus we are particularly supportive of actions to improve population health. 

• Healthcare-related greenhouse gas emissions are around 4-5% of national emissions.11 One of 

the key approaches to reducing these emissions is to prevent people from needing healthcare12- 

this cycle network will contribute to reducing the burden of healthcare emissions.   

• Cycling and scootering are a cheap way to travel. If this network is placed in areas of high need 

and supported with other policies to encourage cycling, then it has the potential to reduce 

existing transport inequities related to access and expenditure.  

• The connections between Newtown and central Wellington will provide our 1300 staff and 

students with the ability to move between separate campus buildings to undertake their work 

and study quickly, cheaply, and safely, while emitting little or no greenhouse gas emissions.  

• The University of Otago is committed to net zero carbon emissions by 2030, through a 

combination of reductions and offsetting. Staff commuting through private vehicles represents 

around 4% of University emissions.13 This cycling network links to the suburbs where many of 

our staff live and will assist us in achieving our emissions goals. In the absence of this network it 

would be extremely difficult for the University to reduce travel emissions.  We appreciate the 

Council’s leadership in developing the network of cycling infrastructure, which helps to make 

active behaviour which promotes health and wellbeing, an easier, more convenient option.  
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We recommend the following specific improvements to the proposed network: 

• Planning and implementation of the network is done in partnership with people with disabilities. 

There are specific issues related to ensuring continued access to parking for people who can only 

use cars and design features such as wide cycleways that may be needed for those who can cycle 

but might need modified bikes (e.g. adult tricycles).  

• Gender analysis is done on the proposed network. Women are much less likely to cycle than 

men in Wellington.14 Failing to consider the needs of women in the design and implementation 

will be a significant missed opportunity. Local research has identified a range of specific 

requirements for women (many are similar to needs of people with disabilities and children).15,16 

These include end-to-end routes to places that women commonly travel, and cycle paths wide 

enough to accompany children. There are examples where the proposed network explicitly fails 

to consider the needs of women and relatively small alterations of the network would address 

these issues. For example:   

o leaving Kilbirnie Crescent off the planned routes. This contains the public pool used by 

most of the Eastern and Southern suburbs, a library, playing fields, playground, 

recreation centre and Plunket rooms. Not having a cycle route down this (wide) road is a 

major oversight (the shared route one street over with no safe crossings is not enough). 

• The proposed network is mapped to areas of high deprivation (e.g. public housing) and routes 

within suburbs are expanded to incorporate them.  

• An analysis of how the proposed routes work for schools and their contributing populations, 

particularly intermediate and high schools where children and young people have more mobility 

independence. Parents feeling there is no safe route to school is one of the key reasons children 

are not allowed to cycle.17 However, it is clear that the network will not provide safe cycling 

routes to schools for all schools around Wellington.   

 

We recommend the following additional points: 

• Further infrastructure to support cycling (and walking) will be needed – evidence suggests that 

around 150km high quality urban cycleways per 100000 people (so around 320km in Wellington)  

will lift cycling to around 20% of transport mode share.18 We would recommend that an ongoing 

programme to increase cycling infrastructure is embedded in Council planning for the next 

decade; with specific aims and objectives around access to quiet streets/low traffic 

neighbourhoods and arterial cycle routes within 100m of every location in Wellington.  

• Successful transformation to high levels of cycling requires infrastructure. However, this alone is 

not sufficient, a culture change is also required.19 We recommend that WCC invest in a 

programme of ongoing ‘encouragement’ measures to promote cycling, such as ciclovias/open 

streets events, education and training programmes, promotional events and information 

provision and marketing.  

• Finally, we suggest that the cycle network is given a specific name, reflecting the enduring 

importance it will have to our city.  
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In conclusion we strongly support the intent of the Paneke Pōneke - Bike network plan and we 

commend Council leadership in the development and upcoming implementation of it.  

 

Yours sincerely 

 

William Levack 

Professor and Dean 

University of Otago Wellington 
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to receive outpatient care, emergency 
care or are patients of the many private 
medical facilities in the area such as 
radiographers.   The hospitals do not 
have sufficient parking for visitors of 
patients that can provide support and 
meet emotional needs... Riddiford and 
Adelaide are deemed to be the 
emergency resilience corridors for 
wellington with all the medium strips, 
trees and cycleways how are 
neighbouring areas going to get service 
from fire or ambulance as the streets 
have been artificially narrowed making 
egress difficult for emergency vehicles 
From a commercial perspective we need 
the loading zone active and the p10 
parks in the area retained so that 
business in this hub can continue and be 
serviced by freight trucks. the john / 
Adelaide and Riddiford street junction is 
ne of the busiest intersections in 
Wellington servings all suburbs people 
need places to park there should be no 
overall reduction in parking along 
Riddiford street at all especially between 
Mein street and john street  Further 
medical consultant need to bring their 
cars to work for call outs the biggest 
employer doesn't have enough car 
parking for teams to get to the hospital 
24x7 Patients don't want their 
vulnerability made public by taking 
public transport or taxis to get to the 
hospital The john street intersection 
needs two lanes in each direction to hold 
the merging traffic that goes through the 
transient area from the south, the east, 
west and southwest the trucks that 
service the airport need thoroughfare, 
the providing to supply the hospital on a 
day to day basis not to mention in an 
earthquake needs a complete chain of 
thoroughfare not a constricted access 
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near misses along this section. During 
lockdown you saw families and kids cycling 
along this route, but now it’s busy with 
cars again it’s not a safe space for families 
to cycle.    Connect the bike network to 
schools include more east/west routes as 
part of the network! As above, Miramar is 
not just a place where people live and 
travel into the city for work, it’s also an 
employment hub and there needs to be 
better connections from other southern 
and eastern suburbs to Miramar.     
Pedestrianise (but with routes for cycling 
and public transport) the miramar, 
Strathmore shops and the kilbirnie shops 
where possible. Bay Road should be 
completely closed to traffic.     Get the bike 
network in place as soon as possible to 
make it safer. I would cycle around the city 
rather than just the local mountain bike 
tracks if there was a network of bike paths. 
It’s really important that the whole bike 
network is separated from cars on bike 
paths.    Reduce road speeds to a 
maximum of 30km/hr across the entire city 
(with the exception of rapid public 
transport).    It is also so important that the 
car parks which are removed to make way 
for the bike network are not recreated 
elsewhere. Car parking is such a low value 
(and private) use of our precious public 
space.     More areas of public street 
parking in our suburban streets (with the 
exception of disability parking) should be 
removed and used instead to provide 
greater public and neighbourhood benefits 
- e.g wider coverage of the bike network, 
wider footpaths, pocket parks, free spaces 
to sit and socialise, urban greening, water 
sensitive urban design/blue green 
networks. 
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Make sure they are set up so they are completely separated from other traffic (don’t make parts 
of the network still shared with cars or pedestrians). Also progress the permanent bike paths as 
soon as possible. 
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removes any parking is a bad proposal.    
Supporting the local shops is a good 
strategy to reduce carbon emissions.  If 
you kill the local businesses by removing 
parking, people are going to stop going 
to the shops or they are going to end up 
driving longer distances to go where they 
can find parking, such as to horrible 
places like shopping malls, which go 
against creating a lively city.    The 
streets in Berhampore are narrow and 
the cycle lane in Island Bay turned what 
was a good road into a narrow, 
dangerous road with a confusing layout.  
We do not want that elsewhere.    A 
double decker can carry lots of people.  
Maybe 80?  If those 80 people were 
going to cycle instead, have you consider 
the disastrous effect that will have on 
congestion and road safety (moreso in an 
area of the city that has nartow streets) 
and its flow-on effect on emissions?      
The climate in Wellington and the 
topography are terrible for cycling (cold, 
wet, windy and hilly), and South 
Wellington is notorious for that.  Having 
more cycle lanes is not going to be 
enough to encourage a significant 
amount of people to use cycling.  When 
the weather is bad, the busses get full 
with the cyclists and the people who 
walk when the weather is good.  
Therefore, cycling does not significantly 
reduce the need for buses, as the same 
amount of busses needs to keep running 
every day so that the cyclists can catch 
them when the weather is bad.    Cycling 
as a means of reducing transport carbon 
emissions is not a good strategy, as 
demonstrated by experts such as Robert 
and Brenda Vale.  I can understand that 
some people enjoy cycling and that is the 
benefit of a cycling network but you 
should not propose it as an effective way 
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There must be a better solution for painting over existing white lines? The old Brooklyn road 
lines quickly show through after a few weeks and become quite dangerous. it is also shocking 
how many of the plastic bollards have been knocked out - I'm not sure what the cause of this is, 
but are there other options? 
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will become apparent to everyone. This is the experience I had living in Germany. In the 1970s 
there was hostility to cyclists on the roads, as there still is here. Nowadays in Germany, with 
millions of cyclists travelling through cities every day, in all weathers, that hostility has pretty 
well disappeared. Taking 10 years to get the cycleways done will make reaching a similar state 
of satisfaction here very difficult. 
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also includes a path that runs between 
parking and daycare centres, many 
cyclist don't slow down and children 
don't look. This is a manufactured 
hazard, this type of arrangement must 
be avoided, again you are creating high 
speed cycle commute paths.    To get 
people out of cars and onto bikes, the 
paths have to be safe and the trip needs 
to be fast and efficient. Currently the trip 
from tawa to the city takes about the 
same time as it does in peak traffic - 30-
40 minutes generally, at speed. There is 
no incentive if the trip is made artificially 
long (distance and time) by cycle paths 
that create hazards and choke points or a 
simply convoluted.     The path currently 
appears well used, the width needs 
thinking about as it is 2 way, and from 
the last fuel station to the lights at the 
gorge cyclist are travelling at speed, I 
would estimate that 40-50 kmph is not 
uncommon. Narrow 2 way paths create 
hazards at those speeds, often the path 
is not clear, it  is often a bit overgrown, 
has dirt and gravel from trucks working 
around the rail lines, has cracked and 
broken pavement and is only a curb 
away from traffic coming from the 
opposite direction if your keeping left.     
Using the cycle paths that currently exist 
is not always the preferred route due to 
the inherent start/stop fast/slow 
rough/smooth nature of ad-hoc cycle 
paths.    Another issue is created by cycle 
specific signage, often there is just too 
much of it and placed to high and out of 
a cyclist sight lines. Remember that the 
majority of users are not the dad and 2 
kids you have on your glossies but 
people commuting.  It will be very hard 
to cater for different groups on a single 
path.    Shared paths are little different 
to roads except on a shared path cyclest 
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danger to themselves as they are to others.  Consider the speed of commuting cyclist's and 
vulnerability if introducing to many competing situational risks. 
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to their friends in them. Making sure pedestrians and public transport users are safe and 
separated.  
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more prepared to loose parking to ensure safety for both cyclists and motorists.      Don't rebuild 
the kerb to save parking.      Often the ideal re-design will have the cyle lane straddle the current 
curb, but just minimise the road lanes and remove the parking lane in these cases: we can't 
afford 147km of new kerbing. 
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Allow people to easily provide feedback and for WCC to take this onboard and make changes as 
the trial continues 
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expectations of those cyclists.  • Cyclists, pedestrians, motorists and bus drivers need to 
be clear on what is expected of them.  Cyclists usually have to ride visibly and reasonably 
assertively. Most cyclists operate consistently and many motorists know what to expect, but 
some cyclists either behave inconsistently or dangerously, partly because there are no specific 
expectations, or no consequences of poor behaviour.  Buses are especially a hazard for cyclists 
and vice versa.  Most bus drivers are very tolerant and consistent around cyclists (despite the 
latter’s sometime inconsistency).  Clarity of expectation and good information is critical (for 
example on whether or not cyclists can ride in bus lanes, which should be avoided).  • Cycles 
and buses make uneasy fellow travellers.  Where routes propose both, as much as possible they 
should be separated by lanes, with cyclists avoiding cycle/car lanes and buses not going into 
cycle/vehicle lanes.  Ideally all three are separated.  Some current proposed routes would have 
cyclists traversing current bus-only lanes (eg Willis St Southbound).  Similarly, the proposed 
southern part of Willis St is presently one way northbound and would be hard to traverse by 
southbound cyclists.  • Planning needs to recognise future needs of cycle/pedestrian linkages 
and ensure that transport corridors are wide enough to safely accommodate all needs.  E-bikes 
mean that cycling is now more available for a greater range of citizens.  The biggest impediment 
now to more taking up cycling is safety and the inconvenience of poor routes.  •
 Approaches of cycleways to transact intersections need general improvement, 
especially to avoid roundabouts which are intrinsically unsafe for cyclists, especially those 
turning right.  Commuting cyclists prefer to avoid intersections which are either risky or cause 
delays (especially if these mean they have to get off and cross as pedestrians).  Similarly, access 
routes for vehicles crossing cycleways are intrinsically risk areas which should be minimised.  •
 The other risk is that some cycleways traverse one side of the road only (eg along the 
Hutt Rd), meaning cyclists travelling in the opposite direction need to cross both lines of traffic 
to access the cycleway.  If this is essential, there need to be safe ways of doing this which both 
cyclists and motorists expect.  • Cycleways need to be adequately maintained.  There has 
been a nominal cycleway along the Hutt Motorway for 40 years which is unusable due to glass, 
gravel and rubbish.  Specific comments on locations  • In Khandallah, the safest existing cycle 
route from Johnsonville through to the Kaiwharawhara intersection is via the Bridle Track (ie via 
Izard, Jubilee and Nicholson Rds), which is more direct, has far less vehicle traffic and would be 
safer and easier than using Cashmere Ave/Onslow Rd.  This route could be improved and made 
safer for pedestrians and cyclists at a fraction of the cost and future frustration for motorists of 
the Cashmere Ave proposal.  • The proposed route from Tawa to Johnsonville follows the most 
logical line, but will have to be carefully developed to avoid vehicle/cycle congestion, especially 
those cycling uphill.  It is particularly risky for cyclists at the roundabouts, particularly in 
accessing Johnsonville.  • Some cyclists will use Cockayne Rd to access Ngaio Gorge, but 
this route may be adequate at present.  • More cross city links should be provided.  For 
example, for those heading north from the CBD, the current safest and most utilised cycle route 
is along Lambton Quay, turning on to Stout St through to Thorndon Quay.  Similarly, Hill St 
should be connected right through to Mulgrave St.  Also, Boulcott Street needs to link the 
Terrace to Willis St.  • The proposed cycle route from the Botanic Gardens to the waterfront 
along Tinakori, Bowen and Whitmore is on the most used vehicular route between those points.   
This appears to be exacerbating an existing high traffic flow problem.  • Taranaki St is 
currently risky for cyclists and should have a dedicated cycle route.  • If travelling from the CBD 
towards the Hospital is far safer to go up Tasman St rather than turning off to negotiate the 
Basin Reserve and the lower Adelaide Rd, which is inherently unsafe.  • Both Courtenay 
St and Kent Terrace are nominal cycle routes but are currently dangerous given current traffic 
levels, unless there is a dedicated and utilised cycle way.  Insufficient thought has been given to 







Comments on proposed cycle ways 

General comments 

• As a suburban resident but working in the CBD and choosing to cycle 14km to and from work 
most days, these cycleways and principles are supported in general. 

• As much as possible, cycleways should be linked up.  Many existing cycle routes are 
incomplete.  Whilst some are excellent along part of their route, when they reach, for 
example, the CBD or an intersection, they suddenly disappear and the cyclists have to take 
their chances.  This is not a recipe likely to result in many cyclists being comfortable to use 
nominal cycling routes which don’t link up. 

• The proposal needs to recognise that different groups/purposes of cyclists have different 
needs, eg commuters, kids cycling to school, parents taking kids to the shops, or weekend 
recreational cyclists around the coast or seeking exercise. 

• As much as possible, these routes should be safe enough for children to cycle to their 
nearest school.  The needs of adults commuting by cycle are inherently different to children 
accessing school so this will need careful thought in some key areas, such as in Johnsonville 
along Burma Rd and Moorefield Ave to Onslow College.  Partly this is about timing of cycle 
use, but also about recognising different behaviours and expectations of those cyclists. 

• Cyclists, pedestrians, motorists and bus drivers need to be clear on what is expected of 
them.  Cyclists usually have to ride visibly and reasonably assertively. Most cyclists operate 
consistently and many motorists know what to expect, but some cyclists either behave 
inconsistently or dangerously, partly because there are no specific expectations, or no 
consequences of poor behaviour.  Buses are especially a hazard for cyclists and vice versa.  
Most bus drivers are very tolerant and consistent around cyclists (despite the latter’s 
sometime inconsistency).  Clarity of expectation and good information is critical (for example 
on whether or not cyclists can ride in bus lanes, which should be avoided). 

• Cycles and buses make uneasy fellow travellers.  Where routes propose both, as much as 
possible they should be separated by lanes, with cyclists avoiding cycle/car lanes and buses 
not going into cycle/vehicle lanes.  Ideally all three are separated.  Some current proposed 
routes would have cyclists traversing current bus-only lanes (eg Willis St Southbound).  
Similarly, the proposed southern part of Willis St is presently one way northbound and 
would be hard to traverse by southbound cyclists. 

• Planning needs to recognise future needs of cycle/pedestrian linkages and ensure that 
transport corridors are wide enough to safely accommodate all needs.  E-bikes mean that 
cycling is now more available for a greater range of citizens.  The biggest impediment now to 
more taking up cycling is safety and the inconvenience of poor routes. 

• Approaches of cycleways to transact intersections need general improvement, especially to 
avoid roundabouts which are intrinsically unsafe for cyclists, especially those turning right.  
Commuting cyclists prefer to avoid intersections which are either risky or cause delays 
(especially if these mean they have to get off and cross as pedestrians).  Similarly, access 
routes for vehicles crossing cycleways are intrinsically risk areas which should be minimised. 

• The other risk is that some cycleways traverse one side of the road only (eg along the Hutt 
Rd), meaning cyclists travelling in the opposite direction need to cross both lines of traffic to 
access the cycleway.  If this is essential, there need to be safe ways of doing this which both 
cyclists and motorists expect. 

• Cycleways need to be adequately maintained.  There has been a nominal cycleway along 
the Hutt Motorway for 40 years which is unusable due to glass, gravel and rubbish. 



Specific comments on locations 

• In Khandallah, the safest existing cycle route from Johnsonville through to the 
Kaiwharawhara intersection is via the Bridle Track (ie via Izard, Jubilee and Nicholson Rds), 
which is more direct, has far less vehicle traffic and would be safer and easier than using 
Cashmere Ave/Onslow Rd.  This route could be improved and made safer for pedestrians 
and cyclists at a fraction of the cost and future frustration for motorists of the Cashmere Ave 
proposal. 

• The proposed route from Tawa to Johnsonville follows the most logical line, but will have to 
be carefully developed to avoid vehicle/cycle congestion, especially those cycling uphill.  It is 
particularly risky for cyclists at the roundabouts, particularly in accessing Johnsonville. 

• Some cyclists will use Cockayne Rd to access Ngaio Gorge, but this route may be adequate at 
present. 

• More cross city links should be provided.  For example, for those heading north from the 
CBD, the current safest and most utilised cycle route is along Lambton Quay, turning on to 
Stout St through to Thorndon Quay.  Similarly, Hill St should be connected right through to 
Mulgrave St.  Also, Boulcott Street needs to link the Terrace to Willis St. 

• The proposed cycle route from the Botanic Gardens to the waterfront along Tinakori, 
Bowen and Whitmore is on the most used vehicular route between those points.   This 
appears to be exacerbating an existing high traffic flow problem. 

• Taranaki St is currently risky for cyclists and should have a dedicated cycle route. 
• If travelling from the CBD towards the Hospital is far safer to go up Tasman St rather than 

turning off to negotiate the Basin Reserve and the lower Adelaide Rd, which is inherently 
unsafe. 

• Both Courtenay St and Kent Terrace are nominal cycle routes but are currently dangerous 
given current traffic levels, unless there is a dedicated and utilised cycle way.  Insufficient 
thought has been given to how cyclists would safely negotiate the Basin Reserve and its 
various traffic intersections. 

• Given current traffic levels the proposed route from the Basin Reserve via the Tunnel to 
Ruahine St and linking to the Evans Bay Parade seems inherently risky for cyclists without a 
dedicated cycle way. 

• All the coastal routes are supported, but in many areas around the coast, there are many 
areas where the road narrows and cyclists cause vehicle traffic congestion and sometimes 
frustration.  These need to be fixed as much as possible. 

• The nominal western route from Khandallah to Aro Valley is supported, but there are some 
tricky sections to negotiate with traffic and some key and challenging multiple intersections, 
such as northbound from Raroa Rd to Curtis St.  It is difficult to know how much this will be 
used given its hilly nature. 

 

Neil Deans (ph 0274 394 381) 
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Your introduction claims ‘Wellingtonians love their city. [Is] a great place to live. [And] scores 
well worldwide for quality of life.’ The latter would depend on what you’re comparing it to? I 
am a Wellingtonian and I don’t love this city anymore. It once was a good place to live but 
has now lost its mojo, is dysfunctional, poorly run and way too expensive. The weather is 
also crap. You cannot do anything about the latter, but the others could be addressed if 
there was will, but there’s not. 

Cycleways need to be integrated with practicality unlike the farce that is the Island Bay 
cycleway which has turned a broad avenue into a cluttered and dangerous mess for drivers 
and pedestrians. I cycled there for years with no need of a designated cycleway in that form. 

The introduction of e-scooters has been done with no thought of the consequences. People 
use these with reckless regard and in improper fashion: no headlights, smoking, listening to 
music, no helmets, with passengers, drinking, at speed. The list goes on. Apparently, their 
use is controlled under transport regulations, but you wouldn’t know that and neither do the 
users. No one polices their use. Not WCC, not NZTA, or the police. I’m fed up having to step 
over them because they’ve been tipped over across the footpath, or across doorways. 
Yesterday some idiot left their e-scooter in the middle of the footpath so everyone had to 
walk around it, but also left it across a garage door to an office so no one could drive in or 
out. Brilliant! I’m fed up having to look out for riders who aren’t watching where they are 
going, and because they are going too fast. I don’t see why the public should pick up the cost 
of reckless use and injury when the profits are privatised often by offshore based 
multinationals who pay no tax here. 

WCC is utterly incapable of implementing any initiative much less making it work or keep it 
going. They can’t even maintain walkways in the green belt much less cycleways. 
Maintenance of roadways if that is any indication, which it will be, is done via a schedule 
regardless of whether the surface needs repair or not. Perfectly good road surfaces are 
replaced in side streets with hardly any traffic, while main arteries are left potholed for 
months because of ‘the schedule’. Storm water drains overflow every time there’s a down 
pour like in some Third World country because maintenance has been neglected for years. 
will this be cycleways too? 

The contract model of works used by WCC is poorly run, dysfunctional and lends itself to 
poor outcomes if these are to be used to develop cycleways or anything else. Contractors 
carry out no ongoing maintenance often duplicating what’s gone before or digging up the 
same stretch of roadway another crew did just days before. WCC has no institutional 
knowledge and don’t cultivate any anymore. This is disappointing. 
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Just put them in already. 
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LGWM could be a real opportunity to make a positive cultural shift for the rainbow community 
through the design of our public spaces. The public spaces we move through are as important as 
the destinations we're trying to reach. Feeling safe and included while moving through these 
spaces are paramount to LGBTQI+ people. Our public spaces and public transport could be 
better designed to support the LGBTQI+ community who face worse mental and physical health 
outcomes, lower financial status, as well as disproportionate physical violence and 
discrimination compared to the general New Zealand population 
(https://www.1news.co.nz/2020/10/10/new-research-highlights-challenges-homeless-rainbow-
community-faces/ and https://mentalhealth.org.nz/news/post/mental-health-inquiry-time-to-
get-on-with-it).  

  

The Counting Ourselves Executive Summary research shows that hardships, disadvantage and 
adversity are even more acute for the transgender population, whereby: 

 

 

- Almost a third of participants (32%) reported someone had had sex with them against their 
will since they were 13. This is a much higher rate of sexual violence than for women or for men 
in the general population.  

 

 

- Participants who reported this were twice as likely to have attempted suicide in the past year 
(18%) than participants who did not report this (9%). 

 

 

- Almost half (47%) reported someone had attempted to have sex with them against their will, 
since the age of 13. 

  

Public spaces could reflect and honour our rich and diverse rainbow history and culture 
(https://www.pridenz.com/). They should be welcoming, safe and inviting spaces, making clear 
the rainbow community belongs and matters, and thus playing a part in uplifting the experience 
of  LGBTQI+ people. This could take the shape of rainbow bus/light rail shelters, rainbow 
crossings and other public art/installations, landscape designs and interventions. 

  

Increasing and developing green spaces, and public outdoor community spaces, is another way 
to positively impact mental health, including for the Rainbow Community.  

These public spaces should ensure there is adequate lighting, space and visibility, especially for 
more isolated or bushy areas, and especially for night time. This will make public spaces both 
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feel and be safer, making them usable for a greater portion of the rainbow community and 
wider community. Using Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles 
would ensure this.  

  

INCLUSIVE PUBLIC TRANSPORT 

  

Secondly, as safety, inclusion and connection are vital to the rainbow community, a safe, well-
connected public and active transport system would also play an integral part in strengthening 
the rainbow community as well as other marginalised groups. These interventions would fulfil 
LGWM’s values of: 

  

- Optimising Well-Being 

- Sense of Place 

- Supporting a Just and Equitable Society 

- Celebrating Beauty and Design. 

  

Encouraging private transport would not achieve this, as it would increase isolation which is a 
specific challenge for the rainbow community. 

  

I also recommend the following measures to increase the safety of public transport for the 
rainbow community: 

  

Education and Visibility 

  

- Safety and rainbow competency training for public transport staff (bus drivers / light rail 
operators / train attendants), similar to what is provided to hospitality staff by the P‚âà√ßneke 
Promise, or the Rainbow Inclusivity Training provided by InsideOut 
(https://www.insideout.org.nz/for-workplaces/) and Gender Minorities Aotearoa’s free online 
transgender training, which was developed by transgender people 
(https://genderminorities.com/2021/05/11/supporting-transgender-people-online-course/). 

 - Disability lead disability training for all public transport staff.  

 

- Public transport campaign/s, similar to previous behaviororal campaigns, focused on 
inclusivity, anti-discrimination, and safety for marginilised groups including the rainbow 
community and disabled community 
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Reliability and Accessibility  

  

- Any public transport needs to be reliable in order for it to be safe. We need public transport to 
arrive on time and have sufficient capacity, to decrease exposure to potential harm. This is why 
we favour light rail, it offers better quality, comfort, accessibility, travel time reliability, and 
lower operating costs. It has higher capacity than buses, so can move more people efficiently. 
This is important for those in the Rainbow community who feel unsafe getting from A to B on 
foot, or via other modes of transport, and/or are restricted by financial barriers or mobility 
concerns, and it is especially important at night. No one should be stranded at bus stops, which 
unfortunately happens currently. Light Rail in turn would increase safety, including for those in 
the rainbow community.  

  

- All major routes including the #18 bus (used by many tertiary students) should run at night 
time. The rainbow community experiences disproportionate concerns of safety, and more night 
time public transport would make a huge difference. It would also allow those who cannot 
access private transport, due to financial or disability reasons to actively participate in all 
aspects of society.  

  

- Affordability: I strongly support the Free Fares campaign, and recommend extended off-peak 
fare hours, including at night time. I also strongly support he Free Fares to Freedom campaign, 
and the full rather than partial, funding of total mobility taxis for all who need them. 

  

Additional Safety Measures 

  

- Train Carriage attendance: Extra security for late services. 

 Train carriage attendants trained to support and aid disabled passengers, and those who need 
it.  

  

 

  

DRAFT DISTRICT PLAN 

 - 

  

HOUSING 
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The Draft District plan could be a real opportunity to make a positive cultural shift in 
P‚âà√ßneke for the rainbow community. The increased provision of good quality safe housing, 
sufficient housing density, public spaces and other public amenities would combat many of the 
challenges the rainbow community faces.  

  

The rainbow community faces worse mental and physical health outcomes, lower financial 
status, as well as facing disproportionate physical violence, abuse and discrimination versus the 
general New Zealand population (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6695950/). 
Most significantly, LGBTQI+ people face much higher rates of homelessness, unsafe housing or 
unstable living situations. The housing and rental crisis has exacerbated these challenges, 
whereby rainbow tenants can be discriminated against in a more competitive and costly 
housing market (https://ourarchive.otago.ac.nz/handle/10523/11920). This is significantly 
more acute for the transgender population, who experience a much higher rate of 
homelessness and housing instability compared with the rest of the population 
(https://genderminorities.com/2020/11/17/where-do-you-sleep-at-night-transgender-
experiences-of-housing-instability-and-homelessness-2020/). 

  

The Counting Ourselves Executive Summary research shows that hardships, disadvantage and 
adversity are even more acute for the transgender population, whereby: 

  

- Almost a third of participants (32%) reported someone had had sex with them against their 
will since they were 13. This is a much higher rate of sexual violence than for women or for men 
in the general population.  

 

 

- Participants who reported this were twice as likely to have attempted suicide in the past year 
(18%) than participants who did not report this (9%). 

 

 

- Almost half (47%) reported someone had attempted to have sex with them against their will, 
since the age of 13. 

  

The rainbow community needs and deserves safe, secure and connected quality housing, to 
ensure we have a good quality of life and the ability to put down roots so that we can be part of 
and build a community that is meaningful and enriching to us. Given the instability LGBTQI+ 
people face due to housing; building safe, supportive, connected and long-lasting communities 
can only be achieved by allowing dense and diverse housing models. Housing density allows 
more homes, increasing the pool of available homes for LGBTQI+ people to access instead of 
being pushed out of the city due to high rental and housing prices. This housing densification 
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needs to be supported by amenities to support walking catchment, which will make it easier to 
build communities, and for those communities to access the goods and services they need.  

  

Due to the discrimination LGBTQI+ people can face in the rental and housing market we also 
encourage the council to explore more robust processes and legal protections to protect the 
LGBTQI+ and other communities which face discrimination in these markets.  

  

LGBTQI+ people live in housing arrangements that don't typically reflect a nuclear family model, 
therefore greater investment in mixed modes of living, such as co-housing, solo housing and 
social housing should be made. I therefore endorse the proposals in the Residential Strategic 
Direction as well as recommending greater provisions for co-housing, as these options provide 
for the greatest diversity of housing density models. 

  

Living alone is an increasing trend for elderly queer people. Finding affordable one bedroom 
rentals that are long term tenancy occupations is especially challenging due to the current 
competitive rental market and minimal housing options. Creating more social housing, mixed 
social housing, and encouraging a co-housing model would both give elderly queer people the 
privacy that they may want, as well as the social cohesion that prevents social isolation: an 
increasing issue for both queer people and elderly people. 

  

PUBLIC, GREEN AND QUEER SPACES 

  

The public spaces we move through are as important as the destinations we're trying to reach, 
thus feeling safe and included while moving through these spaces are paramount to LGBTQI+ 
people. There is a strong correlation between good green and public spaces, positive mental 
health and wellbeing outcomes (https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-87675-0), 
therefore its integral that the rainbow community is consulted and considered when 
designing/providing public spaces.  

 

P‚âà√ßneke’s public spaces could reflect and honour our rich and diverse rainbow history and 
culture (https://www.pridenz.com/), be welcoming, safe and inviting spaces, making clear the 
rainbow community belongs and matters, and thus playing a part in supporting LGBTQI+ 
people. This could be achieved through more rainbow crossings, historical monuments and 
public art/park designs and interventions and would also adhere to the Historical and Cultural 
Heritage Strategic Direction in the Draft District Plan by making rainbow history and culture 
more visible (https://www.homomonument.nl/). Inclusive and safe design principles could 
include good quality lighting in public areas, the creation of ‚’queer hubs’ and safe queer spaces 
should also be included, as is outlined in the Research Report Queering Public Space, A 
collaboration between the University of Westminster and ARUP Consultancy Firm. This could be 
complimentary to the Centres and Business Strategic Direction: whereby a queer hub could 
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occupy the ground floors of a building on a main street in the centre of town, adding to the 
vibrancy and diversity of the city centre (https://gayborhoodfoundation.com/).   

These public spaces should ensure there is adequate lighting, space and visibility, especially for 
more isolated or bushy areas, and especially for night time. This will make public spaces both 
feel and be safer, making them usable for a greater portion of the rainbow community and 
wider community. Applying Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles 
would ensure this.  

  

 

  

PANEKE P‚âà√•NEKE: CYCLE NETWORK 

  

There is a strong rainbow bike riding community in Wellington, and many more who would 
likely start riding or ride more often with the introduction of a well connected bike network that 
has increased access, safety, and presentation that is welcoming and inclusive. The proposed 
network would make a huge difference to wellbeing and travel access for many in the rainbow 
community. It would make a difference to traffic/bike safety, and has the potential to increase 
safety from discriminatory harm as well.  

  

For the rainbow community, the public spaces we move through are as important as the 
destinations we're trying to reach, thus feeling safe and included while moving through these 
spaces are paramount to LGBTQI+ people. The rainbow community faces worse mental and 
physical health outcomes, lower financial status, as well as facing disproportionate physical 
violence and discrimination compared to the general New Zealand population 
(https://mentalhealth.org.nz/news/post/mental-health-inquiry-time-to-get-on-with-it).  

  

The Counting Ourselves Executive Summary research shows that hardships, disadvantage and 
adversity are even more acute for the transgender population, whereby: 

  

- Almost a third of participants (32%) reported someone had had sex with them against their 
will since they were 13. This is a much higher rate of sexual violence than for women or for men 
in the general population.  

 

 

- Participants who reported this were twice as likely to have attempted suicide in the past year 
(18%) than participants who did not report this (9%). 
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- Almost half (47%) reported someone had attempted to have sex with them against their will, 
since the age of 13. 

  

Public spaces could reflect and honour our rich and diverse rainbow history and culture 
(https://www.pridenz.com/). They should be welcoming, safe and inviting spaces, making clear 
the rainbow community belongs and matters, and thus playing a part in uplifting the experience 
of  LGBTQI+ people. This could take the shape of rainbow bus/light rail shelters, rainbow 
crossings and other public art/installations, landscape designs and interventions. 

  

Increasing and developing green spaces, and public outdoor community spaces, is another way 
to positively impact mental health, including for the Rainbow Community.  

These public spaces should ensure there is adequate lighting, space and visibility, especially for 
more isolated or bushy areas, and especially for night time. This will make public spaces both 
feel and be safer, making them usable for a greater portion of the rainbow community and 
wider community. Apply Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.  

  

INCLUSIVE PUBLIC TRANSPORT 

  

Secondly, as safety, inclusion and connection are vital to the rainbow community, a safe, well-
connected public and active transport system would also play an integral part in strengthening 
the rainbow community as well as other marginalised groups. These interventions would fulfil 
LGWM’s values of: 

  

- Optimising Well-Being 

- Sense of Place 

- Supporting a Just and Equitable Society 

- Celebrating Beauty and Design. 

  

Encouraging private transport would not achieve this, as it would increase isolation which is a 
specific challenge for the rainbow community. 

  

I also recommend the following measures to increase the safety of public transport for the 
rainbow community: 

  

Education and Visibility 
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- Safety and rainbow competency training for public transport staff (bus drivers / light rail 
operators / train attendants), similar to what is provided to hospitality staff by P‚âà√ßneke 
Promise, or the Rainbow Inclusivity Training provided by InsideOut 
(https://www.insideout.org.nz/for-workplaces/). 

  

- Public transport campaign/s, similar to previous behaviororal campaigns, focused on 
inclusivity, anti-discrimination, and safety for marginilised groups including the rainbow 
community. 

  

Reliability and Accessibility  

  

- Any public transport needs to be reliable in order for it to be safe. We need public transport to 
arrive on time and have sufficient capacity, to decrease exposure to potential harm. This is why 
we favour light rail, it offers better quality, comfort, accessibility, travel time reliability, and 
lower operating costs. It has higher capacity than buses, so can move more people efficiently. 
This is important for those in the Rainbow community who feel unsafe getting from A to B on 
foot, or via other modes of transport, and/or are restricted by financial barriers or mobility 
concerns, and it is especially important at night. No one should be stranded at bus stops, which 
unfortunately happens currently. Light Rail in turn would increase safety, including for those in 
the rainbow community.  

  

- All major routes including the #18 bus (used by many tertiary students) should run at night 
time. The rainbow community experiences disproportionate concerns of safety, and more 
nighttime public transport would make a huge difference. 

  

- Affordability: I strongly support the Free Fares campaign, and recommend extended off-peak 
fare hours, including at night time. 

  

Additional Safety Measures 

  

- Train Carriage attendance: Extra security for late services. 
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DRAFT DISTRICT PLAN 

Please click the quick submit link to have your say on each of the 3 plans, checking over each of 
the points that we’ve made. You can untick anything you don’t agree with. 

At the end of each quick submit there is a dialogue box that reads Anything else? (e.g. what 
values do you think the council should prioritise?). Copy and paste the text below for the 
relevant plan in that box. 

 

 

  

HOUSING 

  

The Draft District plan could be a real opportunity to make a positive cultural shift in 
P‚âà√ßneke for the rainbow community. The increased provision of good quality safe housing, 
sufficient housing density, public spaces and other public amenities would combat many of the 
challenges the rainbow community faces.  

  

The rainbow community faces worse mental and physical health outcomes, lower financial 
status, as well as facing disproportionate physical violence, abuse and discrimination versus the 
general New Zealand population (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6695950/). 
Most significantly, LGBTQI+ people face much higher rates of homelessness, unsafe housing or 
unstable living situations. The housing and rental crisis has exacerbated these challenges, 
whereby rainbow tenants can be discriminated against in a more competitive and costly 
housing market (https://ourarchive.otago.ac.nz/handle/10523/11920). This is significantly 
more acute for the transgender population, who experience a much higher rate of 
homelessness and housing instability compared with the rest of the population 
(https://genderminorities.com/2020/11/17/where-do-you-sleep-at-night-transgender-
experiences-of-housing-instability-and-homelessness-2020/). 

  

The Counting Ourselves Executive Summary research shows that hardships, disadvantage and 
adversity are even more acute for the transgender population, whereby: 

  

- Almost a third of participants (32%) reported someone had had sex with them against their 
will since they were 13. This is a much higher rate of sexual violence than for women or for men 
in the general population.  

 

 

- Participants who reported this were twice as likely to have attempted suicide in the past year 
(18%) than participants who did not report this (9%). 
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- Almost half (47%) reported someone had attempted to have sex with them against their will, 
since the age of 13. 

  

The rainbow community needs and deserves safe, secure and connected quality housing, to 
ensure we have a good quality of life and the ability to put down roots so that we can be part of 
and build a community that is meaningful and enriching to us. Given the instability LGBTQI+ 
people face due to housing; building safe, supportive, connected and long-lasting communities 
can only be achieved by allowing dense and diverse housing models. Housing density allows 
more homes, increasing the pool of available homes for LGBTQI+ people to access instead of 
being pushed out of the city due to high rental and housing prices. This housing densification 
needs to be supported by amenities to support walking catchment, which will make it easier to 
build communities, and for those communities to access the goods and services they need.  

  

Due to the discrimination LGBTQI+ people can face in the rental and housing market we also 
encourage the council to explore more robust processes and legal protections to protect the 
LGBTQI+ and other communities which face discrimination in these markets.  

  

LGBTQI+ people live in housing arrangements that don't typically reflect a nuclear family model, 
therefore greater investment in mixed modes of living, such as co-housing, solo housing and 
social housing should be made. I therefore endorse the proposals in the Residential Strategic 
Direction as well as recommending greater provisions for co-housing, as these options provide 
for the greatest diversity of housing density models. 

  

Living alone is an increasing trend for elderly queer people. Finding affordable one bedroom 
rentals that are long term tenancy occupations is especially challenging due to the current 
competitive rental market and minimal housing options. Creating more social housing, mixed 
social housing, and encouraging a co-housing model would both give elderly queer people the 
privacy that they may want, as well as the social cohesion that prevents social isolation: an 
increasing issue for both queer people and elderly people. 

  

PUBLIC, GREEN AND QUEER SPACES 

  

The public spaces we move through are as important as the destinations we're trying to reach, 
thus feeling safe and included while moving through these spaces are paramount to LGBTQI+ 
people. There is a strong correlation between good green and public spaces, positive mental 
health and wellbeing outcomes (https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-87675-0), 
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therefore its integral that the rainbow community is consulted and considered when 
designing/providing public spaces.  

 

P‚âà√ßneke’s public spaces could reflect and honour our rich and diverse rainbow history and 
culture (https://www.pridenz.com/), be welcoming, safe and inviting spaces, making clear the 
rainbow community belongs and matters, and thus playing a part in supporting LGBTQI+ 
people. This could be achieved through more rainbow crossings, historical monuments and 
public art/park designs and interventions and would also adhere to the Historical and Cultural 
Heritage Strategic Direction in the Draft District Plan by making rainbow history and culture 
more visible (https://www.homomonument.nl/). Inclusive and safe design principles could 
include good quality lighting in public areas, the creation of ‚’queer hubs’ and safe queer spaces 
should also be included, as is outlined in the Research Report Queering Public Space, A 
collaboration between the University of Westminster and ARUP Consultancy Firm. This could be 
complimentary to the Centres and Business Strategic Direction: whereby a queer hub could 
occupy the ground floors of a building on a main street in the centre of town, adding to the 
vibrancy and diversity of the city centre (https://gayborhoodfoundation.com/).   

These public spaces should ensure there is adequate lighting, space and visibility, especially for 
more isolated or bushy areas, and especially for night time. This will make public spaces both 
feel and be safer, making them usable for a greater portion of the rainbow community and 
wider community. Apply Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.  

  

 

  

PANEKE P‚âà√•NEKE: CYCLE NETWORK 

Please click the quick submit link to have your say on each of the 3 plans, checking over each of 
the points that we’ve made. You can untick anything you don’t agree with. 

 

 

At the end of each quick submit there is a dialogue box that reads Anything else? (e.g. what 
values do you think the council should prioritise?). Copy and paste the text below for the 
relevant plan in that box. 

 

 

  

There is a strong rainbow bike riding community in Wellington, and many more who would 
likely start riding or ride more often with the introduction of a well connected bike network that 
has increased access, safety, and presentation that is welcoming and inclusive. The proposed 
network would make a huge difference to wellbeing and travel access for many in the rainbow 
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community. It would make a difference to traffic/bike safety, and has the potential to increase 
safety from discriminatory harm as well.  

  

For the rainbow community, the public spaces we move through are as important as the 
destinations we're trying to reach, thus feeling safe and included while moving through these 
spaces are paramount to LGBTQI+ people. The rainbow community faces worse mental and 
physical health outcomes, lower financial status, as well as facing disproportionate physical 
violence and discrimination compared to the general New Zealand population 
(https://mentalhealth.org.nz/news/post/mental-health-inquiry-time-to-get-on-with-it).  

  

The Counting Ourselves Executive Summary research shows that hardships, disadvantage and 
adversity are even more acute for the transgender population, whereby: 

  

- Almost a third of participants (32%) reported someone had had sex with them against their 
will since they were 13. This is a much higher rate of sexual violence than for women or for men 
in the general population.  

 

 

- Participants who reported this were twice as likely to have attempted suicide in the past year 
(18%) than participants who did not report this (9%). 

 

 

- Almost half (47%) reported someone had attempted to have sex with them against their will, 
since the age of 13. 

Cycling infrastructure design, and the spaces that surround them, should ensure there is 
adequate lighting, space and visibility, especially for more isolated or bushy areas, and 
especially for night time. This will make routes both feel and be safer, making them usable for a 
greater portion of the rainbow community and wider community. Apply Crime Prevention 
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.  

Public spaces should also reflect and honour our rich and diverse rainbow history and culture, 
and this can include bike routes (https://www.pridenz.com/). They should be welcoming, safe 
and inviting spaces, making clear the rainbow community belongs and matters, and thus playing 
a part in uplifting the experience of  LGBTQI+ people. For the bike network, this could take the 
shape of rainbow crossings, public art by rainbow artists, and other design elements that 
enhance rainbow visibility. Many options including these are manageable enough to be applied 
to the interim solutions as well. Ensure both interim and permanent solutions are 
transformational, practical, beautiful, and lasting. 

 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 

 

It is encouraging that the city council has now allocated a meaningful capital investment 
into the bike network and is planning on accelerating implementation. We support the 
‘quick-build’ approach of installing interim design solutions that can be adapted easily in 
response to user experiences, to avoid many more years of consultation over plans on 
paper. 
 
The network layout looks very comprehensive. Our three primary campuses, as well as 
our satellite campuses, are well served by the network. We are particularly pleased to 
see the inclusion of bike lanes for The Terrace, Salamanca Road and Kelburn Parade as 
these streets are challenging for cyclists commuting to our Kelburn campus. We note that 
the Salamanca Road / Kelburn Parade route is classified as a secondary route under 
Let’s Get Wellington Moving. The document does not indicate what the timeframe for 
delivery is, nor what the difference in physical infrastructure between primary and 
secondary is. However, we would encourage the streets to be prioritised and we are 
eager to work with the Council on potential design solutions for these streets. 
 
Beyond the infrastructure, we are eager to continue our strong relationship with the city 
council to support the complementary initiatives listed to engage the University 
community with cycling. 
 
Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on the plan. It is a very positive step 
forward for our city. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
Blair McRae 
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Engagement) 
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Johnsonville Community Association 
Submission to WCC Bike Plan 
14 December 2021 
Tony Randle, President of the JCA 

 
 

 
The following is the Submission of the Johnsonville Community Association (JCA) to the 
Wellington City Council (WCC) 2021 public consultation on the proposed Bike Plan. 
 
The JCA would appreciate the opportunity to present its submission in oral form. 

The Bike Plan investment is excessive 
While the JCA supports investment in improving the transport across the city, we are 
concerned about the relatively large amount planned for cycling which is only used by a 
small number of the city’s residents … only about 3% of commuters from Johnsonville use 
bicycles.   
 
It is also a concern that many of our community who are unable to drive due to health, age 
or physical impairment, cannot also cycle for the same reason.  It is unfair that the city invest 
so much in a mode of travel that cannot be used by so many of our more vulnerable 
residents. 
 
In contrast, the preferred alternative mode to driving for Johnsonville residents of all types is 
a bus PT service that has not had any investment in the past two decades. It is disappointing 
to note that this still has a smaller planned budget than the WCC plans for cycleways. 
 
The JCA requests that the WCC proceed with cycleway investment more slowly than 
proposed in the Bike Plan so that the uptake of cycling promised by the plan is proven 
before major changes are made to our travel corridors. 

No changes to Johnsonville Road 
The Wellington City Council’s new Bike Plan includes adding a “Primary” cycleway along the 
length of Johnsonville Road. Because Johnsonville Road is quite narrow, there is not room 
for street-side car parking and a protected cycleway (like the city has built in Island Bay).  
And because the WCC Parking Policy gives priority to cycleways over car parks, this will 
mean that most of the car parks along Johnsonville road will be removed to make space for 
a cycleway … a change that will severely impact the numerous retail businesses along our 
main street. 
 
As any business owner along Johnsonville Road will tell you, there are actually very few 
cyclists that travel along Johnsonville Road, during the day and the evening there are almost 
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none so any new improved cycleway will not be used. A key reason we have few cyclists 
along this road, is it is both difficult and unsafe for many cyclists, especially through the busy 
roundabouts. The other is Johnsonville is too far and too hilly for most people to choose to 
cycle to work. 

Is there an Alternative? 
The WCC has long held that Moorefield Road is the main cycleway route into and through 
Johnsonville.  There is already a wide combined walkway cycleway built along the Western 
side of this road.  In addition, this cycleway leads to our schools and provides a safer 
connection along 50kmph roads to Ngaio Gorge. 
 
In addition, there is already a cycleway (also little used) along Broderick Road that those few 
hardy cyclists travelling up/down Ngaurunga Gorge. 
 
On this basis, if the WCC insist on building a cycleway through Johnsonville, then the JCA 
requests the Primary cycleway route should be via Broderick Road/Moorefield Road and not 
along Johnsonville Road. 
 
There is already a cycleway along Johnsonville Road that appears to meet the need of the 
few cyclists that use it.  There have not been any reported serious accidents or issues 
involving cyclists along this very busy street. Therefore, the JCA requests that the WCC 
change its Bike Plan and remove Johnsonville Road from the list of streets that are proposed 
to be changed.   

Conclusion 
While cycling and walking will clearly be an important alternative mode for parts of the city 
that are flatter and closer to the CBD, the key alternative mode that needs investment in 
North Wellington is bus based public transport (the Johnsonville Line cannot really be 
improved by further investment).  The WCC Bike Plan focus should therefore be on 
improving cycling facilities in those areas that already have significant proven cycle use and 
any success in these areas can then provide the justification for further investment in more 
distant suburbs such as Johnsonville. 
 
The JCA makes the above points to help ensure the WCC Bike Plan works for the best 
interest of our community and the wider city.  
 

























Tuesday 14 December 2021

Paneke Pōneke – Bike network plan proposal

PO Box 2199

Wellington 6140

New Zealand

Email: bikenetwork@wcc.govt.nz

Re: Paneke Pōneke – Bike network plan proposal submission

Tēnā koutou,

The Takatāpui and Rainbow Advisory Council (TRAC) is a subset of the Wellington City Council. Our

purpose is to:

● Assist and advise the City Council on how to help grow a great City where diverse rainbow

people and communities thrive and contribute to the city’s priorities.

● Bring knowledge and insight to Council to ensure rainbow inclusion in our city.

● It is recognised that members come from and remain connected to their communities and

share their expertise and individual lived experience in this advisory role.

We are writing to you to highlight areas of considerations regarding the diverse takatāpui and

rainbow communities of Wellington when developing your project plan and strategy.

What are rainbow and takatāpui terms?

We use rainbow as an umbrella term to describe people of diverse genders, sexualities, and sex

characteristics. It is an alternative to the term LGBTQIA+ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer,

intersex, asexual, and more).

Takatāpui is a traditional Māori term meaning ‘intimate companion of the same sex.’

It has been reclaimed to embrace all Māori who identify with diverse sexes, genders and

sexualities.

Our work plan

Through thorough consultation with members of TRAC, co-chairs, Council officers and the

Councillor representative, we have devised a comprehensive work plan outlining three key areas

deemed critical to the development of rainbow and takatāpui communities. These are included

below, alongside a description of initiatives which we would like you to consider in your work.

Infrastructure, Education and Development 

The project’s strategic direction, organisational and operational structure is inclusive of

rainbow and takatāpui communities. 

Specific initiatives include:  

o Talent and acquisition is diverse and inclusive.

o Key members are trained and supported to understand and work with rainbow & takatāpui

communities.



Health, Safety, Wellbeing and Accessibility 

The specific health, safety, wellbeing, and accessibility needs of people of minority sexualities,

genders, and diverse sex characteristics are widely understood and addressed. Rainbow &

takatāpui communities can interact with the project to the same level as other residents. 

Specific initiatives include:

o Rainbow and takatāpui-oriented consultation is conducted on the health, safety, wellbeing,

and accessibility needs of our communities.

o Gendered facilities are given a rainbow and takatāpui inclusion lens.

 

Community, Culture and Visibility 

Rainbow & takatāpui communities experience a sense of belonging to the project and are

represented within it at all stages.

Specific initiatives include:

o Adequate consultation with rainbow and takatāpui communities, including TRAC.

o Any media, branding, collateral etc. is designed with rainbow and takatāpui communities in

mind.

We hope you will consider our feedback within all aspects of design, planning and implementation

phases of your project. Should you wish to speak with us for further consultation, we are contactable

via email:

Ngā manaakitanga,

The Takatāpui and Rainbow Advisory Council
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To:  Wellington City Council  
Email:  bikenetwork@wcc.govt.nz 
From:  David Boersen, Development Manager, Foodstuffs North Island Limited 
Re:  Paneke Pōneke - Bike Network Plan 
Date:   14 December 2021  
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
 

OVERVIEW – PANEKE PŌNEKE, WELLINGTON BIKE NETWORK PLAN  

Wellington City Council’s Paneke Pōneke Bike Network Plan is the proposal for a sustainable, safe and 
efficient cycling and active transport network for the future of Wellington. It supersedes the 
Wellington Cycleways Masterplan 2015 in establishing a cycling framework for the next ten years. The 
decision to create a bike network was made in May/June as part of the Long-term Plan 2021–2031. 
Consultation on the Bike Network Plan closes on 14 December 2021 and will be considered for 
adoption by Councillors in early 2022. The consultation for the Bike Network Plan is occurring 
concurrently with the consultation for the Let’s get Wellington Moving Mass Rapid Transit proposal 
and the Draft Wellington City Council District Plan.  
 
FOODSTUFFS IN MIRAMAR 
 
By way of background Foodstuffs North Island Limited (FSNI) operates four businesses along 
Miramar Ave, Miramar. The New world supermarket, Liquorland, New World Fuel site, NZ Post 
centre. FSNI is the single largest retail business ratepayer on Miramar Avenue and on the Miramar 
peninsula. We have tried to engage with Wellington City Council on numerous occasions on this 
matter in the past, and we are very surprised we were not directly notified about consultation on 
the strategy, and only found out about it by chance. This is spite of our repeated request to Council 
to keep us abreast of the matter. We repeat our previous submissions that Wellington City Council is 
delivering up a fait a compli and has no real intent to consult as demonstrated by its actions/on in 
actions to meaningful engage with key stakeholders on this matter. 
 
MIRAMAR AS EMPLOYMENT AND BUSINESS AREA 
 
The Miramar shops are a retail and commercial area that supports the entire Miramar Peninsula 
including Seatoun and Karaka Bays, while the Southhampton/Stone street/Tauhinui Road (as does 
Park Road) provides provide local commercial employment area (see Figure 1). There is an existing 
Metlink Stop at Miramar Avenue near Stone Street right in front of New World Miramar (48 Miramar 
Avenue) (see Figure 2). This area of the Miramar shops is zoned Local Centre Zone with a maximum 
height limit of 22m.     
 
This area employs significant numbers of people and services a large part of wider Miramar 
community through wide variety of retail. The road network is needed to continue provide servicing 
to these businesses. Capacity of the road network should not compromised. 
 
CYCLING ON MIRAMAR PENINSULAR  
FSNI supports cycling connections to this local employment area, but notes there are a large number 
of local streets that suitably provide for cycling already (see Figure 3). Cyclists need to be better 
catered for as they leave and return to Miramar (see Figure 4), and in practical sense this must 
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Generally speaking, supermarkets are inherently high traffic generating activities by necessity as 
people use private motor vehicles to perform shopping trips. The New World Miramar store at 48 
Miramar Avenue experiences high volumes of traffic around Miramar Avenue and Stone Street in 
particular. Whilst it is anticipated that vehicular traffic volumes will be reduced in future as a result of 
the Mass Rapid Transit and Bike Network Plan proposals, supermarkets by their nature are likely to 
retain high degrees of private vehicle movements irrespectively. 
 
FSNI supports the use of Miramar Avenue for Bus Rapid Transit and for a potential stop near Stone 
Street on Miramar Avenue. However, FSNI have concerns that to include a dedicated cycleway on 
Miramar Avenue may create an unsafe environment and conflict between the different modes of 
transport in this corridor. Whilst FSNI supports the Bike Network Plan and the proposal to bring it 
through Miramar shops and commercial retail area, FSNI suggests that the Bike Network Plan route 
takes an alternate path that does not pass adjacent to the New World Miramar store at 48 Miramar 
Avenue.  
 
One of the stated aims of Wellington City Council and Paneke Pōneke is to encourage people that do 
not currently cycle for commuting purposes, and may have a low level of mobility or confidence, to 
take up cycling and use the future cycling network. FSNI has concerns that by creating a potentially 
unsafe environment by placing cyclists within the same transport corridor as buses and cars, that this 
goal may not be effectively achieved. FSNI therefore recommends that an alternate dedicated route 
for the Bike Network path be considered that separates cycling entirely from the Buss Rapid Transit 
and high volumes of vehicular traffic currently experienced on Miramar Avenue. Separation of cycling 
paths from other forms of transport has been proven to both greatly increase levels of cycling and 
encourage the use of cycle paths, and reduce the quantity and seriousness of road accidents that 
cyclists are involved in. 
 
In addition to potential conflicts between priority buses, cars and bicycles, Miramar Avenue is a tree-
lined avenue with high amenity values, the mature trees give the area a unique character. FSNI is 
concerned that creating a dedicated cycle lane may necessitate the removal of these trees. Even if this 
is not the case, these trees inherently reduce visibility for people entering and leaving New World 
Miramar, furthering compounding potential traffic conflicts. FSNI seeks the retention of these trees 
whatever the outcome is for the final route selection and detailed design stage.  
 
As is indicated in Figure 5, the proposed route for Bus Rapid Transit for Miramar is already well 
connected to active transport means and walkability, and this in itself greatly reduce private motor 
vehicle movements. It is FSNI’s opinion that the addition of a cycle way to this corridor may impede 
rather than enhance the effectiveness of the Bus Rapid Transit Route, and that any cycle way should 
instead compliment this critical transport corridor. 
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Figure 5 – Walkability Catchment for stop at Miramar (Source: www.iso4app.net) 
 

SUMMARY  

It is noted that in the consultation documents for the Bike Network Plan, Wellington City Council has 
indicated that the final route selection has not been fully determined, and that some deviation may 
be considered. FSNI considers that the deviation of the route is an minimum requirement for Miramar 
for the following three reason: 

1) Miramar shops is not the ‘centre’ of all cycling routes and there are more practical routes 
open for and able to service more cyclists. 

2) Potential conflict between Bus Rapid Transit and vehicle use of Miramar avenue and safe cycle 
use recommends the Miramar Avenue should priorities vehicular and Bus Rapid Transport (as 
the later will reduce car patronage more than cycling). 

3) Miramar Avenue needs to be retained to services existing retail and employment business 
located along the Avenue and in the surrounding area. 

4) FSNI supports Bus Rapid Transport Stop adjacent to New World Miramar. 
 

NEXT STEPS 
 
The current round of public feedback on the Paneke Pōneke Bike Network Plan proposal concludes 
on 14 December 2021. Wellington City Council have indicated that the current round of feedback on 
the Bike Network Plan will be considered for adoption by Councillors in early 2022. A timeframe for 
any further consultation has not been given, and it is noted that Council is already making a start on 
two of the critical routes outlined in the proposal. The next stage identified by Council is to prioritise 
work programmes for other areas of the preferred route. Is this consultation process a sham? 
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Based on these timeframes and factors identified above, FSNI seek to engage with Wellington City 
Council and Paneke Pōneke as matter of urgency, preferably before the final plan is put before 
Councillors for approval. This would naturally have to occur as early in 2022 as practically possible. 
FSNI reiterates its wish to engage with Wellington City Council to create the most successful, well-
integrated and efficient system of Mass Rapid Transit and cycling and active transport networks for 
the future of both Miramar and Wellington.  
 
FSNI wishes to be heard in regard to its submissions as is required under the requirements of the 
Local Government Act 2002.  
 
This proposal is significant for the people and business and Miramar. This proposal is significant in 
terms of the Council’s Significance Policy and should be treated as such. 
 











 
 

New Zealand Automobile Association Inc. 
 
 

  342-352 Lambton Quay, Wellington 6011 
PO Box 1, Wellington 6140 

 

 

Wellington City Council       13 December 2021 

Draft Bike Network Plan 

Email   bikenetwork@wcc.govt.nz 

This submission is made by the Wellington District Council of the New Zealand Automobile Association 
(AA).  

1. Firstly, thanks to Claire Pascoe, Paul Barker and Joe Hewitt for meeting with AA recently to 
discuss the draft bike network plan. We look forward to assisting WCC with specific plans 
as they are developed. 

2. The District Council represents over 200,000 members. Although we are an organisation 
representing motorists all of our members are on occasions pedestrians and an increasing 
number are cyclists. 

3. We recognise and support in principle the WCC vision of creating a city where it’s easy for 
people of all ages and abilities to choose low or zero carbon transport options. We also note 
that with Wellington’s topography there is very limited space in some areas to 
accommodate separate pedestrian, cycleways, bus priority lanes and lanes for other traffic. 

4. We agree that it is imperative that Wellington City Council (WCC) work closely with LGWM 
and GWRC to achieve the best outcome for a particular street. With many of Wellington’s 
streets being much narrower than other cities, we agree with WCC that compromises may 
be necessary and bike lanes shared with bus lanes may be the only solution for some 
streets unless there is a parallel quieter street that could be used for the cycle lanes. 

5. We support advance traffic signals for both buses and cyclists so that they get a head start 
on other traffic. The advance signals are also safer for cyclists. 

6. We note that at this stage the plan is aspirational and that individual routes will have their 
own particular issues. We consider that consultation with affected parties especially local 
residents and businesses is crucial before any final decision on road layout is made. 
Presenting a fait accompli immediately prior to construction is counterproductive in our 
view. We also recognise that in most cases it is impossible to please everyone. 

7. We consider that WCC’s bike lane initiatives are has something of a mixed bag in recent 
years, with the Island Bay bike lane being a case in point where good intentions have 
resulted in years of confusion, frustration and a community divided. We urge WCC to carry 
out a thorough consultation, design, peer review and safety audit prior to any bike lane 
construction of a particular route to avoid recrimination and rework at a later date. 



 
8. We also note that with increasing deliveries of parcels from on-line shopping some space 

needs to be provided for deliveries or access to business premises. Provision and 
enforcement (to prevent over-staying) of safe loading zones in busy areas would enable 
easier, safer deliveries. 

9. We note your comments that on some streets there may be a need to remove on-street 
parking to create space for bus priority or cycle lanes. On some streets the houses are too 
close to the street to allow off-street parking. If WCC is not able to provide alternative off 
street parking we request that affected residents be given plenty of notice (3 years?) so 
they can make alternative arrangements for their vehicle and/or house. 

10. From a safety perspective, the preferred solution is always to physically separate cyclists 
and pedestrians from motorised traffic such as the Evans Bay cycleway. However, there are 
few routes in Wellington where there is sufficient width for a separate cycleway as well as 
traffic lanes especially if there is a bus priority lane. 

11. We acknowledge WCC’s vision to create a bike network within Wellington City but this 
needs to be tempered with the needs of improving passenger transport which, typically 
carries more than 10 times the passengers of cycle lanes. Improving passenger transport 
was the top priority of our members (in our recent LGWM survey) to improve transport 
outcomes.  

12. We would appreciate further regular discussions with the WCC bike network team as this 
project progresses in stages towards construction. 

 

Yours sincerely  

 

 

 

Geordie Cassin 

Wellington District Chairman 











 

 

 
 
 
 
14 December 2021 
 
Bike Network plan engagement  
Wellington City Council 
PO Box 2199 
Wellington 6140 
 
Dear Sir / Madam, 
 
Bike network plan feedback from Karori Business Association Inc.  
 
This submission is made on behalf of the owners and operators of the approximately 
80 businesses in the Karori Central and Marsden Village business communities. 
 
This feedback has been compiled after a request to members for them to share their 
thoughts, concerns, and general feedback. 
 
The Karori Business Association recognises the desire to move to alternative, more 
active forms of transport and the need for mode shift in the coming years but believe 
that Karori Road itself is not the optimal location for a cycleway and believe that it 
would be better located on adjacent side streets such as Friend/Homewood Ave or 
Braithwaite/Birdwood.   Some of these streets are wider than Karori Rd and so aid the 
movement of cyclists away from high used routes by other traffic.   
 
Below is some site-specific feedback from our members in Karori Central and Marsden 
Village. 
 
Karori Central  
 
Karori Bridge Club operate in the Karori town centre, and they believe the removal of 
or reduction in car parking in front of their club would be highly detrimental for many 
of their members who are elderly and have disabilities. 
 
These members require easy access to the club, including the provision of an area for 
drop off and pick up.  This particularly applies to the afternoon sessions between 1pm 
and 4.30pm on Mondays and Fridays where up to a dozen members utilise this 
service.  Removal of a stopping area in front of the club will result in these members 
being unable to play.  Furthermore, removal of parking will make it more difficult for 
people to find parking in the afternoon, as parking at the Mall and round the Mall 
(Parkvale Road) is time restricted.   
 
The club has observed that with the influx of new housing it is becoming much harder 
for individuals to find parking in the neighbouring streets of Chamberlain Road, 
Beauchamp Street, Raine Street and Campbell Street and this will only get worse with 
the new government rules allowing even more intensive housing developments with 
no requirement for off-street carparking. 
 



 
 
In addition, the club offers a 12-week teaching course that is held on Mondays. The 
club rooms are hired for various functions during the year, these usually require 
catering therefore there would be a need for a loading zone so that the caterers would 
be able to deliver their goods. 
 
The other aspect that concerns the club is that Karori Road is reasonably narrow, so 
with proposal of the cycle network and more public transport, access will be very 
difficult and somewhat dangerous for many people playing bridge. If there is limited 
parking, then many bridge club members must park further away from bridge club, this 
will be become hazardous and a safety concern.  
 
We do not believe that the council has not considered the concerns of local businesses 
and clubs in the area who rely on parking in close proximity to these venues.  Yes, 
there always needs to be a way to address traffic congestion with increasing numbers 
of cars in growing busy suburban shopping area, however in the current situation, the 
cycle proposal is not a viable option. 
 
Marsden Village  
 
There are very few options for side street or off-street parking in Marsden Village.  
While there is an existing parking area behind the shops on the eastern side of Karori 
Road, the area has begun to be redeveloped to include apartments on the second 
floor and discussions with the property owner indicate that many of the existing car 
parks will no longer be available to shoppers in the medium to long term as they will 
be utilised by the new apartment owners with limited spaces available to existing 
business operators. 
 
The owners of 4 Square in Marsden Village bought the business a year ago and the 
three carparks out the front of the store are very important to them and surrounding 
businesses as it means customers can easily stop and pop in, in the afternoon 
especially between 3pm-6pm.  
 
 



 

 
 
The 4 Square averages 350-500 customers per day and observations suggest that on 
average 40% of customers would use these carparks at the front and find them very 
handy, and if they are not available they don’t stop especially peak afternoon/evening 
time after school and work. 
 
Earlier in the year the shop was unable to use these carparks while the lights and 
crossing out the front of the shop were changed - this lasted for around 6 weeks and 
sales were down markedly as customers couldn’t stop -  so they didn’t.  
 
Marsden Village is filled with small businesses who keep this area and the village alive, 
filled with hard working small business owners. The locals have been using this village 
for years and it has a lot of history. Removing the on-street carparks would cause the 
village to suffer and all the businesses in it as, if it is not easy to get a park and stop, 
they won’t.   
 
The 4 Square owners support cycling and have plenty of cycling customers and seek 
a solution which suits both cyclists and customers who travel by car.  The on-street 
carparks also act as a drop off spot for our suppliers to deliver stock - if there are no 
carparks this would also affect that. 
 
Removal of on-street carparks in the village would also be a huge blow in particular to 
the elderly who park right outside the Unichem Pharmacy and the book store. 
 
The pharmacy often sees very frail or not so mobile people park in these spaces for 
easy access to the pharmacy.  These customers often have sizeable prescription 
boxes that staff assist them with carrying to their vehicles – something that would not 
be possible if their cars were parked further away.   
 
There is concern about the ability for its many elderly customers to be able to easily 
access this essential service and there is also the potential impact on courier drivers 
for the drugs that gets dropped off each day – there are already issues where 
sometimes if all the parks are taken, they simply come back the next day for the retail 
orders sometimes which is frustrating. 
 
Boutique fashion shop Florence Boutique has compiled the following data in early 
December from their customers detailing suburb of origin and means of transport used 
in getting to the shop.   
 



• 2 Dec Thursday - 50% Karori, 50% non-Karori - 96% car, 4% walk 
• 3 Dec Friday - 74.2% Karori, 25.8% Non-Karori - 87% car, 6.4% bus, 3.2% 

walk, 3.2% Uber 
• 5 Dec Sunday - 54.6% Karori, 45.4% non-Karori  - Car 86.4%, 13.6% walk  
• 6 Dec Monday - 45% Karori, 55% non-Karori - 72.7 % car, 18% walk, 9% bus 

 
None of their customers arrived by bike on any of the four days surveyed and indicated 
they would be unlikely to do so if a cycle lane was provided. 
 
The owners of Marsden Books, a locally owned small independent bookshop located 
at 159 Karori Road and part of the Marsden Village community for more than 40 years, 
support the notion of increased investment in active transport modes, but are 
concerned at the impact of potentially losing the small amount of car parking available 
directly outside the village businesses particularly during the afternoon and evening 
commuter peak. 
 

 
 
The bookshop provides Postal Services for NZ Post and a significant portion of their 
customers are elderly and unlikely to be users of active transport modes and without 
immediate parking may struggle to continue to shop in the village.  
 
Should the council’s proposal be considering a cycleway that impacts the parking at 
only peak times, then Council should be aware that the afternoon/evening peak 
disruption of car parking would be far more damaging to the Village businesses than 
a morning peak.  The village receives a significant proportion of sales from after school 
pick-ups.  For Marsden Books this is often in the order of 30% of sales between 3-
5pm. 
 
Some eight years ago when there were discussions about a possible introduction of 
bus lanes along Karori Road, the then Marsden Village Business Association asked 
each of the shops on the eastern side of Karori Road shops to record over a 3-week 
period the percentage of their turnover in this time -5pm slot.  
 
The data then showed that this was between 18% and 31% and when the Association 
presented that data to the Greater Wellington Regional Council at a meeting chaired 
by Fran Wilde she stated that "no one has ever presented that data to us before and 
clearly if that were to happen the businesses would most probably close and the 
impact of that on the whole Village would be enormous and the disastrous".  
 
 



 
Ms Wilde followed that up by visiting Marsden Village to talk with the business people 
here to explain the Regional Councils plans and again stated that there would be no 
bus lane. At that time both Andy Foster and Simon Woolf were our "Ward Councillors” 
and they agreed that putting in a cycle lane or a bus lane through that side of Karori 
Road simply should not and could not be done. 
 
While any cycleway into Kaori would improve safety and be well utilised by commuters, 
the length of cycleway affected by car parking in Marsden Village would only be in the 
order of 100m.  The interface between parking and cyclists should be able to be 
managed over this short distance. 
 
Karori Business Association members recognise and support Section 4.1 of Council’s 
2020 Parking Policy that states: Support business wellbeing – ensure parking 
management and pricing controls support economic activity in the central city, 
suburban centres and mobile trades and services.  
 
However we do need to point out that the absolute importance of parking availability 
for retail shopping strips such as Marsden Village and Karori Central (it is our lifeblood) 
and the impact of losing on-street parks would be extremely detrimental and if any 
parks were to be removed, it is vital that to retain drop-off zones and short stay spaces 
as a bare minimum.  
 
Cycleways have their place but establishing them on main arterial routes is not the 
right way to encourage mode shift, especially when it threatens to destroy the 
livelihood of local businesses. 
 
Wellington City Council does not have a good track record when it comes to installing 
cycleways and we ask the council to consider the following points when considering 
the installation of a cycle lane on Karori Road. 

• The Parking occupancy and duration survey conducted in June this year only 
covered 49 on-street parks in and around the Karori Mall but did not consider 
Marsden Village at all. 
 

• Shoppers, particularly the elderly, do not ride bikes when coming to do their 
weekly shopping or to visit pharmacies, doctors, or hairdressers (when was the 
last time you saw someone visit the hairdresser for an hour only to come out, 
put their helmet on and cycle away)? 
 

• Private off-street parking (in Marsden Village) is reducing and parking on 
adjacent streets is coming under huge pressure as more people work from 
home and this will only get worse in the years to come as new housing 
developments are no longer required to provide off street carparks.  
 

• We believe that access to the businesses and services that Karori and Marsden 
Village has to offer the community should be accessible to all transport users, 
active and others.  Removing the approximately 24 car parks in Marsden 
Village denies this to those unable to utilise an active transport mode and will 
have a disproportionately negative affect on the businesses that have been 
struggling during these COVID times.   
 

• We question how the Council can confidently predict that cycle numbers will 
increase in Karori when the council’s own cycle counter data shows that the  
average number of cyclists riding into Karori per day was just over 100 (that 
was in June this year and the counter has been out of action ever since)? 



 
 
The Karori Business Association respectfully requests that alternative locations 
for a cycle lane between the CBD and Karori be considered and that they be 
located on adjacent side streets rather than on Karori Road itself to ensure that 
an already under pressure business community does not lose customers to the 
point where businesses are no longer viable. 
 
We request the opportunity to speak to our submission if the opportunity is 
available. 
 
Yours sincerely 

  
 
Gary Holmes 

 
 

www.karoribusiness.co.nz 













Introduction

1. The Wellington City Youth Council (Youth Council) welcomes the opportunity to submit
on Paneke Pōneke  the Bike Network Plan.

Overview of submission

2. The submission by Youth Council on Paneke Pōneke will address the following topics:

a. Support of the proposed network
b. What is important for rangatahi
c. Support of interim solutions

Support of the Network

3. Youth Council wholeheartedly supports the proposed bike network plan.

4. With 34% of Wellingtonʼs emissions coming from road transport, mode shi� is essential to
ensuring that we reduce our emissions as a city and create a sustainable, accessible, and
healthy place to live. Biking is a healthy, low cost, low carbon option for transport.

5. With 76% of people saying that they would consider cycling if safe, separated
infrastructure was provided, we have a massive opportunity to create a city where many
more people cycle for their daily transport between home, school, mahi, and other
commitments.

6. We have to create high quality and well connected cycleways to provide an attractive
alternative to private vehicles. In turn, more people cycling will mean that it is easier for
people to drive when they really need to.

7. Providing convenient and safe places to store bikes is important to encourage people to
bike. The two tier bike rack on Grey Street, the introduction of LockyDocks, and bike fix it
stations are all great ways to encourage people to bike.

8. Division of walkers on main streets and e scooter riders/cyclists could create less
congested, and safer walkways on busy roads. Reducing pedestrian traffic as well as road
traffic due to increased use of the cycleway route.
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What is important for rangatahi

9. Making it accessible, cheap, and attractive for rangatahi to bike is imperative to creating a
sustainable city with a positive and encouraging outlook on cycling.

10. Rangatahi wonʼt follow the typical suburbs to city commute that typical bike networks
support. Home to school or education and other commitments is a common theme. The
accelerated bike network is a good way to ensure that as many safe routes are provided
as possible.

11. Rangatahi need to feel safe when cycling. Many havenʼt yet learnt the road rules and this
might make them more hesitant to cycle, especially when cycling involves intermingling
with traffic on tight roads. This is why providing separated bike paths is important.

12. Working with the Regional Council to make it easy to put your bike on busses and trains is
important to ensure that young people feel like they have options with a bike. The hills of
Wellington make it attractive to be able to easily take your bike on public transport as an
option as well as cycling everywhere.

Support of the interim solutions

13. Youth Council supports the use of interim solutions, both as a way to test out what
people like best, and as a way to ensure that safe, separated cycle infrastructure is
installed quickly.

14. Creating an extensive bike network as soon as possible will move us closer to our carbon
zero goals, and to a culture shi� that will support more people to take up the option of
biking to get around.

Conclusion

15. Youth Council wholeheartedly supports the bike network plan, with its impacts leading to
a healthier, safer, and less congested city.

16. Youth Council encourages Council to think about how rangatahi will use the network.

17. Youth Council supports the interim solutions both as a way to test out what people like
best, and to roll out an extended cycleways network faster.
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From: Patrick Morgan
To: Bike Network
Subject: Paneke Pōneke, Welington"s bike network plan submission
Date: Tuesday, 14 December 2021 3:53:59 pm

I heartily endorse the submission of Cycle Wellington, as below.

General feedback
Cycle Wellington strongly supports the proposed bike network plan.

Cycle Wellington has worked hard for many years expressing how very important it is 
to make it easier and safer for people of all ages and abilities to ride bicycles in and 
around Wellington. Where possible, public streets should provide safe separation 
between motor vehicles, bikes, and pedestrians.

Cycle Wellington strongly agrees that a connected network of cycleways will result in 
more people using bikes to move around the city.

The long-term impact of a bike network would be very positive. There are especially 
significant benefits of connected bike networks for reducing emissions from road 
transport, taking positive climate action, and improving equity.

CW thinks the proposed network is excellent. It could benefit from the following 
improvements:

Ten years is still too long to wait for the benefits. It's essential we reduce our 
emissions within the next decade. A completed network will be essential to achieving 
this. We have seen overseas (Seville, London, Paris, Milan) that the rapid rollout of 
cycling networks can be achieved within just a few years.

The Council should also create low-traffic neighbourhoods (LTNs) within suburbs, in 
addition to the proposed routes between suburbs which primarily benefit commuters. 
We can enable safe and comfortable trips within suburbs by implementing low traffic 
neighbourhoods through traffic circulation planning, traffic calming, filtered 
permeability, speed reduction, and provision of green space.

We consider that the aim in suburban settings is to make the walking and biking route 
more direct and convenient than the driving one. This has the benefit of making trips by 
women and children easier, leading to better transport equity. 

Channelling bikes and walking through quiet low-volume roads that heavy traffic has 
to go around, can reinforce the appeal of active modes. These features are particularly 
relevant where vacant or council-owned sections or new subdivisions make planning 
the accessway easier.

The Council should consider accessibility, safety, and consistency with Te Atakura, the 
Urban Growth Plan, and the parking strategy when installing interim solutions.

It is vital to get the bike network installed as quickly as possible. Given the indicative 
time scales for other mode shift facilities such as mass transit from Let’s Get 



Wellington Moving, the importance of building a comprehensive, comfortable network 
of bike lanes is a critical means of reducing our climate harming emissions in the 
required timeframe.

Effects of the Bike Network on different groups
We believe the proposed bike network would have a very positive impact on people 
walking, using public transport, riding bikes, using scooters / skateboards, driving 
vehicles/riding motorbikes, living on a proposed route, working / owning a business on 
a proposed route, travelling to school, and visiting Wellington.

Cycle Wellington believes the proposed network will have a very positive impact on 
groups who can currently be classified as ‘interested but concerned’ when it comes to 
riding bikes. We would like to see careful attention and priority given to the needs and 
preferences of women and children, parents, older people, and those with disabilities, 
to meet their criteria to enable them to cycle and feel safe and comfortable while doing 
so.

We believe the proposed network will have a positive impact on people living with 
mobility or accessibility issues. Ensuring there is adequate mobility parking throughout 
the city is essential when street parking is removed. Design details of cycling facilities 
are important to make them suitable for all and to minimise conflict. For example, 
avoiding shared path designs, and ensuring the width, surface smoothness, and 
gradient/crossfall of paths work for tricycles and other multi-wheeled cycles and 
mobility devices. 

We endorse the call from Different Spokes Pōneke for better inclusiveness for 
members of the Rainbow Community and hope the plan will also give attention to the 
needs and preferences of these groups.

Network connectivity
CW agrees that the proposed network connects many key locations in the city. We 
hope the Council will pay attention to submitters who offer their local knowledge and 
insights about where they would like to get to.

We believe the proposed bike network would have a very positive impact on 
community facilities on proposed routes, such as schools (see ‘School connections’ 
below), sports grounds or clubs, swimming pools, beaches, community centres, and 
playgrounds, as well as shopping locations.

Interim and permanent changes
We are really excited by the new interim approach to building bike lanes as a way to 
achieve change quickly, and get more bike lanes for the same budget. We've seen the 
success of this approach with the Brooklyn Rd uphill cycle lane.



Interim solution considerations:

Make sure cycleways are usable by people of all ages and abilities.

Where current constraints, such as kerb alignments, do not afford the optimal 
space we would recommend that these shortfalls are clearly communicated with 
plans and timeframes for them to be addressed indicated

Include physical separation from motor vehicles, and physically prevent vehicles 
from parking in them.

Make them wide enough so people can pass each other.

Don’t build shared paths. 

Avoid shared bus lanes.

Include traffic calming to slow speeds.

Make sure people on bikes are visible at intersections and driveways.

Include art and planting to make interim solutions look good, and relate to the 
neighbourhood. 

Build in safe loading zones. 

Protect bike lanes against illegal parking. Enforcement is important but not 
enough on its own.



School connections
Where the routes pass near schools, the connections need to be good right to the 
school gate. For example, Wellington College needs safe access closer than Adelaide 
Road. Scots College and Kahurangi School need safe access closer than Broadway. 

Some schools do not get any safe routes nearby, such as Ridgway School.

Hilly suburbs
Many riders will join the network from hilly suburbs, especially with the growing use of 
e-bikes. But even e-bikes are much slower uphill than motor vehicles, so riders face 
conflict and pinch-points. The planned network is missing key connections into and 
across these suburbs. Example connections we would like to see include:

into western Brooklyn, on Todman Street or Helen Street 

between Newtown and Vogeltown or Kingston

into Southgate or Houghton Bay

into Churton Park

into western Tawa.

Area-specific feedback

















Path surfaces 
Decisions have been made to use different surface material on existing pedestrian/cycle 
paths around Wellington that disadvantage pedestrians. Use of rigid hard concrete makes 
walking unpleasant for any distance and is not necessary to differentiate the not best 
practice unseparated paths. It makes no sense that pedestrians, those who are in closest 
contact with the surface and cause the least wear should have the hardest, roughest, 
hardest-wearing and most expensive surface. Recent research1 2shows that walking 
surfaces are being investigated to provide better, more appropriate surfaces. In the interim 
we strongly recommend that asphalt is used in preference to concrete. Concrete is not 
appropriate for walking. 
 
Parking 
All bike and micromobility parking should be located on the road or vehicle space and not on 
the footpath. 
 
Routes 
A Quays – Cable – Wakefield Street bike lane is essential for any bike network in Wellington 
and is a significant omission in the plan. A bike lane could occupy the middle of the road 
along the Quays if the west kerbside is used for the Public Transport spine. The waterfront 
side of the median could be repurposed for other vehicles. 
 
Consideration should be given to primary bike routes on different roads from public transport 
routes. For instance, Tory Street instead of Kent and Cambridge or Taranaki St as the main 
route from the south. A repurposed Vivian St would provide a great east-west link.  
 
Pedestrian interface 
We support best practice spatially and grade-separated facilities for pedestrians and 
micromobility vehicle use. 
 
All public space users need access to toilets, shade, shelter and seating. These elements of 
good placemaking should be included in improvements, as should the use of tactical 
urbanism to get the design right before significant change is made. 
 
The link between LGWM MRT and Golden Mile projects and the bike network is not well 
made. How will bikes and other micromobility interact with the MRT route? Why is the bike 
network shown along the Golden Mile which is a public transport and pedestrian priority 
route? 
 
About Living Streets  
Living Streets Aotearoa is New Zealand’s national walking and pedestrian organisation, providing 
a positive voice for people on foot and working to promote walking friendly planning and 
development around the country.  Our vision is “More people choosing to walk more often and 
enjoying public places”.  The objectives of Living Streets Aotearoa are: 

• to promote walking as a healthy, environmentally-friendly and universal means of transport 
and recreation 

• to promote the social and economic benefits of pedestrian-friendly communities 
• to work for improved access and conditions for walkers, pedestrians and runners including 

walking surfaces, traffic flows, speed and safety 
• to advocate for greater representation of pedestrian concerns in national, regional and urban 

land use and transport planning. 
For more information, please see: www.livingstreets.org.nz   
                                                        
1 https://www.pearl.place/ 
2 https://www.knowledgehub.transport.govt.nz/assets/TKH-Uploads/HubPresentations/Designing-mobility-
systems-for-People-and-Planet-event_Tyler.pdf 











Bike Network Plan 2021 
 
Submission by Tawa Business Group to Wellington City Council, 14 December 2021 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Tawa Busines Group is an Incorporated Society overseeing the Tawa Business 
Improvement District (BID) which is a mutual partnership between the Wellington City 
Council and the local Tawa business community.  The aim is to develop projects and 
services that benefit the trading environment of the business district in ways that align with 
Wellington City Council objectives.   
 
The Tawa BID was established in 2015 with the primary objective to improve agreed 
commercial initiatives to support the Tawa business community and is funded by way of a 
targeted rate levied on and collected from non-residential properties within the defined BID 
boundary. 
  
We do not wish to make an oral submission to the Councillors. 
 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
Th current cycle path Ara Tawa runs from Kenepuru Railway station in the North to 
Willowbank Park in the south of Tawa.  It does not have specific networks that joins it to the 
local centre.  One of the proposed links from Ara Tawa to the Main Road would run through 
the New World car park. 
 
 
FEEDBACK FROM BUSINESSES 
 
The Tawa Business Group has attempted to obtain some feedback from business members 
on their thoughts about the Bike Network plan.   Some areas of specific comments received 
include: 
 

• Cars reverse in and out of car parking spaces.  Car parks are a notorious area for 
high accident rates and not an ideal option for bike paths. 

• The access road from Main Road to the New World car park and the area behind 
New World are frequently used by large delivery trucks. 

• Business owners are reluctant to lose valuable car parking spaces in this area to a 
bike path. 

• Tawa Business Group would like to be involved in all consultation with regard to 
changes in the bike network in the Tawa area. 

 



 
 
ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS 
 
The alternative option is not to navigate a bike path through a busy car park but for it to 
continue along Oxford Street either north to Surrey Street and then along to Main Road, or 
south to Cambridge Street and then onto Main Road.   
 
 

Bernadette Pallister 

Tawa BID Manager,  
Tawa Business Group Inc  
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currently underway to investigate options for connecting cyclists travelling north-south between Manners 
Street and Hunter Street via Victoria Street and/or Willis Street as part of the detailed design for the LGWM 
Golden Mile project. 
 
Benefit for Wellington Regional Hospital Travel Action Plan 
 
The Wellington Regional Hospital Travel Action Plan (WRHTAP) team welcomes the draft Bike Network Plan 

as a critical step in implementing the Action Plan and commend Wellington City Council for accelerating its 

implementation.  

Research done by WRHTAP shows that improving cycling infrastructure can have a significant impact on 
mode shift. LGWM initiatives will significantly improve travel to the hospital over time, and short-term 
advances in cycle infrastructure, such as Newtown to the City, and routes from Island Bay, Miramar, and 
Kilbirnie will be welcomed.  
 
The WRHTAP team thanks Wellington City Council for its commitment to continue working collaboratively 

with Greater Wellington, Metlink, and the Capital & Coast District Health Board in developing the detailed 

plans for the transport corridors needed to make the Bike Network Plan successful. 

 

Ensuring equitable transport access 
 
Under the Accessibility Charter adopted by Greater Wellington in September 2021, Metlink has a vision for 
the public transport network to be accessible for all with ease and dignity. A key area to achieve this is 
through accessible bus stop infrastructure. Metlink would like to collaborate on design to ensure all 
transport users have equal opportunities to travel. 
 
Next stages 
 
We acknowledge more detailed design and planning will be developed in the next stage of the Plan and see 
opportunity for both Councils to collaborate as the work progresses. 
 
A few areas that we have identified for further consideration include: 
 

 Collaboration and co-ordination with Metlink on design and implementation so that accessibility 

and safe access to public transport is maximised with new infrastructure 

 Extending parts of the network to capture additional nearby schools 

 Connections to other key destinations, for example, Wellington Zoo and Wellington Regional 

Aquatic Centre. 

 Reviewing the need for links between suburbs. Two in five trips in Wellington City are not work or 

education-related and are often not along main corridors. These trips are made by people who are 

often overlooked in transport planning, including retirees, stay-at-home parents or those not 

employed, who can be on lower incomes and have higher need for viable low-cost transport 

options.  
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 Installing neighbourhood storage bike/e-bike hubs where private storage or access is challenging. 

This could include in denser neighbourhoods such as Newtown, and hillier areas such as Brooklyn 

and Melrose.  

 
We look forward to working with Wellington City Council to improve the uptake of active modes and 
supporting travel behaviour change. 
 
 
Ngā mihi nui, 
 
 
 
 

Luke Troy 

General Manager, Strategy |       Luke.Troy@gw.govt.nz 

Greater Wellington Regional Council 

 











PANEKE PŌNEKE: CYCLE NETWORK FORMAL RAINBOW GROUP SUBMISSION

This formal submission has been created by Different Spokes Pōneke. Different Spokes Pōneke is a cycling
club based in Wellington, New Zealand. Our club is LGBTTQIA+ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
takatāpui, queer, intersex, asexual, and other rainbow identities) friendly. This submission was built on the
back of a community hui that had different representatives of the rainbow community, whereby we explored
how the rainbow community might be impacted by the three plans put forward by Wellington City Council. The
following rainbow and non-rainbow organisations co-opt and endorse this submission:

● Rainbow advocacy organisation Rainbow Wellington
● Wellington cycle advocacy group Cycle Wellington
● Rainbow youth organisaton InsideOut
● Youth-led climate action organisation Generation Zero Wellington

There is a strong rainbow bike riding community in Wellington, and many more who would likely start riding or
ride more often with the introduction of a well connected bike network that has increased access, safety, and
presentation that is welcoming and inclusive. The proposed network would make a huge difference to
wellbeing and travel access for many in the rainbow community. It would make a difference to traffic/bike
safety, and has the potential to increase safety from discriminatory harm as well.

For the rainbow community, the public spaces we move through are as important as the destinations we're
trying to reach, thus feeling safe and included while moving through these spaces are paramount to LGBTQI+
people. The rainbow community faces worse mental and physical health outcomes, lower financial status, as
well as facing disproportionate physical violence and discrimination compared to the general New Zealand
population (https://mentalhealth.org.nz/news/post/mental-health-inquiry-time-to-get-on-with-it).

The Counting Ourselves Executive Summary research shows that hardships, disadvantage and adversity are
even more acute for the transgender population, whereby:

● Almost a third of participants (32%) reported someone had had sex with them against their will since
they were 13. This is a much higher rate of sexual violence than for women or for men in the general
population.

● Participants who reported this were twice as likely to have attempted suicide in the past year (18%)
than participants who did not report this (9%).

● Almost half (47%) reported someone had attempted to have sex with them against their will, since the
age of 13.

Cycling infrastructure design, and the spaces that surround them, should ensure there is adequate lighting,
space and visibility, especially for more isolated or bushy areas, and especially for night time. This will make
routes both feel and be safer, making them usable for a greater portion of the rainbow community and wider
community. Applying Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles would ensure this.

Public spaces should also reflect and honour our rich and diverse rainbow history and culture, and this can
include bike routes (https://www.pridenz.com/). They should be welcoming, safe and inviting spaces, making
clear the rainbow community belongs and matters, and thus playing a part in uplifting the experience of
LGBTQI+ people. For the bike network, this could take the shape of rainbow crossings, public art by rainbow
artists, and other design elements that enhance rainbow visibility. Many options including these are
manageable enough to be applied to the interim solutions as well. Ensure both interim and permanent
solutions are transformational, practical, beautiful, and lasting.

This formal submission is endorsed by:













 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Submission to Paneke Poneke Bike Network Plan. 

 
13th December 2021 

 
Contact: 
Raewyn Hailes 

Regional Access Coordinator for the Central Region. 

Access Aware Coordinator. 

CCS Disability Action Wellington 

P O Box 35156, Naenae, Lower Hutt, 5041 
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Summary: 
 

CCS Disability Action supports the general concept of a cycleway network 

throughout the city to reduce emissions, make it easier to move around, open 

up the streets and connect people and places. 

The high-level planning in this consultation, lacks some of the detail that 

would make the accessible journey real.  In particular, kerb ramps, tactile 

markings, pedestrian island design and bus stops as examples. It is the detail, 

in many places, that will allow seamless travel for people using mobility aids 

and for people who are blind or have low vision as pedestrians. Many people 

with other impairments will also be users of the cycleways. 

If the design works for people with disability, it will also benefit parents with a 

pram or pushchair and our older population.  The predicted growth in the older 

population would suggest that a longer crossing time will be required at all 

crossings to allow safe movement across the wider roads. Older people may 

also be slower to react on cycleways, and many are using electric bikes as a 

transport mode. People using mobility aids may also be slower to cross roads. 

 

Ongoing communication is needed between WCC, GWRC and Waka Kotahi 

to ensure consistency of any work being undertaken by the individual parties.  

There are often repeated works causing disruption to travel and too often 

journeys unable to be completed.  Safety of the pedestrian journey should be 

a critical consideration across this work.  If people feel unsafe, they will not 

make the journey  

 

We would like to see the work accelerated to avoid long term or multiple 

disruption to travel routes.  Not being able to plan an Accessible Journey in 

advance has a significant impact on people with an impairment. This is not 

just one or two wheelchair users but many people who cannot easily make 

change to the routes they use. As this is a large project being rolled out over a 

long period of time there is a risk that other transport modes are disrupted and 

people may be reluctant to navigate the challenges, choosing to minimize 

their travel in the city. 
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We would like to see an education component in the cycleway promotion to 

reduce footpath use by cyclists. In particular, cycling on footpath around bus 

stops, pedestrian crossings and in high pedestrian areas. 

 

We would prefer that the waterfront be kept for all people to safely enjoy and 

that cycleways remain along the Quay’s 

 

We commend the decision to include mobility car parks as a priority.  There 

will always be people who cannot use other forms of transport and rely on a 

car. 

 

We support enhancing Wellington’s natural environment throughout the 

timeline of this project, providing green spaces for all people to use. 

 

There is a risk with interim changes which impacts on people with 

impairments.  Repeated construction change, particularly at pedestrian 

islands, where kerb cuts are required, and around public transport stops is 

extremely disruptive to an Accessible Journey. 

 

Recommendations: 
 

• That legislation of pedestrian priority at “shared space” zones is 

adhered to without exception. 

 

• Providing separated spaces for cyclists and pedestrians be a priority. 

Shared paths generally are compromise solutions that impact the 

safety of all users.  People with an impairment may feel unsafe as they 

may not be able to hear or see wheeled transport approaching. 

Pedestrian priority would be imperative in the design and construction 

of any shared space. Example. Cambridge Terrace North shared path, 

Adelaide Road South end. 
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• Recommended that Council give clarity on who the intended users of 

the cycleways are.  Micro mobility is a rapidly developing transport 

mode, with cargo bikes, electric bikes, and mobility scooters placing 

varied demands on the transport system. 

 

• Recommended that reconsideration be given to the area impacting 

Wellington Hospital with possible redesign of bus stops.  

For consideration. 

Riddiford St Hospital entrance.  

The crossing could be moved northwards, nearer the hospital entrance. 

Moving the two southbound stops closer together is a good idea, but 

are two separate stops necessary? One stop seems to be sufficient 

northbound, and the split-stop southbound arrangement was designed 

to handle the interchanges required by the now non-existent bus hub 

model. Having one bus stop in each direction with the crossing further 

north would make for better bus/crossing/hospital linkages and lessen 

confusion for people with vision impairment or intellectual / cognitive 

impairment. This is a critical area as the hospital is a destination for 

many disabled people, and of course our older people. With 24% of the 

population identifying as having a disability, this should be a target area 

for improvement.  There is significant impact for the cycleway at this 

location, which requires detailed planning with multiple work streams. 

 

• Recommended that where cycleways intersect with public transport 

stops, any design changes are consistent and permanent to avoid 

repeated disruption and provide safe access onto and off public 

transport.   

 

• Recommend that in any future commercial of residential builds, 

incentives are offered to promote Universal Design standards and 

facilitate an increase in fully accessible housing. 
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• Recommend that final design solutions, based on best international 

practice, be implemented. That interim solutions, using lower cost and 

adaptable materials will only push out project completion times and 

increase the disruption to travel across multiple transport modes. 

 

 

 

About us 
CCS Disability Action is a community organisation that has been advocating 

for disabled people to be included in the community since 1935. We provide 

direct support to approximately 5,000 children, young people and adults 

through our 28 worksites, which operate from Northland to Invercargill. Our 

support focuses on breaking down barriers to participation. We receive a 

mixture of government and private funding. Access is a major focus for our 

organisation. CCS Disability Action runs the Mobility Parking Scheme. We 

have a nationwide network of access coordinators who work with local 

governments as well as the building and transport industries. We manage 

Lifemark, which certifies and promotes universal design standards for houses. 

We have developed ways to collect data on access, including the Measuring 

Accessible Journeys project and the Street Accessibility Audits.  

 

Introduction 
We appreciate the opportunity to submit on Bike Network Plan. Councils play 

an important role in ensuring our communities include everyone. A key part of 

this is ensuring that all transport modes and infrastructure are accessible to all. 

Improved access strengthens communities, by ensuring everyone can 

participate.  

We encourage councils to consider the needs of all their citizens, rather than 

focus narrowly just on efficient, fast, or cost-effective infrastructure and 

services. A narrow focus on efficiency can result in councils cutting corners with 

access. This can have significant effects on the wellbeing of disabled people. 
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Disabled New Zealanders do not get a fair go 
Too often disabled people do not get a fair go. They do not get the same 

opportunities as non-disabled people.  

 

Wellington region. 
In the Wellington region there are a combined total of 345,573 people. Of 

those who are disabled, 11,430 are 18-64 years old and 11,358 are 65+ 

years. 35.8% of disabled people aged 18-64 years earn less than $15,000 

annually compared to 19.9% of non-disabled people in the same age group. 

18.0% of disabled people aged 65+ year earned less than $15,000 annually in 

comparison with 11.5% of non-disabled people in the same age bracket. 

11.9% of working aged disabled people earn more than $70,000 annually 

compared with 29.9% of their non-disabled peers. 

Wellington region has the lowest percentage in NZ of disabled people 

receiving no formal qualifications, but the statistics are still horrifically high. 

27.1% of disabled people aged 18-64 years and 43.6% of disabled people 

aged 65+ years have no formal qualifications. This is in comparison to 8.6% of 

non-disabled people aged 18-64 and 27.5% of non-disabled people 65+ years 

having no formal qualifications. 18.4% of working aged disabled people hold a 

bachelor’s degree or Level 7 qualification or higher compared with 39.9% of 

their non-disabled peers. 

A lack of accessible infrastructure, and transport, plays a role in isolating 

people from their community and preventing them from accessing work, 

social, and educational opportunities. 

Data comes from customised data requests to Statistics New Zealand. The 

sources are the 2018 Census and the 2020 June Wellbeing Supplement to 

the Household Labour Force Survey.  

 

Planning for access 
It is important to consider access issues when planning how our communities, 

infrastructure and transport systems develop.  
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Accessibility is an on-going goal rather than a set of minimal standards to be 

complied with. There is always room for improvement, especially as new and 

innovative approaches are constantly being developed.  

 

Conclusion 
Council influences how accessible our compact vibrant city becomes.  It has a 

vital role in ensuring the growing number of people with access needs can 

participate, contribute and be included in their communities. Unless  Council 

proactively ensures the accessibility of the community, we risk cutting more 

and more people off from their community and the services they require to live 

their daily lives.  

  
 











From:
To: Bike Network
Subject: Submission on Bike Network Plan
Date: Tuesday, 14 December 2021 10:16:43 am

Submission on Bike Network Plan 
We are a group of Year 9 & 10 students from Onslow College. We came up
with our vision of Wellington’s future and what we want to see. We imagine a
vibrant and inclusive city that enables us rangatahi and tamariki to thrive.  
 
We would love for the cycleways to connect all the suburbs and to the city,
we would especially love for Onslow College (Johnsonville) to be connected to
these cycleways as well. These cycleways should be safe for cyclists and
everyone else, they should be protected from cars too.  

Ngā mihi nui,
Ashley Renaud

Science & Biology Teacher
Science Learning Area
Onslow College

Onslow College
Wellington
New Zealand

Ko Tarikākā te maunga
TARIKĀKĀ IS THE MOUNTAIN. 
Ko Waipāhīhī te awa
WAIPĀHĪHĪ IS THE RIVER 
Ko Onslow College te kura
ONSLOW COLLEGE IS THE SCHOOL

This email and any attachment to it are confidential. Unless you are the intended recipient, you may not use, copy or disclose either the message
or any information contained within the message. If you are not the intended recipient, you should delete this email and notify the sender
immediately. Any views or opinions expressed in this email are those of the sender only, unless otherwise stated.
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Paneke Pōneke - Bike network plan engagement 
Wellington City Council  
PO Box 2199  
Wellington 6140 
 
By email: bikenetwork@wcc.govt.nz  
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 
 
BIKE NETWORK PLAN CONSULTATION NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2021 
 
I am writing to make a submission on the proposed cycle network plan.  I am providing a written 
submission as the on-line submission form does not encourage nor support in-depth feedback on 
the matters I wish to raise.   
 
I would like to express my appreciation for the consultation drop-in session held in Newtown on 20 
November.  The staff from the respective agencies were extremely helpful in working through the 
options and helping to explain how the three consultations (District Plan, cycle network and Let’s 
Get Wellington Moving (LGWM)) interacted – and more particularly about what was not known 
about how the three consultations would interact.  The comments in this submission are based not 
so much on the publicity material provided for the cycle network consultation, but on the 
understanding provided in the Newtown drop-in on 20 November. 
 
My submission has four substantive points, set out below. 
 

1. Support in principle for the proposed cycle network ... 
 
In principle, I support the development of an integrated cycle network across Wellington that 
provides a contiguous network for cycle users and improves cyclist safety.  Overall, the approach to 
the overall scope of the network seems appropriate, comprehensive and reasonable. 
 
That said, there are a number of inter-connections and consequential impacts that need to be 
addressed to make the network feasible and will make the difference between success and failure.  
The balance of this submission covers these inter-connections and impacts. 
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2. The interface between the cycle network and LGWM in particular has not been worked 
through, and this means support for the cycle network can only be supported in principle 
while these details are worked out …. 

 
In a number of cases, the interaction between the proposals in the cycle network consultation and 
the LGWM consultations has not been considered.  At the Newtown drop in, I noted that lower 
Rintoul Street is slated to be both a corridor for mass rapid transit and for the extension of the cycle 
network.  I asked the various staff how would this work in practice given the narrowness of this 
street, and the proposal that lower Rintoul Street would still have other vehicular traffic on it.  In 
short, the answer given was that this was unknown at this time and would have to be sorted out at 
the detailed design stage - although what was most likely to happen is the loss of on-street car parks.   
 
It is likely that there will be other parts of the cycle network where the exact interface with LGWM 
has not been established – and that it will be “sorted out” in the LGWM detailed design.  This 
suggests that the cycle network itself can only be approved in principle, with final decisions whether 
or not to proceed with (certain parts of) the network confirmed once the detailed design has 
established practical feasibility. 
 

3. The cycle network plan – with the District Plan and LGWM - needs to account for all 
transport modes – including cars and carparks 

 
A key driver for the cycle network - let alone the District Plan and LGWM - is that car use in 
Wellington needs to be severely curtailed.  If accommodating mass rapid transit and cycle lanes on 
narrow Wellington streets (such as lower Rintoul Street – as proposed in the LGWM and the cycle 
network consultation) means the loss of on-street car parking, this is (implicitly if not explicitly) seen 
as a highly desirable outcome rather than an unfortunate or unintended consequence. 
 
A further assumption underpinning LGWM seems to be that most vehicle movements from the 
outer suburbs are to downtown Wellington.  Thus the proposed mass rapid transit options are in 
fact corridors from the outer suburbs to Wellington central/the railway station – LGWM does not 
provide a network that allows people to move across the corridors from one suburb to another (such 
as movement from (say) Berhampore to (say) Kelburn).  The assumption also seems to be that mass 
rapid transport from suburbs to the central city will mean that people will not need cars, and thus 
will not need residential carparks. 
 
The consultation document for the cycle network indicates a built-up desire for some people to cycle 
more – if safety and other concerns are met.  It notes that up to 76% of people would consider 
cycling if safe, separated infrastructure was provided, although less than 20% were “dedicated” or 
“likely” cyclists.  The material does not indicate whether or to what extent the 20% or the 76% 
would forego their cars entirely.   
 
It is highly unlikely that Wellingtonians will forego car ownership whether there are mass rapid 
transit and/or cycle lanes or not.  I will own a car even if mass rapid transit allows me to more easily 
commute for work to the central city than is currently the case.  The reason is that almost all of my 
non-work travel is to places outside of the central city – for groceries, garden stores, hardware, for 
visiting friends and family, for sport and recreation, etc.  These visits are hardly ever between 
Berhampore and the central city – where the mass rapid transit corridors would take me.  They are 
between Berhampore, all parts of Wellington, the Hutt Valley, Eastbourne, the Kapiti Coast and 
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beyond.  For those with a larger (and younger) family than mine, you can add kindergarten/school 
drop offs, weekend school sports events and the like.  Nothing in the District Plan, LGWM, and the 
cycle network will enable these cross-corridor journeys to more easily occur, and therefore there is 
nothing in these plans that will obviate the need to own a private car – even if that car is used less 
for commuter and some other journeys. 
 
The cycle network consultation document addresses this by saying: 
 

“On many streets the creation of the bike network will require reallocating some space 
currently used for parking private vehicles. We understand this may affect demand for 
car parking in the streets adjacent to new bike routes. To help prioritise access to 
parking for residents, businesses and others, we will use the Council’s Parking Policy 
2020. This may involve creating new residents parking spaces close to the route to 
ensure residents can access on-street parks near their homes. Priority in these instances 
would be given to residents with mobility permits and no off-street parking. Similarly, a 
mix of loading zones and short-stay parking may be introduced along a corridor to 
ensure deliveries, visitors and tradespeople can still park in the areas.” (emphasis 
added). Source: Bicycle Network Consultation Document, November 2021, page 18 

 
The 2020 Parking Policy is however, essentially a document outlining a series of principles aimed 
(amongst other things) at reducing car parking capacity across Wellington.  It does not provide any 
specific actions for ensuring that there is adequate car parking in residential areas, particularly those 
most affected by mass rapid transit and the cycle network.   
 
The consultation material for the District Plan seems to assume this issue away by asserting that 
business centres will have the services that people need within walking distance of where they live 
(and by extension they will not need a car).  This is unrealistic.  It is also unrealistic to expect that 
friends and family will be within easy walking distance, or easily accessible by mass rapid transit.   
 
This means that the majority of households will continue to own a car (increasingly an electric one) 
but because of confined property size and/or the greater use of apartments many will not have 
access to off street parking.  And yet – once the detailed designs have actually been done - the 
practical impact of the nexus of the District Plan, LGWM and the cycle network can only be to reduce 
or eliminate residential on-street car parking in many locations, with the impact especially severe in 
the corridors where cycle lanes and mass rapid transit combine.   
 
It is furthermore unrealistic to expect that the extra 28,000 (Stats NZ’s estimate of population 
growth in Wellington City to 2048) or 50,000-80,000 (Wellington City Council’s estimate) extra 
people in Wellington will not own (increasingly electric) cars.  And yet the nexus of the District Plan, 
LGWM and the cycle network will be to reduce the number of available on-street residential car 
parks in the places where population growth and urban intensification is slated to occur.   
 
The cycle network plan (together with the District Plan rewrite, and LGWM detailed design, once 
completed) needs to address this.  There are some options that can be considered.  A key one would 
be a change to the District Plan so that future high-density housing must have off-street car parking 
built into the design (acknowledging this would be rescinding a recent District Plan change).  Another 
could be the development of off-street parking areas; in some places in New York there are 
neighbourhood parking buildings.  There are bound to be other options.  
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Failure to address this challenge will mean that the combination of the cycle network, the District 
Plan, and LGWM may enable faster commuter journeys and some growth in cycle journeys, but 
that’s it.  It will not reduce the need for most people to own cars and it will not accommodate 
predictable increases in population growth and thus increased numbers of (increasingly electric) cars 
in Wellington.  The failure to accommodate for this will itself make combination of the cycle network 
plan, District Plan and LGWM fail to make Wellington a great city to live in, let alone one that is 
moving. 
 

4. Other than addressing the issues highlighted above, this suggests the immediate priorities 
for progressing the cycle network should be (1) in those areas where there is no significant 
interface with LGWM or (2) in those areas impacts on other transport modes can be 
minimized in the meantime. 

 
The consultation document asks for feedback on priorities.  I note that the decision has already been 
taken on the upgrade of the Island Bay cycleway and this should proceed.  Otherwise in order, my 
submission above suggests the following priorities: 
 

a) Completing the detailed design work and interface with LGWM, particularly in those areas 
where there is potential overlap, in quite confined spaces (in my locale, lower Rintoul Street 
is a good example) 

b) Developing the cycle network plan, LGWM and the District Plan such that residential car use 
and car parking can be accommodated alongside mass rapid transit and a cycle network 

c) While (a) and (b) are underway, progress those parts of the network where the issues and 
(a) and (b) are not significant 

d) Progress the rest of the cycle network once there is a practical and feasible solutions to (a) 
and (b) above. 

 
Given the interconnection between the cycle network proposals, the District Plan rewrite and 
LGWM, I have attached my submissions to these other consultations to this letter for ease of cross-
referencing. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Michael Papesch 
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10 December 2021 
 
 

 

 
  

 
 
Let’s Get Wellington Moving  
Private Bag 6995 
Wellington 6141 
 
By email info@lgwm.nz  
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 
 
LET’S GET WELLINGTON MOVING (LWGM) CONSULTATION NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2021 
 
I am writing to make a submission on the presented four options for mass rapid transit presented in 
Wellington.  I am providing a written submission as the on-line submission form does not encourage 
nor support in-depth feedback; rather it encourages a once-over-lightly purview of the issues and 
challenges in play.  
 
I would like to express my appreciation for the consultation drop-in session held in Newtown on 20 
November.  The staff from the respective agencies were extremely helpful in working through the 
options and helping to explain how the three consultations (District Plan, cycle network and LGWM) 
interacted – and more particularly about what was not known about how the three consultations 
would interact.  The comments in this submission are based not so much on the publicity material 
provided for the LGWM consultation, but on the understanding provided in the Newtown drop-in on 
20 November. 
 
I have attached, and will cross reference, my submissions on the District Plan and the cycle network, 
as the three consultations are inter-dependent and inter-connected.  
 
My submission has four substantive points, set out below. 
 

1. The consultation and decision-making process is inadequate for the issues at stake 
 
As I read the LGWM material, the end result of this consultation is to decide which of the four 
presented options will progress to an indicative business case phase.  That is, this consultation will 
narrow down the range of options explored and could effectively limit the subsequent stages of the 
process down a single option/pathway.   
 
Yet the material available does not given enough information to enable this narrowing down to 
occur.  Crucial questions about costs, benefits, feasibility and practicality of the four options are 
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simply not presented in a way that allows an informed decision to be made.  Furthermore, the 
interaction between the various consultations has in some cases not even been considered.  At the 
Newtown drop in, I noted that lower Rintoul Street is slated to be both a corridor for mass rapid 
transit and for the extension of the cycle network.  I asked the various staff how would this work in 
practice given the narrowness of this street, and the proposal that lower Rintoul Street would still 
have other vehicular traffic on it.  In short, the answer given was that this was unknown at this time 
and would have to be sorted out at the detailed design stage - although what was most likely to 
happen is the loss of on-street car parks.   
 
It is hard to see how narrowing-down-the-options decisions can be made at this juncture given both 
the absence of strategic information (costs, benefits, risks, feasibility) as well as tactical information 
(how would all these modes of transport practically fit into narrow street corridors?). 
 
At the very least, this suggests that LGWM should proceed to the indicative business case phase with 
all four options continuing to be on the table …. what would be the basis for knocking some of them 
out at this stage? 
 
I am also concerned whether this consultation is in fact being undertaken in good faith.  The 
contribution by Kerry Prendergast https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-
post/comment/300463059/kerry-prendergast-squeakiest-wheels-arent-the-ones-to-get-city-moving  
seemed like an important and valuable contribution to the debate, not at least because it provided 
some substance on the strategic information that is missing from the LGWM consultation 
documents.  However the immediate denunciation (Dominion Post letters, 1 December 2021) of 
Prendergast’s contribution by Regional Councilor Thomas Nash raises concerns that this consultation 
is taking place with either a fixed agenda in mind, or with the decisions de-facto having already been 
made - and this consultation is proceeding to simply give those pre-determined decisions an air of 
legitimacy.  This concern is heightened by the silence from LGWM, from the Greater Wellington 
Regional Council, and from Wellington City Council to Councillor Nash’s attempt to shut down the 
debate. 
 

2. In terms of the options presented, urban intensification should be spread across the 
greater Wellington area, not just concentrated in the Mount Cook/Newtown/ 
Berhampore/Island Bay corridor. 

 
As explained to me at the Newtown drop-in, the maps associated with each of the LGWM options 
highlight assumptions as to the areas where urban intensification will occur most in the future.  
(These are shown through the grey shaded areas on the maps for each option).  So Options 1, 3 and 
4 assume that the bulk of the urban intensification will occur across the Mount Cook/Newtown/ 
Berhampore/Island Bay corridor, whereas Option 2 assumes that it will occur in this corridor, as well 
as in Kilbirnie and Miramar.   
 
This intensification is predicated on the assumption in the draft District Plan that population 
numbers in Wellington City will grow by between 50,000-80,000 over the next 30 years.  If they are 
to be concentrated in the Mount Cook/Newtown/ Berhampore/Island Bay corridor, then light rail is 
said to be the only mass transit mode able to cope with these numbers.  Hence Options 1, 3 and 4 
associate light rail as the mass transit mode to the intensification in the Mount Cook/Newtown/ 
Berhampore/ Island Bay corridor.  If intensification is to be spread more broadly across Wellington 
City (as in Option 2), bus rapid transit is viable. 
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In a separate submission to Wellington City Council on the draft District Plan, I will support the 
intensification of Wellington City in principle, but will argue that it should be spread across the city 
(rather than concentrated in one corridor) and be subject to a better mix of intensive housing and 
parks/outdoor community spaces than seems to be envisaged.  This suggests a broader distribution 
of people across all Wellington suburbs and a transport solution to match.  This highlights the inter-
dependency between the three consultations currently underway, but the lack of connection 
between them in key areas. 
 
Note also that the latest StatsNZ population projections for Wellington City published at the end of 
November 2021 suggests population growth in Wellington City between 2021 and 2048 of 28,000 
people (https://www.stats.govt.nz/information-releases/statistical-area-2-population-projections-
2018base2048-eighth-instalment-nz-stat-tables).  This may have quite important implications for 
both the distribution of intensification in Wellington as well as the viability of the four options 
presented – highlighting the need for these three consultations to be working off an agreed set of 
assumptions and forecasts.  
 

3. In terms of the options presented, this leads to a weak preference for Option 2 …. 
 
… but given that the costs, benefits and risks of the various options are not available, this weak 
preference is based on a recommendation for how Wellington City itself should grow, rather than a 
preference per se for one mass transit mode over another.  For the reasons outlined above, given 
the absence of information and understanding of the interplay between the three consultations and 
even what the expected population growth in Wellington City is expected to be, all four options 
should be taken forward into the indicative business case process. 
 
This would also allow the quite reasonable perspectives highlighted by Kerry Prendergast to be 
fleshed out and considered in more detail rather than summarily dismissed.   
 

4. Option 2 – or any options selected instead - needs to account for all transport modes – 
including cars and carparks 

 
A key driver for LGWM - let alone the District Plan and the cycle network - is that car use in 
Wellington needs to be severely curtailed.  If accommodating mass rapid transit and cycle lanes on 
narrow Wellington streets (such as lower Rintoul Street – as proposed in the LGWM and the cycle 
network consultation) means the loss of on-street car parking, this is (implicitly if not explicitly) seen 
as a highly desirable outcome rather than an unfortunate or unintended consequence. 
 
A further assumption underpinning LGWM seems to be that most vehicle movements from the 
outer suburbs are to downtown Wellington.  Thus the proposed mass rapid transit options are in 
fact corridors from the outer suburbs to Wellington central/the railway station – LGWM does not 
provide a network that allows people to move across the corridors from one suburb to another (such 
as movement from (say) Berhampore to (say) Kelburn).  The assumption also seems to be that mass 
rapid transport from suburbs to the central city will mean that people will not need cars, and thus 
will not need residential carparks. 
 
The consultation document for the cycle network indicates a built-up desire for some people to cycle 
more – if safety and other concerns are met.  It notes that up to 76% of people would consider 
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cycling if safe, separated infrastructure was provided, although less than 20% were “dedicated” or 
“likely” cyclists.  The material does not indicate whether or to what extent the 20% or the 76% 
would forego their cars entirely.   
 
It is highly unlikely that Wellingtonians will forego car ownership whether there are mass rapid 
transit and/or cycle lanes or not.  I will own a car even if mass rapid transit allows me to more easily 
commute for work to the central city than is currently the case.  The reason is that almost all of my 
non-work travel is to places outside of the central city – for groceries, garden stores, hardware, for 
visiting friends and family, for sport and recreation, etc.  These visits are hardly ever between 
Berhampore and the central city – where the mass rapid transit corridors would take me.  They are 
between Berhampore, all parts of Wellington, the Hutt Valley, Eastbourne, the Kapiti Coast and 
beyond.  For those with a larger (and younger) family than mine, you can add kindergarten/school 
drop offs, weekend school sports events and the like.  Nothing in the District Plan, LGWM, and the 
cycle network will enable these cross-corridor journeys to more easily occur, and therefore there is 
nothing in these plans that will obviate the need to own a private car – even if that car is used less 
for commuter and some other journeys. 
 
The cycle network consultation document addresses this by saying: 
 

“On many streets the creation of the bike network will require reallocating some space 
currently used for parking private vehicles. We understand this may affect demand for 
car parking in the streets adjacent to new bike routes. To help prioritise access to 
parking for residents, businesses and others, we will use the Council’s Parking Policy 
2020. This may involve creating new residents parking spaces close to the route to 
ensure residents can access on-street parks near their homes. Priority in these instances 
would be given to residents with mobility permits and no off-street parking. Similarly, a 
mix of loading zones and short-stay parking may be introduced along a corridor to 
ensure deliveries, visitors and tradespeople can still park in the areas.” (emphasis 
added). Source: Bicycle Network Consultation Document, November 2021, page 18 

 
The 2020 Parking Policy is however, essentially a document outlining a series of principles aimed 
(amongst other things) at reducing car parking capacity across Wellington.  It does not provide any 
specific actions for ensuring that there is adequate car parking in residential areas, particularly those 
most affected by mass rapid transit and the cycle network.   
 
The consultation material for the District Plan seems to assume this issue away by asserting that 
business centres will have the services that people need within walking distance of where they live 
(and by extension they will not need a car).  This is unrealistic.  It is also unrealistic to expect that 
friends and family will be within easy walking distance, or easily accessible by mass rapid transit.   
 
This means that the majority of households will continue to own a car (increasingly an electric one) 
but because of confined property size and/or the greater use of apartments many will not have 
access to off street parking.  And yet – once the detailed designs have actually been done - the 
practical impact of the nexus of the District Plan, LGWM and the cycle network can only be to reduce 
or eliminate residential on-street car parking in many locations, with the impact especially severe in 
the corridors where cycle lanes and mass rapid transit combine.   
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It is furthermore unrealistic to expect that the extra 28,000 (Stats NZ’s estimate of population 
growth in Wellington City to 2048) or 50,000-80,000 (Wellington City Council’s estimate) extra 
people in Wellington will not own (increasingly electric) cars.  And yet the nexus of the District Plan, 
LGWM and the cycle network will be to reduce the number of available on-street residential car 
parks in the places where population growth and urban intensification is slated to occur.   
 
LGWM, the cycle network plan together with the District Plan rewrite needs to address this.  There 
are some options that can be considered.  A key one would be a change to the District Plan so that 
future high-density housing must have off-street car parking built into the design (acknowledging 
this would be rescinding a recent District Plan change).  Another could be the development of off-
street parking areas; in some places in New York there are neighbourhood parking buildings.  There 
are bound to be other options.  
 
Failure to address this challenge will mean that the combination of the cycle network, the District 
Plan, and LGWM may enable faster commuter journeys and some growth in cycle journeys, but 
that’s it.  It will not reduce the need for most people to own cars and it will not accommodate 
predictable increases in population growth and thus increased numbers of (increasingly electric) cars 
in Wellington.  The failure to accommodate for this will itself make combination of LGWM, the cycle 
network plan, and the District Plan, fail to make Wellington a great city to live in, let alone one that is 
moving. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Michael Papesch 
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10 December 2021 
 
 

 

 
  

 
 
Place Planning Team  
PO Box 2199  
Wellington 6140 
 
By email: planningforgrowth@wcc.govt.nz  
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 
 
DISTRICT PLAN REVIEW CONSULTATION NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2021 
 
I am writing to make a submission on the revision to the District Plan.  I am providing a written 
submission as a simpler means to provide feedback than the on-line template.   
 
I would like to express my appreciation for the consultation drop-in session held in Newtown on 20 
November.  The staff from the respective agencies were extremely helpful in working through the 
options and helping to explain how the three consultations (District Plan, cycle network and Let’s 
Get Wellington Moving (LGWM)) interacted – and more particularly about what was not known 
about how the three consultations would interact.  The comments in this submission are based on 
the summary material on the District Plan provided at the drop-in, as well as the verbal briefing 
provided in the Newtown drop-in on 20 November. 
 
I have attached, and will cross reference, my submissions on LGWM and the cycle network, as the 
three consultations are inter-dependent and inter-connected.  
 
My submission has four substantive points. 
 

1. Core Assumptions Need to be Validated 
 
A key driver for the proposals in the District Plan (and LGWM) is an assumption that urban 
intensification needs to accommodate an increase in Wellington City’s population of between 
50,000-80,000 over the next 30 years. 
 
Note however that the latest StatsNZ population projections for Wellington City published at the 
end of November 2021 suggests population growth in Wellington City between 2021 and 2048 of 
28,000 people (https://www.stats.govt.nz/information-releases/statistical-area-2-population-
projections-2018base2048-eighth-instalment-nz-stat-tables).  A lower population growth will have 
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quite important implications for the District Plan as well as the distribution of intensification in 
Wellington and the viability of the four options presented in LGWM.   
 

2. A general move to greater urban intensification in Wellington City is supported, but it 
should be spread across the greater Wellington area, not just concentrated in specific 
corridors. 

 
As explained to me at the Newtown drop-in, the maps associated with each of the LGWM options 
highlight assumptions as to the areas where urban intensification will occur most in the future (the 
grey shaded areas in these maps).  So LGWM Options 1, 3 and 4 assume that the bulk of the urban 
intensification will occur across the Mount Cook/Newtown/ Berhampore/Island Bay corridor, 
whereas LGWM Option 2 assumes that it will occur in this corridor, as well as in Kilbirnie and 
Miramar.   
 
Note that these assumptions are enabled through the District Plan proposals, but are not explicitly 
outlined in the supporting consultation District Plan documentation.   
 
Given Wellington’s topography, any increase in population of Wellington City (whether it is 28,000 
or between 50,000 to 80,000) will require growing “up” rather than growing “out”.  However this 
growing “up” should be spread across the city (rather than concentrated in one corridor) because: 
 

• The Mount Cook/Newtown/ Berhampore/Island Bay corridor is simply too small to 
accommodate a population growth between 28,000-80,000 while also meeting the goals in 
the draft District Plan relating to both building heights and access to daylight/privacy and 
outdoor living spaces 

 
• There will be no room in such a corridor for the green spaces/parks and other outdoor 

community spaces needed to be part of a successful urban intensification package.  Other 
than the significant green spaces around Martin Luckie Park/the Berhampore Golf Course, 
there are very few significant parks/green spaces in this corridor already, and certainly not 
enough for anywhere between an extra 28,000-80,000 people in this space. 

 
This means that a successful intensification in Wellington City will need to be spread across all 
residential suburbs in Wellington. 
 
Note that this has implications for the LGWM options.  LGWM Option 2 (with rapid mass bus transit) 
is the only option designed with a broader distribution of intensification in mind. 
 

3. The models in the District Plan for urban intensification do not seem to require enough 
park/green spaces, or outdoor community spaces. 

 
I have lived in a small apartment in London for several years, and travelled extensively around 
Europe.  A key to successful urban density in these locations is that there is a range of parks and 
community spaces that can accommodate a range of outdoor and community activities from 
organized sport, through to walks, through to community events, through to people just getting 
sitting in the sun, outside of their apartment.  This is especially important when apartment living 
spaces are very small – as would be the case under the proposed District Plan (minimum sizes 35 m2 
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to 55m2) and where there will be limited access to daylight in housing (minimum of 2 hours direct 
sunlight/day in living areas). 
 
This does not seem to be a feature of the consultation material on the draft District Plan even 
though the proposed District Plan would also mandate a reduction in the outdoor living space 
associated with each dwelling.  The references to amenities in the consultation material instead 
refers to “access to day-to-day services, education facilities, public transport and employment” – an 
emphasis on indoor community services. The District Plan also needs to set expectations for the mix 
of green space with urban environments to support successful intensification.  This should be a mix 
of large open parks (such as a Martin Luckie Park, or changing the Berhampore Golf Course into a 
public park) through to a network of smaller green spaces placed amongst more intensive housing 
developments.  London suburbs, for example, often have a public square - an open grassed space of 
varying sizes - in the middle of highly intensive urban environments. 
 
This concern further underpins the need for intensification to occur beyond the Mount Cook/ 
Newtown/Berhampore/Island Bay corridor – the capacity of this corridor to accommodate 
significantly more people as well as green spaces in limited.   
 

4. The District Plan – and LGWM and the cycle network plan - needs to account for all 
transport modes - including cars and carparks 

 
A key driver for the District Plan – let alone the cycle network and LGWM - is that car use in 
Wellington needs to be severely curtailed.  If accommodating mass rapid transit and cycle lanes on 
narrow Wellington streets (such as lower Rintoul Street – as proposed in the LGWM and the cycle 
network consultation) means the loss of on-street car parking, this is (implicitly if not explicitly) seen 
as a highly desirable outcome rather than an unfortunate or unintended consequence. 
 
A further assumption underpinning LGWM seems to be that most vehicle movements from the 
outer suburbs are to downtown Wellington.  Thus the proposed mass rapid transit options are in 
fact corridors from the outer suburbs to Wellington central/the railway station – LGWM does not 
provide a network that allows people to move across the corridors from one suburb to another (such 
as movement from (say) Berhampore to (say) Kelburn).  The assumption also seems to be that mass 
rapid transport from suburbs to the central city will mean that people will not need cars, and thus 
will not need residential carparks. 
 
The consultation document for the cycle network indicates a built-up desire for some people to cycle 
more – if safety and other concerns are met.  It notes that up to 76% of people would consider 
cycling if safe, separated infrastructure was provided, although less than 20% were “dedicated” or 
“likely” cyclists.  The material does not indicate whether or to what extent the 20% or the 76% 
would forego their cars entirely.   
 
It is highly unlikely that Wellingtonians will forego car ownership whether there are mass rapid 
transit and/or cycle lanes or not.  I will own a car even if mass rapid transit allows me to more easily 
commute for work to the central city than is currently the case.  The reason is that almost all of my 
non-work travel is to places outside of the central city – for groceries, garden stores, hardware, for 
visiting friends and family, for sport and recreation, etc.  These visits are hardly ever between 
Berhampore and the central city – where the mass rapid transit corridors would take me.  They are 
between Berhampore, all parts of Wellington, the Hutt Valley, Eastbourne, the Kapiti Coast and 
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beyond.  For those with a larger (and younger) family than mine, you can add kindergarten/school 
drop offs, weekend school sports events and the like.  Nothing in the District Plan, LGWM, and the 
cycle network will enable these cross-corridor journeys to more easily occur, and therefore there is 
nothing in these plans that will obviate the need to own a private car – even if that car is used less 
for commuter and some other journeys. 
 
The cycle network consultation document addresses this by saying: 
 

“On many streets the creation of the bike network will require reallocating some space 
currently used for parking private vehicles. We understand this may affect demand for 
car parking in the streets adjacent to new bike routes. To help prioritise access to 
parking for residents, businesses and others, we will use the Council’s Parking Policy 
2020. This may involve creating new residents parking spaces close to the route to 
ensure residents can access on-street parks near their homes. Priority in these instances 
would be given to residents with mobility permits and no off-street parking. Similarly, a 
mix of loading zones and short-stay parking may be introduced along a corridor to 
ensure deliveries, visitors and tradespeople can still park in the areas.” (emphasis 
added). Source: Bicycle Network Consultation Document, November 2021, page 18 

 
The 2020 Parking Policy is however, essentially a document outlining a series of principles aimed 
(amongst other things) at reducing car parking capacity across Wellington.  It does not provide any 
specific actions for ensuring that there is adequate car parking in residential areas, particularly those 
most affected by mass rapid transit and the cycle network.   
 
The consultation material for the District Plan seems to assume this issue away by asserting that 
business centres will have the services that people need within walking distance of where they live 
(and by extension they will not need a car).  This is unrealistic.  It is also unrealistic to expect that 
friends and family will be within easy walking distance, or easily accessible by mass rapid transit.   
 
This means that the majority of households will continue to own a car (increasingly an electric one) 
but because of confined property size and/or the greater use of apartments many will not have 
access to off street parking.  And yet – once the detailed designs have actually been done - the 
practical impact of the nexus of the District Plan, LGWM and the cycle network can only be to reduce 
or eliminate residential on-street car parking in many locations, with the impact especially severe in 
the corridors where cycle lanes and mass rapid transit combine.   
 
It is furthermore unrealistic to expect that the extra 28,000 (Stats NZ’s estimate of population 
growth in Wellington City to 2048) or 50,000-80,000 (Wellington City Council’s estimate) extra 
people in Wellington will not own (increasingly electric) cars.  And yet the nexus of the District Plan, 
LGWM and the cycle network will be to reduce the number of available on-street residential car 
parks in the places where population growth and urban intensification is slated to occur.   
 
The District Plan rewrite (together with cycle network plan and LGWM detailed design, once 
completed) needs to address this.  There are some options that can be considered.  A key one would 
be a change to the District Plan so that future high-density housing must have off-street car parking 
built into the design (acknowledging this would be rescinding a recent District Plan change).  Another 
could be the development of off-street parking areas; in some places in New York there are 
neighbourhood parking buildings.  There are bound to be other options.  
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Failure to address this challenge will mean that the combination of the District Plan, the cycle 
network and LGWM may enable faster commuter journeys and some growth in cycle journeys, but 
that’s it.  It will not reduce the need for most people to own cars and it will not accommodate 
predictable increases in population growth and thus increased numbers of (increasingly electric) cars 
in Wellington.  The failure to accommodate for this will itself make combination of the District Plan, 
the cycle network plan, and LGWM, fail to make Wellington a great city to live in, let alone one that 
is moving. 
 
Future Engagement 
 
The online submission template asks submitters to “tick the box below if you wish to be contacted 
about participating in a round table discussion with Councillors in early 2022.”  I can confirm that I 
wish to be contacted about participating in a round table discussion about my submission. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Michael Papesch 
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Submission to the Wellington City Council  

Bike Network Plan 
Based on feedback from the public consultation session  

“What Wellington WomeNB Want” on Tuesday 23 November 2021 
  

1. Introduction 
• The National Council of Women of New Zealand, Te Kaunihera Wahine o Aotearoa 

(NCWNZ) is an umbrella group representing over 200 organisations affiliated at either 
national level or to one of our 15 Branches. In addition, about 450 people are 
individual members. Collectively our reach is over 450,000 with many of our 
membership organisations representing all genders. NCWNZ’s vision is a gender 
equal New Zealand and research shows we will be better off socially and 
economically if we are gender equal. Through research, discussion and action, 
NCWNZ in partnership with others, seeks to realise its vision of gender equality 
because it is a basic human right.  

• This submission has been prepared by the NCWNZ Wellington Branch after 
consultation with women in Wellington at a public session titled “What Wellington 
WomeNB Want: Draft District Plan / Bike Network Plan / Let’s Get Welly Moving”. 
The session had around 10 women in attendance, including a Wellington City Council 
(WCC) City Councillor.  

• This submission is not a reflection of or aligned with NCWNZ policy. Views 
expressed here are based from attendees who attended the “What Wellington 
WomeNB Want” Zoom session. 
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COMMENTS FROM “WHAT WELLINGTON WOMENB WANT” SESSION 

2. Travelling around the city 
2.1. Attendees normally travel around the city via: 

● Walking along the waterfront or down the golden mile 

● Bus (sometimes multiple) 

● Ride sharing apps 

● Car for areas without bus routes (e.g. Park Road, Miramar), or everywhere for those 
with mobility issues 

● E-scooter (rented) 

● E-bike 

 

2.2. Attendees would like to travel around the city via: 
● Walking wherever possible 

● Bus to get to the suburbs if buses had greater connectivity, frequency and reliability 

● Car for places outside the city centre, or in the city centre for those with mobility 
issues 

● E-scooter if it felt safer and more suitable for footpaths 

● Cycling if it felt safer 

 

3. Do you think the proposed network connects the key locations in the city? What 
locations are not connected? 

● The network appears to connect most key places and make it easy to get into the city 
centre 

 

4. What impact do you think the proposed network will have on people when they are: 

Walking? 

● People will possibly more aware of their surroundings if they have less footpath to 
work with 

● Would need safety considerations when dividing the street for bikes/e-scooters 
sneaking up behind walkers. Needs to be clear where bikes should be and where 
walkers should be. 

● Hear less car traffic if people replace private transport usage with biking 

 

Using public transport? 

● Might affect people catching a bus if they know they can take a bike on the bus if it 
rains etc 

● Buses could arrive quicker if there are fewer cars on the road 
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Riding bikes? 

● Safer 

● More bikers 

● Happier and healthier 

 

Using scooters/skateboards, etc? 

● Safer 

● More children using scooters/skateboards 

● Better communities who come together to scooter/skate 

 

Driving vehicles or riding motorbikes? 

● Less traffic if more people are on bikes 

● Might also slow down if lanes are made narrower, or parks are removed 

● Car users may be upset that they can’t drive to or park where cars could before, 
some may change their shopping habits as a result 

 

Living with mobility or accessibility issues? 

● Will possibly feel a bit concerned that less footpath space will be unsafe for them or 
make streets inaccessible. Need to ensure there are places for bike storage and 
scooter storage (so that scooters aren’t lying across the footpath)  

● Happier if streets are made wider to accommodate  

● If car parks are removed, people who require private transport for accessibility issues 
can still do that. Disability pass does not include everyone this may affect so disabled 
parks will not be inclusive enough. 

 

5. What impact do you think the proposed network will have on: 

Children travelling to school? 

● More kids using scooters or bikes to get to school 

A school on a proposed route? 

● Potentially more students if school zones widen as increased travel routes to access 
the school 

A sportsground or club on a proposed route? 

● There could be a positive impact if players are able to cycle to trainings  - good warm 
up/cool down, not dependent on parents/others to get dropped off. This positive 
impact may be moderated by the cold weather in winter 
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● If carparking is removed to make space for cycle lanes, this could negatively affect 
sportsgrounds; most parents stay and watch their children play sport so taking away 
the parking will impact on parents ability to take their children and the child's sports 
gear if no parking is available.  Especially if they have more than one child playing 
sports.  

People visiting Wellington? 

● They’re more likely to rent a bike to get around. They may have parking issues. 
● Many people travel toward Wellington for the walkways (i.e. Tararua track) so may 

come for the cycleways! 
● Crocodile bikes an attraction 
● Lots of pubs/restaurants near their hotels so they can walk there 

 

6. Who else should be considered? 

● Business owners - how will local businesses be affected if car parks are 
removed/roads are changed to accommodate bike lanes?  

● Women - how can the safety of women be ensured? 

● Older/Senior population 
 

7. How important is it to install the bike network as quickly as possible? 
● Some attendees believe the network should be implemented quickly as more people 

riding bikes will be significantly better for our environment, and will have a positive 
impact on public health and building communities. Further, if we can see the network 
working in other parts of the city, there might be greater buy-in for rolling out the 
network elsewhere 

● Some attendees believe it is not important as the cost outweighs the low number of 
people using it 

 

8. What should we consider when putting in interim solutions?  
● Accessibility- audio signalling etc.  

● Buses are not often a viable alternative while we wait for bike lanes. Should fix the 
buses first 

● Bike/tyre maintenance along the proposed routes 

  
9. Conclusion 

● A special thanks to Councillor Iona Pannett who attended online on the night. Her 
support and insights were much appreciated. We also thank Councillor Jill Day, our 
Branch Co-Patron, for her willingness to support this event.  

● We suggest WCC support and encourage further engagement sessions like “What 
Wellington WomeNB Want”, facilitated by groups such as NCWNZ Wellington 
Branch.  

● We would welcome the opportunity to present the findings of our engagement 
session orally.  
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Introducing Disabled Persons Assembly NZ 

The Disabled Persons Assembly NZ (DPA) is a pan-impairment disabled person’s 
organisation that works to realise an equitable society, where all disabled people (of 
all impairment types and including women, Māori, Pasifika, young people) are able to 
direct their own lives. DPA works to improve social indicators for disabled people and 
for disabled people be recognised as valued members of society. DPA and its 
members work with the wider disability community, other DPOs, government 
agencies, service providers, international disability organisations, and the public by: 

 telling our stories and identifying systemic barriers 
 developing and advocating for solutions 
 celebrating innovation and good practice 

The submission  

DPA is pleased to see that the Wellington City Council (WCC) is planning, as part of 
the Let’s Get Wellington Moving and other associated strategies, to improve its bike 
network plan as part of efforts to reduce carbon emissions and promote better health 
for everyone in the city. 

We would like to emphasise that disabled people are cyclists, drivers and 
pedestrians and sometimes utilise all three modes too. That is why safe cycling is 
just as important to disabled people as it is for everyone else given that cycling 
networks must be constructed in such a way that affords safety to all cyclists, 
pedestrians, motorists, and e-mobility vehicle users. 

Therefore, DPA welcomes the intention of the plan to create a safe, connected, high 
quality bike network which caters for the needs of cyclists of all ages and abilities.  

However, as we shall outline in this submission, it is important to also acknowledge 
the needs of disabled people whether we are cyclists or non-cyclists in the 
construction and development of this network.  

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with disabilities (UNCRPD) 
Articles most relevant to our submission are:   

• Article 4.3 Involving disabled people and our organisations in decisions 
that affect us  

• Article 5: Equality and non-discrimination 
• Article 9: Accessibility  
• Article 19: Living independently and being included in the community  
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• Article 20: Personal mobility 
• Article 24: Education 
• Article 25: Health 
• Article 26: Habilitation and rehabilitation 

The New Zealand Government policies and strategies which are relevant to this 
submission are as follows: 

New Zealand Disability Strategy 2016-2026: 

• Outcome 2:  Employment and economic security 
• Outcome 3:  Health and wellbeing 
• Outcome 5:  Accessibility 

DPA’s recommendations 

Recommendation 1: DPA recommends that whatever bike network options apply in 
any area, be they separated cycleways, separated bike paths and interim low-cost 
installations that there be at least three metres of clear separation between footpath 
and cycleway to prevent both pedestrians and cyclists from colliding. Also, tactile 
strips should be placed along all footpath and cycleway boundaries to ensure that 
blind and low vision people can access footpaths safely. 

Recommendation 2: DPA recommends that where a cycle or bike path crosses a 
street or road intersection that this be clearly indicated to pedestrians, cyclists, and 
motorists through good, clear signage, audio crossings (particularly on major road 
routes) and the provision of tactile strips, especially around mobility kerbs and path 
boundaries. 

Recommendation 3: DPA recommends that in shared zones and quiet routes that 
the same principles apply as for the above with the additional provision that good 
clear signage and lighting will guide cyclists and other road and pedestrian users to 
safely stay within their respective spaces. 

Recommendation 4: DPA recommends that the needs of all cyclists be 
accommodated on the bike network including for people who use three or four-
wheeled bicycles (used by many disabled people) and disabled people who use 
wheelchair hand cycles for either recreational or sporting purposes.  

Recommendation 5: DPA recommends that as part of any publicity/information 
campaign around the new bike network by the WCC that awareness/responsiveness 
be raised around various cycle types that people use, including those used by 
disabled people and athletes, such as handcycles, for example and the need to 
engage in safe pedestrian and driving behaviour around them. 
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Recommendation 6: DPA recommends that as part of any future safety campaigns 
that the mutual need for all cyclists, foot/wheeling pedestrians and motorists to 
beware of and be respectful around one another be emphasised. 

Recommendation 7: DPA recommends that the WCC during the rest of the design 
and planning phase engage with disabled people’s organisations (which include 
DPA), disability service providers including CCS Disability Action alongside other 
stakeholders to ensure that the new bike network is safe, thereby ensuring usability 
for cyclists while also ensuring safety for both foot/wheeling pedestrians and 
motorists around bike network areas. 

Recommendation 8: DPA recommends that more detail is needed from the WCC 
around the placement and number of bicycle and e-scooter parks which will be 
created and as to where, ultimately, these will go. E-scooters represent grave trip 
hazards for people moving on footpaths and pick-up/drop off zones should be 
created that will reduce the likelihood of people having accidents on e-scooters, 
particularly with pedestrians.  

Recommendation 8: DPA recommends that if any mobility parks are proposed to 
be removed as part of creating either temporary or permanent cycling spaces that 
there be others created in a neighbouring or adjacent area to replace them and that 
consultation on such proposals be carried out as part of the consultative process 
around the bike network with the disability community. 

Recommendation 9: DPA recommends that all information and communications 
campaigns as well as training around the bike network and cycling in the Wellington 
region be made available in accessible formats including Braille, Easy Read, New 
Zealand Sign Language, large print and audio.  

Recommendation 10:  DPA recommends that more emphasis should be placed on 
cyclists and pedestrians to have greater knowledge around what the road and path 
rules are as part of any future cycle safety campaigns. This is the case as cyclists 
can come too close to footpaths and that is why cyclists should be compelled to 
provide better signalling in these situations.  

Recommendation 11: DPA recommends that there is clarity needed for of footpath 
users, especially for wheelchair and mobility aid users who are navigating in areas 
near cycle ways. That is why we believe that recreational vehicles and cycles should 
give way to all pedestrians, and we would like clarification around this aspect as well. 

Conclusion 

DPA welcomes the proposed Bike Network Plan on the proviso that it considers the 
needs of all modal users, be they cyclists (including disabled cyclists), foot/wheeling 
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pedestrians and individual vehicle users [include people who use manual and 
powered wheelchairs]. 

We hope that our recommendations are adopted in order that the proposed network 
can truly accommodate the needs of all users and balance that with the needs of 
non-network users to navigate around Wellington freely and safely. 













for some users, particularly perhaps, those with mobility issues.  Some way of addressing this 
would be welcomed. In our 2015 submission we advocated reducing the vehicle corridor in favour 
of preserving car parking if space for adding the cycleway is scarce. The loss of parking on the 
main streets is also likely to be an issue for businesses located there.   
 
The principal routes identified in the consultation document which affect Newtown are Newtown to 
the city, Newtown to Berhampore and Newtown to Kilbirnie.  
  

1. Newtown to the city will be addressed in part by the fast track project.  Issues of parking in 
Riddiford St will later be a significant issue for the section between Mein St and Wilson St.   

2. The Newtown to Kilbirnie route proposes to use Wilson St as the conduit.  This is likely to 
be relatively fine for the top two thirds of Wilson St but the bottom third is one way going 
east.  Wilson St is constrained at the bottom by a narrowing which includes 4 mature trees.  
It might be possible to use Wilson St for uphill traffic but downhill would not work for the last 
section.  It should also be noted that emerging into Riddiford St from Wilson St would be 
problematic for cyclists.  Using Constable St for downhill traffic might be possible. 

3. The route between Newtown and Berhampore goes via Rintoul St.  This means that a 
cyclist coming from the southern end of Newtown, who wanted to use it would have to back 
track.  It might be desirable to have a secondary route which might link up with Rintoul St 
via Russel Tce etc. 

 
These comments above are indicative only and we would be keen for members of our association, 
particularly those who cycle regularly, to work through some of the specific issues with WCC staff 
as the plan becomes more detailed. 
 
An important adjunct to these safer cycling initiatives would be to reduce the speed limit through 
Newtown to 30 kph.  The wider membership of the Association has advocated for this change in 
the past. 
 
Conclusion 
We strongly support initiatives to make cycling more attractive as a safe mode of transport.  We 
support the idea of a fast track trial route from Mein St to the city. We would like to continue to 
work with WCC staff on the details of the proposals. 
 
Rhona Carson 
 
President 
Newtown Residents’ Association 
 
 

































Wellington City Council Environmental Reference Group

Submission on Paneke Pōneke
Bike network plan proposal

To: Paneke Pōneke team
bikenetwork@wcc.govt.nz

From: Wellington City Council Environmental Reference Group (ERG)

Date: 15 December 2021

Section One: Our Details

Contact name: Michelle Rush, Transport Portfolio Leader for ERG.

ERG Email address: c/- Hedi Mueller, Democracy Advisor and contact for WCC ERG

Postal address: WCC PO Box 2199 WELLINGTON 6140 Attn: Hedi Mueller

This submission is from an organisation: the Wellington City Council Environmental
Reference Group.

ERG has submitted on a number of other transport matters recently, including the parking
policy (2020), Traffic and Parking Bylaw (2021), central city safer speeds, LGWM (2021)
and Greta Point Connection (2021).

If you are not familiar with ERG, please see the background information provided here:

Purpose of the Environmental Reference Group (ERG)
● Advise Council on the best ways to improve Wellingtonian’s quality of life

environmentally, socially, culturally and economically by protecting and enhancing the
local environment.

● Bring knowledge and insight into Council around the environment, including water,
energy, waste, biodiversity, urban design and transport management, in the context of
Council’s roles and priorities.

ERG Principles guiding advocacy on transport and land use planning

1. Wellington should minimise the use of private vehicles, by modal shift to walking,
cycling and public transport, and by reducing the need for people to travel.
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2. The footprint of the transport system (excluding active transport) should be reduced, by
travel demand management, modal choice, and good design.

3. Transport disadvantage should be eliminated.

4. Transport corridors should be managed as public spaces that deliver multiple benefits,
including biodiversity, recreation and amenity benefits.

5. Public spaces should support walking transport journeys.

6. Land use design should minimise travel needs, help optimise the use of transport
infrastructure, and make it easy for households to be car-less.

7. Urban and transport infrastructure design should encourage walking, to deliver public
health benefits, encourage the development of communities, reduce social isolation, and
re-connect people to their local environment.

8. WCC must work efficiently with other decision makers and stakeholders.

9. Transport needs to efficiently enable economic, social, cultural activities while meeting
the principles above.

Oral Submissions

ERG WOULD like to make an oral submission to Councillors.
Please contact Michelle Rush, Transport Portfolio Lead, 0274574414 to arrange the
submission time.

Understanding our Submission
For your convenience, our submission follows the questions set out in the pdf document titled
PanekePoneke_Paperform_Final.pdf

As we are answering as an organisation that takes a strategic long term view, we are not the
people best placed to answer on personal preferences, route or place specific matters.

Questions about these aspects have therefore been marked as not applicable (NA) in our
response.

Section Two – the network

Question 1 How do you usually get around the city?

(NA)

Question 2 How do you prefer to get around the city?
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(NA)

Question 3 How important is it to make it easier and safer for people to ride bicycles in
and around the city?

Very important. The plan sets out well the evidence for why provision of safe, efficient
cycling infrastructure will help attract the ‘hesitant cyclist’ and ensure cycling becomes a real
option for families and people with different abilities rather than stay the domain of the
confident commuting cyclist.

A matter we suggest be highlighted more strongly in the ‘Benefits of the Plan’ section is the
positive impact cycling and other micro-transport forms (and walking of course) can have on
reducing congestion: a key issue in a growing city with challenging geography and
constrained street space.

Question 4 Do you agree that a connected network of cycleways will result in more
people using bikes to move around the city?

Strongly agree: the current ‘disconnected’ pieces of cycling infrastructure is off-putting for
less confident riders. Feeling safe is a key criterion for those who are hesitant cyclists or new
to cycling, and cycleways help to achieve this.

Question 5 Wellington City Council’s goal is to reduce emissions from road transport
and move more people with fewer vehicles as part of taking action against climate
change. Thinking about this goal, do you think the long-term impact of a bike network
would be:

Very positive

Question 6 Overall, do you support the proposed bike network plan?

Strongly support. ERG strongly supports the case for making it safer and easier for people to
ride bicycles in and around Wellington. It is very important that a comprehensive, joined up
cycle network that works for ‘hesitant cyclists’ is put in place as soon as possible. The
approach of trialling the network with temporary measures should lead to much faster
implementation than 2031.

Question 7 Do you agree the proposed network connects the key locations in the city?
(NA)

Question 8 What locations do you think are not connected by the proposed network?
(NA)

Section Three – considerations
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Question 9 Overall, what do you think we should consider when implementing the
proposed network?

We recommend that WCC review the plan’s proposals against the ERG Principles guiding
advocacy on transport and land use planning set out in the table in Section 1.

These, supported by the more specific considerations below, will help ensure the plan
achieves the outcomes intended.

Design standards
We strongly support the signal in the BNP Traffic Resolution that accompanies the Bike
Network Plan to use the One Network Framework (ONF) classification when determining
primary and secondary cycle routes.  This approach, which brings People, Place and
Movement together in thinking about transport is crucial to make sure the bike network ‘gets
it right’ and helps create ‘place’; enhances social and economic wellbeing of ‘people’; and
ensures ‘movement’ providing for all modes in accordance with the transport hierarchy WCC
has signed up to.

A number of current ‘cycle lanes’ and ‘paths’ in Wellington are of a width and configuration
that are below national guidelines. Whilst acknowledging the very real geographic constraints
of the city, we ask that WCC ensure that as many routes as possible identified in the bike
network plan be designed in line with recognised best practice. This is to ensure a safety
standard suitable for ‘hesitant’ cyclists, and that it will be built to handle a range of micro
transport options using variable speeds that might also use the cycle corridor, including
tricycles (ensuring the network can also be used by disabled people).

Particular care is needed at intersections, roundabouts and ‘pinch points’ and treatment at
heavily used kerb crossings.

A matter that is unclear to us in reading the plan and the associated traffic resolution, is
whether WCC is looking to connect specific “levels of service” with, respectively, what it has
termed ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ routes in accordance with the ONF classification.

And related to this, there is a concern, for instance, about what type of infrastructure is to be
provided: the BNP traffic resolution mentions kerbside paths, lanes and shared bus/bike lanes
among the options: we are of the view that shared bus/bike lanes will be too low a level of
service to cater for hesitant cyclists and children. We have similar concerns with regard to
shared paths on major ‘through routes’, which risk reducing pedestrian flow.  Shared paths
are particularly risky for the very young, the very old, and those with disabilities, e.g. sight or
hearing impairment, when negotiating a way around people using micro-transport at differing
speeds.

We suggest there needs to be great clarity arounde WCC’s policy in determining levels of
service. Associated with this, infrastructure decisions, such as lane vs separated lane vs path
etc. need to be more clearly defined.

Route selection
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Mode shift can be hastened if the routes that cyclists and micro-transport can use are the most
direct, easy ones, e.g. the ability to filter through streets and paths to get directly through an
area, priority at traffic lights and so forth, with vehicles having to access a more circuitous
route. This approach is used successfully overseas, and we support the intent WCC has
signalled in regards taking this approach in the CBD through some of its other transport
initiatives, and recommend it look to do this as far as possible with the bike network.

We support WCC’s resolve to ‘fully’ build one piece of the network at a time: by having both
the main route and its associated feeder routes finished as a package. This will also hasten
mode shift through the area; very visibly catering for the cycling modality.
It will enable each area to be safely and coherently connected up to schools, recreational
facilities and commercial areas around the route.

We strongly support the signalled intent to ensure that ‘feeder’ routes to recreational
facilities, schools and shopping precincts are also suitable for cyclists. In Wellington, the
weekend traffic is often worse than on weekdays, as families transport children to sports
grounds and visit shopping centres. Congestion around schools also creates safety issues in
many city areas (e.g. around Mount Victoria / the Basin Reserve, which needs careful
thought).

By ensuring all feeder routes provide a ‘level of service’ to match the hesitant and new
cyclist, e.g. through speed restrictions, other traffic calming mechanisms, ‘cars as guests’
streets where through traffic is stopped except for resident vehicles, emergency vehicles etc,
there is real potential to reduce congestion through people shifting to bicycles and other
micro-transport to access sports grounds, shopping centres and schools in the locality.

Hilly city considerations
Whilst not wanting to make specific comments on the routes across the network for the
reasons outlined in Section One, the hilly nature of Wellington and the reality of many very
narrow streets needs to be recognised.

Look at alternative routes – and how cyclists might safely ‘feed’ to these
We seek that WCC consider alternatives where a cycle lane or path is currently
signalled on a road corridor with significant geographic constraints where speed
restrictions are unlikely to be a realistic option.

By way of an example, in viewing the route map, we note that Onslow Road from the
Hutt Road to Khandallah is signalled to be a secondary bike route. Given that this
street is unlikely to be signalled for speed restriction (as a major route between town
and suburbs), an alternative may be upgrading the Bridle Track and its feeder streets
(i.e., via Izard, Jubilee and Nicholson Rds.). We recognise, however, that people
reside on and around Onslow Road and that it is an area where housing is
intensifying. It would be helpful if the Council could consider options for ‘feeders’
from this area, using council-owned land for a new path or bridge.

Route design
Not every cyclist, and certainly not children, will have an electric bike. Where a route
is hilly, additional care needs to be taken in design, and we ask that WCC research
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and incorporate ‘best practice’ in regards building cycle infrastructure on hilly routes.
This includes building in switch backs, areas for pausing or passing, and greater
widths than standard on two-way routes to improve safety between fast downhill
cyclists and slower uphill.

Build separate infrastructure
Whilst some might argue building separate infrastructure is expensive, we beg to
differ, as when put in context of the billions spent on roads, such infrastructure could
prove a good investment in enabling efficient and safe movement of different
transport modes for routes where there is potential for a significant increase in cycle
use into the future.

In support of these two final points, we attach annotated photos of dedicated cycle
infrastructure in hilly areas from Japan, and references to research work on cycle
paths in hilly cities. Please see the ‘hilly city’ appendix below.

Bike network as a public amenity

Current bike infrastructure is a mix of paths where at one end it is clear that transporting
cyclists on a flat surface is almost the only design criteria; through to those at the other end
that have been thoughtfully designed with a view to place making, which incorporates natural
and cultural elements.

A key concern of the ERG is environmental quality in the city: this includes infrastructure
built using water sensitive design principles and incorporation of trees and plants to support
biodiversity. Attention to the cultural landscape and ‘place making’ for people is another
matter of importance.

For all these reasons, we strongly support the ‘build back better’ resolve of the Bike Plan and
seek that the transport team make use of the fullest range of expertise from WCC’s different
areas (safety, housing, biodiversity, heritage (including Māori heritage) economy, community
engagement etc) with GWRC and WW (stormwater) when determining and designing
infrastructure so that ‘build back better’ can be fully realised.

As part of this, we seek that the Bike Network Plan more explicitly set out how the intent of
the ONF and its three pillars of people, place and movement will be realised in practice, in
the planning and implementation of interim, and then new bike network improvements. This
is very necessary if we are to see the bike network make the biggest difference to our future
quality of life.

Section Four – Impacts – walkers, public transport, businesses and residents on routes

The long term outcomes of the Bike Network can be positive for everyone, and the approach
of ‘try before you buy’ with interim solutions able to be tested with those along the route as
well as those using the route, are an important part of this.

There will be transition impacts as with any infrastructure change.
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Recognising this, we suggest that WCC look to having a dedicated ‘customer relations’
person for all those along a route (businesses and/or residents) during build periods. This
would ideally be someone who can post to local media sites and share progress; ask
questions; respond to concerns etc.; and help people feel part of the change, rather than an
aggrieved bystander.

For areas through major commercial zones (e.g. shopping centres etc.), we recommend WCC
start early (at least a year prior) with businesses to address fears and issues especially with
regard to how customers will access their premises during build phases.

For residents on routes with limited off-street parking, we also recommend WCC start early
(perhaps up to 2 years prior) to assist residents to consider options such as building off-road
car pads, using share-cars instead, or make a modal shift when parking streetside is no longer
an option.

Also important is reflecting One Network Framework pillars, and as part of this embracing
the ‘build back better’ philosophy so that the network contributes directly to ‘place making’
in all senses of the word, so that a new bike facility enhances pedestrian and business
experience rather than detracting from it (see comments on this in the previous section)

We strongly support the intentions set out in the plan to improve education and awareness in
support of having greater numbers of people using bicycles, along with the other related
initiatives the plan signals, such as provision for bike parking etc.

We also seek that WCC build into its budget suitable ongoing maintenance. For example,
kerbside areas are the first to accumulate stones and rubbish, which compromises the safety
of cycling.

Section Five – Impacts – schools, sports facilities, visitors to the city

As discussed in our comments on ‘route selection’ in Section Three above, it will be
important to complete all feeders and traffic calming in a piece of the network fully: this will
help ensure immediate benefit for children cycling to school, and local people accessing
sports facilities; and will quickly build support for cycling as an attractive and realistic option
in that locality.

If this can be realised, then it is our view that a well designed bike network, and having areas
fully ‘finished’ along a route will have very positive impacts for children (and staff and
parents) travelling to school, as well as help to reduce congestion around sports facilities, and
increase the overall attractiveness of Wellington to visitors, many of whom come here to
enjoy our mountain biking facilities. Being able to reach these facilities via safe routes will
make this experience even more attractive.

Section Six – Interim and permanent changes
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It is very important to get the bike network installed as quickly as possible. Mode shift is
urgently needed and this infrastructure will go a long way towards helping realise that in light
of the significant proportion of Wellingtonians that research shows ‘would’ bike if they felt
safer about doing so. Installing a network built to the level of service required for the
‘hesitant’ cyclist, starting with interim measures that can be tested, is strongly supported.

We suggest that the council ensures it trials interim solutions for long enough that a range of
weather conditions, and range of users, can be tested. Evidence from Auckland showed at
least three months, and sometimes longer, was required to help communities adapt; for local
people and businesses to be part of trialing and tweaking ideas; and for people to start
thinking differently about the streetscape and moving through it.

Further Input
ERG is keen to be able to contribute further on this plan and assist WCC wherever possible,
being a group of people with a wide body and variety of expertise and experience in
environmental matters.

Please contact us via Hedy Mueller if you would like the opportunity to workshop any matter
with us.

ENDS

“Hilly City” Appendix

References:

https://ecf.com/news-and-events/news/cycling-hilly-cities-possible-sure

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/339025117_Making_Cycling_Spaces_in_Hilly_Cities

https://vdocument.in/cycling-in-hilly-cities-amirfeiz.html

Photos:
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Photo 1: The blue line on the road shows a cycleway route both for cyclist route finding and so
vehicles knew to expect cyclists. Heading up to the circular ramp that is cycles only.
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Photo 2: The circular ramp  is cycles only.
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Photo 3: Yet another cycle only ramp. They were everywhere.
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Kilbirnie Business Network Inc 
 

www.kilbirnie.org.nz     

 
 
14 December 2021 
 
Bike Network plan engagement  
Wellington City Council 
PO Box 2199 
Wellington 6140 
 
Dear Sir / Madam, 
 
Bike network plan feedback from Kilbirnie Business Network Inc.  
 
This submission is made on behalf of the owners and operators of the approximately 
250 businesses in the Kilbirnie, Rongotai and Lyall Bay business communities. 
 
The Kilbirnie Business Network recognises the desire to move to alternative, more 
active forms of transport and the need for mode shift in the coming years but 
believes that Onepu Road itself is not the optimal location for a cycleway for the 
reasons listed below.  These are very similar to points made last year which were 
accepted by council when it proposed a temporary pop-up cycleway and then 
subsequently abandoned the idea.  We are very disappointed to see that the project 
has been revised and consultation carried out so close to the Christmas holiday 
period.  
 
The Kilbirnie Business Network opposes the planned cycle way along Onepu 
Rd for the following reasons:  

1. This proposal has not been well considered.  While we don’t have specific 
designs at this stage, it is safe to assume that council will simply revert to their 
previous plan for Onepu Rd which will involve the removal of 41 carparks and 
re-aligning the centreline on Onepu Rd to install the cycle ways. 
 
Why is the busiest road in Kilbirnie being chosen for the cycleway when there 
are far safer options such as via Ross Street and Yule Street.  Is it because of 
the inevitable backlash from residents and their visitors who would no longer 
be able to park outside their homes? Doesn’t council also have a duty to 
consider impacts on business owners? 
  

2. We note that no formal technical analysis on the proposed cycleway along 
Onepu Road has been carried out except to indicate that it would result in the 
loss of 41 on-street car parks. 
 

3. No consideration has been given to the impact on Kilbirnie businesses 
through a reduction in carparks, safety concerns from trucks (up to 100 a day) 
turning into Pak N Save and the access to other anchor tenants such as 
Countdown and the impending arrival of Chemist Warehouse and additional 
residential / retail developments at the corner of Rongotai and Onepu Roads. 













Firstly your online complaints page just goes around in circles so that’s 
makes contacting WCC with issues both ridiculous and frustrating .  
 
Secondly - as the owner of a business on Johnsonville Road I have just been informed that 
WCC intend to put a cycleway along that road and get rid of car parking. We have been 
informed that consultation finishes this Tuesday. Notification was received from a member of 
the public (no officials) on Saturday by our shop staff - not even the business owners. 
 
I am absolutely outraged and disgusted that WCC see fit to effectively banish the businesses 
from operating in that area. How many cyclists will hop off their bikes to make purchases 
compared to the number of car drivers who pull up and go into these businesses and go to 
the remaining banks etc? The answer is none. I have never seen a cycle parked outside our 
business with the rider inside making a purchase. In fact I see very few cycles along that 
stretch of road as they would mostly and sensibly use Moorefield Road. But cars and trucks 
come and go all day long with drivers going to the banks and popping into the shops.  
 
The complete arrogance and unashamedly bias of this Council appals me. We have not 
received any official notification of this intended change and it is purely one person of his 
own volition who has brought it to our (the concerned businesses) attention. It seems that 
the Council make these changes by stealth so local residents and businesses are not aware 
of the changes until it is almost (if not already) too late and that way it seems we are too late 
to offer submissions and objections.  
 
 
And object I do - in the most vehement and outraged manner that I can. How does the 
Council expect to create a 'metrohub,' as I have heard Johnsonville referred to by Council 
staff, if vehicles and their occupants are unable to conduct their business and shopping in 
the area without walking a considerable way? They wont! This alteration will make 
Johnsonville Road merely a passageway to other suburbs and not a stopping point. Is any 
consideration given by the Council to members of the public who are elderly, disabled or 
have their mobility challenged to enable them to efficiently go about their lives. The talk says 
they think about those people often but in practice they are completely blindfolded to the 
needs of any groups in the cityc other than cyclists.  
 
Currently the cars parking short term on Johnsonville Road seem to co-exist well with the 
cycle lane already there and I see no good reason for that to be changed. I do however feel 
cyclists would be safer using Moorefield Road and that route should be encouraged. There 
are considerably less trucks along there doing deliveries etc 
 
The Wellington City Council and its officers need to consider the damage this plan will do to 
the businesses and the area and rethink their strategy for making Johnsonville become the 
thriving hub they so often talk about. 
 
Judith Gray 
Owner 
Nada Bakery, Johnsonville Road 

 
 











 

 
Hutt Valley DHB | Private Bag 31907, Lower Hutt 5010 | 04 566 6999   l   www.huttvalleydhb.org.nz 

Capital & Coast DHB | Private Bag 7902, Newtown, Wellington 6342 | 04 385 5999   l   www.ccdhb.org.nz 

09 December 2021 

 
Wellington City Council 
PO Box 2199,  
Wellington 6140,  
New Zealand 
 
Attention: Joe Hewitt  
 
Tēnā koe Joe 
 
Re: CCDHB submission on WCC Bike Network Plan 2021 
 

1. Capital and Coast District Health Board (CCDHB) operates Wellington Regional Hospital, the 
tertiary hospital for the wellington region. Approximately 5,000 people work at this campus, 
including 4,000 DHB staff and 1,000 staff of tenants, contractors and ancillary service workers. In 
addition, the campus sees around 2500 patients and visitors a day. 
 

2. Wellington Regional Hospital is located in Newtown and is a locally and regionally significant 
destination; journeys to and from the campus make up approximately 20% of the vehicle 
movements on Riddiford Street. 
 

3. CCDHB has recently completed the Wellington Regional Hospital Travel Action Plan (WRH TAP), 
which was developed in partnership with Greater Wellington Regional Council, Wellington City 
Council and Waka Kotahi. The WRH TAP aims to double the number of trips to Wellington 
Regional Hospital taken by bike (as well as public transport, walking and car share). The WRH TAP 
complements the Bike Network Plan 2021, which will increase benefits from our investments in 
end of trip facilities, improved accessibility through our campus and personalised travel planning 
support.  
 

4. CCDHB acknowledges the significant work undertaken to prepare the proposed Bike Network Plan 
2021, and the investment committed by WCC in the Long Term Plan. 
 

5. We support the network principles and note the considerable public health benefits of more 
people choosing to use active transport. 
 

6. The DHB supports the transitional cycleway approach that enables the early delivery of safe cycle 
access between Wellington Regional Hospital and the City. We note that we expect to have 
additional patient and visitor parking available as the New Children’s Hospital nears completion 
which may offset the reduction of short term parking on Riddiford Street required to enable the 
transitional cycleway.  
 

7. As the provider of secondary and tertiary health services for Wellington City and Region, our 
hospital and clinicians are responsible for managing the consequences of poorly design transport 
infrastructure when people are injured. We strongly support the separation of vulnerable road 
users such as those on bike or foot. We further note the need to separate pedestrians from faster 



micro-mobility users. CCDHB does not support shared paths due to the conflict between these 
user groups and the associated health risks.  
 

8. The consequences of traffic incidents increase as speed increases. We are concerned about the 
preferred separation of bikes and motor vehicles graph found on page 49. Mixing motor vehicles 
with bikes at 40km/h, even in low traffic environments is not consistent with the principles of the 
Plan. We recommend that the shared/mixed traffic approach only be taken where speeds are 
limited to 30km/h and appropriate traffic calming in place. This is more consistent with 
international standards and approaches. 
 

9. The preferred separation of bikes and motor vehicles graph further implies that between 40km/h 
and 60km/h non separated bike lanes will be the preferred solution. We do not support this 
approach and recommend that physically separated bike paths/ lanes be provided on both 
primary and secondary bike routes in the Bike Network Plan wherever speeds limits are above 
30km/h or appropriate traffic calming is not in place (i.e changing the speed limit without 
introducing traffic calming should not be an acceptable solution).  
 

10. A large number of DHB staff currently park on the streets of Newtown. Work is underway to 
increase car park capacity at Wellington Regional Hospital and provide staff with on-site options. 
We note the changes to on street parking that may be required to facilitate the construction of 
the Bike Network Plan (and later Mass Rapid Transit). We also note the hierarchy included in the 
Car Parking Policy 2020 gives commuters such as our staff the lowest priority. We request that 
engagement continues around the timing of any changes to on street parking in Newtown.  
 

11. CCDHB commends WCC for the work and engagement done to date. We are excited to support 
the roll out of the Bike Network Plan and look forward to the collaborative partnership that we 
have built through the development of the WRH TAP continuing.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ngā mihi 
 
 
 
 
Mathew Parr 
Acting CFO 2DHB  
  




